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We examine the interplay of symmetry and topological order in 2+1 dimensional topological quantum phases
of matter. We present a precise definition of the topological symmetry group Aut(C), which characterizes the
symmetry of the emergent topological quantum numbers of a topological phase C, and we describe its relation
with the microscopic symmetry of the underlying physical system. This allows us to derive a general frame-
work to classify symmetry fractionalization in topological phases, including phases that are non-Abelian and
symmetries that permute the quasiparticle types and/or are anti-unitary. We develop a theory of extrinsic defects
(fluxes) associated with elements of the symmetry group, extending previous results in the literature. This pro-
vides a general classification of 2+ 1 dimensional symmetry-enriched topological (SET) phases derived from a
topological phase of matter C with symmetry group G. We derive a set of data and consistency conditions, solu-
tions of which define the algebraic theory of the defects, known as aG-crossed braided tensor category C×G . This
allows us to systematically compute many properties of these theories, such as the number of topologically dis-
tinct types of defects associated with each group element, their fusion rules, quantum dimensions, zero modes,
braiding exchange transformations, a generalized Verlinde formula for the defects, and modular transformations
of the G-crossed extensions of topological phases. We also examine the promotion of the global symmetry to
a local gauge invariance (“gauging the symmetry”), wherein the extrinsic G-defects are turned into deconfined
quasiparticle excitations, which results in a different topological phase C/G. We present systematic methods to
compute the properties of C/G when G is a finite group. The quantum phase transition between the topological
phases C/G and C can be understood to be a “gauge symmetry breaking” transition, thus shedding light on the
universality class of a wide variety of topological quantum phase transitions. A number of instructive and/or
physically relevant examples are studied in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The last two decades of research in condensed matter
physics has yielded remarkable progress in the understand-
ing of gapped quantum states of matter. In the absence of
any symmetry, gapped quantum systems at zero temperature
may still form distinct phases of matter that exhibit topolog-
ical order, which is a new kind of order characterized by
patterns of long range entanglements [1, 2]. Topologically
ordered phases possess numerous remarkable properties, in-
cluding quasiparticle excitations with exotic, possibly non-
Abelian, exchange transformations (statistics), robust pat-
terns of long range quantum entanglement, robust topology-
dependent ground state degeneracies, and protected gapless
edge modes.
Recently, a number of exciting new directions have
emerged in the study of topological phases of matter, one
of which is the study of extrinsic defects [3–21]. This in-
cludes the study of extrinsically imposed point-like defects,
which are not finite-energy quasiparticle excitations, but nev-
ertheless have a nontrivial interplay with the topological order.
These point-like defects can themselves give rise to topologi-
cally protected degeneracies, non-Abelian braiding exchange
transformations, and exotic localized zero modes. From a
practical standpoint, they might be useful in enhancing the
computational power of a topological phase used for topo-
logically protected quantum information processing [2, 22–
27]. For example, one may engineer non-Abelian defects in
an Abelian topological phase, or even defects that realize a
computationally universal braiding gate set in a non-Abelian
phase that otherwise would not have computationally univer-
sal braiding [12]. Several microscopic realizations of such de-
fects have been proposed in the past few years, ranging from
lattice dislocations in certain microscopic models [4, 6–8, 16–
19] to unconventional methods of coupling fractional quan-
tum Hall (FQH) edge states [6, 9–14]. In addition to point-like
extrinsic defects, topological phases also support a rich vari-
ety of extrinsic line-like defects. These may either be gapped
or gapless, and in both cases there is necessarily a nontriv-
ial interplay with the topological order. In particular, gapped
line-like defects, such as gapped boundaries [5, 13, 14, 28–
33], have recently been proposed to be used for robust experi-
mental signatures of certain topologically ordered states, such
as fractionalization in spin liquids and topological degeneracy
in FQH states [34–37].
A second direction that has generated intense research is the
interplay of symmetry with topological order. In the presence
of symmetries, gapped quantum systems acquire a finer clas-
sification [38–60]. Specifically, it is possible for two phases
of matter to be equivalent in the absence of the symmetry, but
distinct in the presence of symmetry. These are referred to
as symmetry-protected topological (SPT) states if the gapped
phase is trivial in the absence of symmetry, and as symmetry-
enriched topological (SET) states if the gapped phase is topo-
logically nontrivial, even when all symmetries are broken.
One-dimensional Haldane phases in spin chains [61, 62],
two-dimensional quantum spin Hall insulators [63–65], and
three-dimensional time-reversal-invariant topological insula-
tors [66–68] are all well-known examples of SPT states. In
contrast, FQH states and gapped quantum spin liquids are ex-
amples of SET states, because they possess symmetries (par-
ticle number conservation or spin rotational invariance) to-
gether with topological order.
In the presence of symmetries, quasiparticles of a topolog-
ical phase of matter can acquire fractional quantum numbers
of the global symmetry. For example, in the ν = 13 Laugh-
lin FQH state [69], the quasiparticles carry charge in units of
e/3; in gapped Z2 quantum spin liquids [70], the quasipar-
ticles can carry unit charge and no spin (chargeons/holons),
or zero charge and spin- 12 (spinons). With symmetry, an even
larger class of extrinsic defects are possible, as one can always
consider a deformation of the Hamiltonian that forces a flux
associated with the symmetry into a region of the system, even
if this flux is not associated with any deconfined quasiparticle
excitation.
When a Hamiltonian that realizes a topological phase of
matter possesses a global symmetry, it is natural to consider
the topological order that is obtained when this global sym-
metry is promoted to a local gauge invariance, i.e. “gauging
the symmetry.” This is useful for a number of reasons: (1)
The properties of the resulting gauged theory can be used as
a diagnostic to understand the properties of the original, un-
gauged system [71–74]. (2) Gauging the symmetry provides
a relation between two different topological phases of matter,
and can give insight into the nature of the quantum phase tran-
sition between them [75–78]. (3) Understanding the relation
between such phases may aid in the development of micro-
3scopic Hamiltonians for exotic topological phases (described
by the gauged theory), by starting with known models of sim-
pler topological phases (described by the ungauged theory).
Although a remarkable amount of progress has been made
on these deeply interrelated topics, a completely general un-
derstanding is lacking, and many questions remain. For ex-
ample, although there are many partial results, the current un-
derstanding of fractionalization of quantum numbers, along
with the classification and characterization of SETs is incom-
plete. Moreover, while there have been many results towards
understanding the properties of extrinsic defects in topologi-
cal phases, there has been no general systematic understand-
ing and, in particular, no concrete method of computing all
the rich topological properties of the defects for an arbitrary
topological phase. The study of topological phase transitions
between different topological phases is also missing a general
theory.
In this paper, we develop a general systematic framework
to understand these problems. We develop a way to char-
acterize the interplay of symmetry and topological order in
2 + 1 dimensions, thus leading us to a general understand-
ing of how symmetries can be consistently fractionalized in
a given topological phase. Subsequently, we develop a math-
ematical framework to describe and compute the properties
of extrinsic point-like defects associated with symmetries of
the topological phase. Our construction utilizes results and
ideas from recent mathematical literature [79–82]. However,
since our focus is on concrete applications to physics, our ap-
proach and formalism is quite different from the more abstract
categorical formalism that has been presented in the mathe-
matical literature. Our framework for understanding the topo-
logical properties of extrinsic defects then provides us with a
way to systematically classify and characterize SETs (includ-
ing SPTs) in 2 + 1 dimensions. Finally, we again build on
results from the mathematics literature [80, 83] to provide a
systematic prescription for gauging the symmetry of a system
in a topological phase of matter.
A. Summary of Main Results
Due to the length of this paper, we will briefly summarize
the main results of our work here. Before we proceed, we note
that our starting framework to describe a topological phase
without symmetry is in terms of an anyon model C, for which
we provide a detailed review of the general theory in Sec. II.
Mathematically, C is referred to as a unitary modular tensor
category (UMTC). Physically, it can be thought of as the set
of topological charges, which label the topologically distinct
types of quasiparticles (anyons), together with data that self-
consistently specifies their fusion, associativity, and braiding
exchange transformations. As this paper draws upon a number
of technical mathematical concepts, we have made an effort to
include precise definitions and explanations of most of these
concepts, in order to make it as self-contained as possible.
1. Symmetry and Fractionalization
Symmetry fractionalization refers to the manner in which
topologically nontrivial quasiparticles carry quantum numbers
that are (in a sense) fractions of the quantum numbers of the
underlying local constituents of the system, such as electrons
or spins. We show that for a symmetry G (continuous or dis-
crete, unitary or anti-unitary), symmetry fractionalization is
classified by two objects, [ρ] and [t], which we briefly describe
here. The square brackets here indicate equivalence classes,
as there are non-physical redundancies, i.e. a sort of gauge
freedom, associated with both objects that should be factored
out.
We first define the group of topological symmetries, de-
noted Aut(C), of a topological phase of matter described by
C. Roughly speaking, this corresponds to all of the different
ways the theory C can be mapped back onto itself, includ-
ing permutations of topological charges, in such a way that
the topological properties are left invariant. A subset of such
auto-equivalence maps called “natural isomorphisms,” which
do not permute topological charges and leave all the basic data
unchanged, provide the redundancy under which one equates
the auto-equivalence maps to form the group Aut(C). Sim-
ple examples of auto-equivalence maps include layer permu-
tations in multi-layer systems that consist of multiple identical
copies of a topological phase, or electric-magnetic duality in
phases described by a Zn gauge theory.
We next consider a physical system in a topological phase
described by C, which also has a global symmetry described
by the group G. One must specify how G acts upon the topo-
logical degrees of freedom and thus interplays with the topo-
logical symmetry. This is characterized by a group action
[ρ] : G→ Aut(C). (1)
The notation means that we assign an auto-equivalence map
ρg to each group element g ∈ G and take the equivalence
classes of these maps under natural isomorphism. (It is useful
to work with a specific choice ρ ∈ [ρ] when deriving results,
and then demonstrate invariance within the equivalence class
for certain quantities at the end.)
Once [ρ] is specified, we examine the symmetry action in
an underlying physical system described by a microscopic
Hamiltonian. We show that symmetry fractionalization is pos-
sible only when a certain obstruction class [O] ∈ H3[ρ](G,A)
vanishes. Here A corresponds to the group of Abelian topo-
logical charges in C, where group multiplication is defined by
fusion. H3[ρ](G,A) is the 3rd cohomology group of G with
coefficients in the group A, where the subscript [ρ] indicates
the inclusion of the symmetry action in the definition of the
cohomology, which, in this context, is a potential permutation
of the topological charge values in A (and, hence, is indepen-
dent of the choice of ρ ∈ [ρ]). When the obstruction vanishes,
it is possible to consistently fractionalize the symmetry in the
system, meaning one can specify a local projective symme-
try action that is compatible with the symmetry action on the
topological degrees of freedom. The different ways in which
the symmetry can be fractionalized is classified by the 2nd co-
4homology group H2[ρ](G,A), with there being a distinct frac-
tionalization class for each element [t] ∈ H2[ρ](G,A). More
precisely, the set of symmetry fractionalization classes form
an H2[ρ](G,A) torsor, which means the classes are not them-
selves elements of H2[ρ](G,A), but rather the distinct fraction-
alization classes are related to each other by an action of dis-
tinct elements H2[ρ](G,A). The precise definitions of these
mathematical objects will appear in the main text and appen-
dices.
2. Extrinsic Defects
When the physical system has a symmetry G, one can
consider the possibility of point-like defects associated with
group elements g ∈ G, which may be thought of as fluxes.
In many ways, a defect behaves like quasiparticle. However,
an important distinction is that when a quasiparticle is trans-
ported around a g-defect, it is acted upon by the correspond-
ing symmetry action ρg, possibly permuting the quasiparti-
cle’s topological charge value. Another important distinction
is that, since G describes a global symmetry and not a local
gauge invariance in this context, these defects do not corre-
spond to finite-energy excitations of the system. Thus, they
must be extrinsically imposed by modifying the Hamiltonian
in a manner that forces the g-flux into the system. If the posi-
tion of the defects are allowed to fluctuate quantum mechan-
ically, the energy cost of separating such defects will grow
either logarithmically or linearly in their separation. There-
fore they may also be viewed as confined excitations of the
system.
The extrinsic defects of a topological phase have many rich
topological properties, and one purpose of this paper is to de-
velop a concrete algebraic formalism, analogous to the alge-
braic theory of anyons, that can be used to characterize and
systematically compute the many topological properties of
such defects. For this, we begin by generalizing the notion
of topological charge to apply to defects, with distinct types
of g-defects carrying distinct values of topological charge. We
then extend the description of the original anyon model C, de-
scribing the topological phase, to a G-graded fusion theory
CG =
⊕
g∈G
Cg, (2)
where each sector Cg describes the topologically distinct types
of g-defects and the fusion and associativity relations respect
the group multiplication of G, i.e. a g-defect and an h-defect
fuse to a gh-defect. In this way, the quasiparticles of the origi-
nal topological phase correspond to the 0-defects, i.e. C0 = C.
Subsequently, we introduce a generalized notion of braid-
ing transformations that incorporates the symmetry action ρg
as a quasiparticle or defect passes around a g-defect. This is
referred to as “G-crossed braiding” and defines a G-crossed
braided tensor category (BTC), which we denote as C×G . Sim-
ilar to anyon models, we provide a diagrammatic represen-
tation of the states and operators of the theory and identify
the basic data that fully characterizes the theory. We intro-
duce consistency conditions on the basic data, which gener-
alize the famous hexagon equations for braiding consistency
to “heptagon equations” for G-crossed braiding, and impose
consistency of the incorporation of the symmetry action and
its fractionalization within the theory.
Given the basic data of the G-crossed theory, we are able
to compute all properties of the defects, including their fusion
rules, quantum dimensions, localized zero modes, and braid-
ing statistics. We find that topological twists, which charac-
terize the braiding statistics of objects, is not a gauge invari-
ant quantity for defects, which meshes well with the notion
that the defects are associated with confined objects. Another
important property that we derive is that the total quantum di-
mension Dg of the sector Cg is the same for all g ∈ G, i.e.
Dg = D0 (this holds generally for a G-graded fusion cate-
gory). We also find that the number of topologically distinct
g-defects, |Cg|, is equal to the number of g-invariant topolog-
ical charges [i.e. those for which ρg(a) = a] in the original
UMTC C0.
We describe the notion of G-crossed modular transforma-
tions when the system inhabits a torus or surfaces of arbitrary
genus. These extend the usual definition of modular trans-
formations, generated by S and T matrices, to cases where
there are defect branch lines wrapping the cycles of the torus
or higher genus surface. We derive a G-crossed generaliza-
tion of the Verlinde formula, which relate the fusion rules of
defects (and quasiparticles) to the G-crossed S-matrix.
For every 2 + 1 dimensional SET phase, one can construct
a corresponding G-crossed theory C×G describing the defects
in the topological phase. Therefore, the G-crossed defect
theories C×G provide both a classification and a characteriza-
tion of SET phases in 2 + 1 dimensions. In this way, one
can classify SETs by solving the G-crossed consistency rela-
tions. However, it has recently been proven [81] that, for a
finite group G, which describes unitary on-site symmetries,
the distinct G-crossed extensions C×G of a topological phase
described by C are fully classified by three objects: the sym-
metry action [ρ] : G → Aut(C) describing how the global
symmetry acts on the topological degrees of freedom, an ele-
ment [t] ∈ H2[ρ](G,A) that classifies the symmetry fractional-
ization, and an element [α] ∈ H3(G,U(1)) that classifies the
defects’ associativity.
Importantly, not every fractionalization class in H2[ρ](G,A)
corresponds to a well-defined SET in 2 + 1 dimensions. In
some cases there can be an additional obstruction that prevents
the existence of a solution of the G-crossed consistency rela-
tions (such as the heptagon equations). The inability to solve
these consistency conditions and thus to construct a consistent
extended theory C×G indicates that the symmetry fractionaliza-
tion class is anomalous. A number of recent examples have
shown that anomalous realizations of symmetry fractionaliza-
tion, while they cannot exist in 2+1 dimensions, can instead
exist as a surface termination state of a 3+1 dimensional SPT
state [84–94].
Similar to the H2[ρ](G,A) classification of fractionaliza-
tion classes, the set of defect associativity classes forms
a H3(G,U(1)) torsor, meaning distinct G-crossed theories
5(with the same C0, symmetry action, and fractionalization
class) are related to each other by an action of the distinct ele-
ments of H3(G,U(1)). This action by [α] ∈ H3(G,U(1)) is
essentially factoring in a group G SPT state with associativity
defined by [α] to possibly produce another G-crossed theory.
Whether factoring in this group G SPT actually provides a
distinct SET can be determined in our framework by seeing
whether factoring in the SPT has the equivalent effect of rela-
belling different g defects. These results together then suggest
that ([ρ], [t], [α]) parametrize SETs in 2+1 dimensions, at least
for finite on-site unitary symmetries.
3. Gauging the Symmetry
Given a topological phase of matter C, together with its
symmetry-enriched class, i.e. its G-crossed defect theory C×G ,
one can promote the symmetry G to a local gauge invariance
(“gauging the symmetry”). This results in a different topo-
logical order, which we denote C/G, in which the g-defects
become deconfined quasiparticle excitations. Importantly, the
gauged theory C/G depends on the particular G-crossed ex-
tension C×G of C, which thus forms the input data necessary to
construct the gauged theory. The topological properties of the
gauged theory C/G can alternatively be viewed from a dif-
ferent perspective as topological invariants of the associated
SET, which is described by C×G .
We first examine the question of how one may obtain a
microscopic Hamiltonian that realizes the topological phase
C/G, given a Hamiltonian that realizes a topological phase C.
Along this line, we provide a concrete model demonstrating
how this may be done in the case where G is an Abelian finite
group.
Next, we provide a review of some known results from
the mathematics literature for obtaining the properties of C/G
from those of C×G , in particular the topological charge con-
tent, quantum dimensions, and fusion rules. It follows from
these results that the total quantum dimension of the gauged
theory C/G is always related to the total quantum dimen-
sion of the original theory C and its G-crossed extension by
DC/G = |G| 12DCG = |G|DC . We further conjecture, based on
physical considerations, a formula for the topological twists
of quasiparticles in C/G. Based on this conjecture we show
that the chiral central charge (mod 8) is the same in these the-
ories. We also derive a formula for the modular S-matrix of
C/G in terms of the data of C×G . Finally, we discuss how to
compute the ground state degeneracy of C/G on higher genus
surfaces in terms of the properties of C×G , without needing to
derive the full fusion rules of C/G. This is useful for practical
computations of the number of topological charge types and
their quantum dimensions.
Finally, we observe that, since C/G and C are related to
each other by gaugingG, the topological quantum phase tran-
sition between them can be understood as a discrete G “gauge
symmetry breaking” transition. This point of view provides
insight into the universality class of the topological phase tran-
sitions between a wide variety of distinct topological phases.
4. Examples
After developing the general theory, summarized above, we
study many concrete examples. We focus on examples that
are physically relevant and/or which illustrate different tech-
nical aspects and subtleties of using the theory and methods
developed in this paper to derive the various properties of G-
crossed extensions and gauged theories. A particularly inter-
esting example that we examine is the “three-fermion theory,”
also known as SO(8)1, with the non-Abelian symmetry group
G = S3 acting nontrivially. Gauging the S3-symmetry of
the three-fermion theory results in a rank 12 (weakly integral)
UMTC that has not been previously described elsewhere.
B. Relation to Prior Work
The background context of our work is closely related to a
large number of works spanning many different fields. Here
we briefly comment on the relation to some of the most closely
related works.
A framework, called the projective symmetry group (PSG),
to address the problem of classifying SETs was originally in-
troduced in Ref. [38]. As we discuss in Sec. IX B, the PSG
framework only captures a subset of possible types of sym-
metry fractionalization and, thus, misses a large class of pos-
sible SETs for a given topological phase. Our results on the
general classification of symmetry fractionalization in terms
of H2[ρ](G,A) extends the previous result of Ref. [51], which
specifically applies to Abelian topological phases where the
symmetries do not permute the topological charge values. A
preliminary consideration of some of these ideas can also be
found at a more abstract level in the discussion in Appendix F
of Ref. [95].
The notion of a G-crossed braided tensor category (BTC)
was originally introduced in the mathematics literature in
Refs. [79, 82]. Similarly, the full classification of G-crossed
extensions in terms of the objects ([ρ], [t], [α]) and the possi-
ble obstructions, summarized in the previous subsection, has
previously appeared in the mathematics literature [81] in the
problem of extending a fusion category or a braided fusion
category by a finite group G.
With respect to these prior mathematical results, our results
can be viewed as both providing (1) a new and detailed con-
crete formulation of the theory ofG-crossed BTC, and (2) pro-
viding the physical context and interpretations of the abstract
mathematical results by directly linking them to their physical
realizations. In particular, we provide a physical interpreta-
tion of these mathematical objects in terms of the fusion and
braiding properties of extrinsic defects associated with group
elements g ∈ G. Moreover, since the mathematical construc-
tions are highly abstract, they may obscure many of the impor-
tant details that are of interest for physical applications. For
example, we provide concrete definitions of the [O] obstruc-
tion and [t] classification objects in terms of the symmetry
action on the states of quasiparticles. The mathematical treat-
ment that we utilize in this paper, working directly with the
topologically distinct classes of simple objects (quasiparticles
6and defects), their basic data (F -symbols, R-symbols, etc.),
and their consistency conditions, is referred to in mathemat-
ical parlance as a “skeletonization” of a category. Our work
may, thus, be viewed as a new mathematical result that intro-
duces the skeletonization of G-crossed BTCs and provides a
new definition of the theory of G-crossed BTCs.
Extrinsic defects in topological phases of matter have been
increasingly studied in various examples in the condensed
matter physics literature [4–21]. One purpose of our work is
to provide a totally general treatment of extrinsic twist defects
that captures all of their topologically nontrivial properties,
provides a framework for computing them, and can be applied
to arbitrary topological phases of matter. In recent years, such
defects have also been studied in the mathematical physics
literature, both for conformal field theory (CFT) [96] and for
topological quantum field theory (TQFT) [97, 98]. While our
work has some overlap with these, our approach is quite dif-
ferent. Our emphasis is on developing concrete methods that
can be used to compute various topological properties of the
defects and direct physical interpretations that apply in the
condensed matter physics setting.
The idea of “gauging” a discrete symmetry of a topological
phase of matter is closely related to the concept of “orbifold-
ing” in rational CFT [99, 100]. However, while there are often
close relations between CFTs and topological phases of mat-
ter, they are distinct physical systems, and so they each require
their own physical understanding. Many of our general results
and examples go beyond the analogous problem that has been
studied in the CFT literature, for which the general results are
limited. For example, much of the CFT work on orbifolding is
typically focused on holomorphic CFTs, which correspond to
only a small class of possible topological phases. The impor-
tant classifying objects ([ρ], [t], [α]) summarized above also
have not, to our knowledge, been generally discussed in the
CFT literature on orbifolding.
Our work on gauging topological phases of matter is closely
related to work of Refs. [80, 101], which sets out to find a
mathematical formulation in terms of MTCs of the concept
of orbifolding in CFTs. For example, Ref. [80] also contains
results on the extended Verlinde algebra. Again, our results
extend some of these mathematical results and put them into
more concrete terms with direct physical context.
In recent years, the notion of gauging symmetries of a
topological phase has been increasingly studied in the con-
densed matter literature. The resulting non-Abelian topo-
logical phases that are obtained by gauging either the layer
exchange symmetry of bilayer Abelian FQH states, or the
electric-magnetic duality of ZN toric code models were stud-
ied in Refs. [77, 102, 103]. In studies of SPT phases, the no-
tion of gauging the symmetry of the system has been power-
ful in developing an understanding of the distinction between
SPT states [71, 74]. While those were isolated classes of ex-
amples, our work provides a concrete prescription to derive
the properties obtained when any topological phase of matter
C is gauged by any finite group G.
While gauging a discrete global symmetry G of a topo-
logical phase C gives rise to a new topological phase C/G,
there is an inverse process, known as topological Bose con-
densation [75], which takes C/G to C. The quantum phase
transition between C/G and C corresponds to a confine-
ment/deconfinement transition or, in other words, a “gauge
symmetry breaking” transition. The notion of condensa-
tion was discussed mathematically in Refs. [104, 105]. This
has been studied in the context of topological phases in
Refs. [28, 75, 106, 107]. In the topological Bose condensa-
tion picture, there is an intermediate stage between C/G and
C, referred to as the T -theory in Ref. [75], which includes the
objects that are confined by the condensate. These confined
objects are g-defects with a G-crossed theory C×G that pro-
vides the complete description of the topological properties of
the T -theory, including their braiding transformations, which
has not been previously identified. Most of the prior work
along these lines has focused on the nature of the topological
phase that is obtained when topologically non-trivial bosons
of a topological phase are condensed. However, Refs. [76–
78] focused on the nature of the universality class of quan-
tum phase transitions associated with topological Bose con-
densation by studying some simple classes of examples when
G = Z2. We generalize these results to an understanding of
the universality class of topological Bose condensation transi-
tions between C/G to C for general finite G.
II. REVIEW OF ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF ANYONS
This section provides a summary review of anyon models,
known in mathematical terminology as unitary braided ten-
sor categories (UBTC) [108, 109]. We use a diagrammatic
representation of anyonic states and operators acting on them,
following Refs. [95, 110–112]. (Many relations in this re-
view section are stated without proof. For additional details
and proofs, we refer the reader to the references listed here
or, in some cases, to Secs. VI and VII where one may find
the generalized versions.) This formalism encodes the purely
topological properties of anyons, i.e. quasiparticle excitations
of topological phases of matter, independent of any particular
physical realization.
A. Fusion
In this section, we describe the properties of fusion tensor
categories, and will introduce braiding in the next. We begin
with a set C of superselection sector labels called topological
or anyonic charges a, b, c . . . ∈ C. [172] (We will often also
use the symbol C to refer the category itself.) These conserved
charges obey an associative fusion algebra
a× b =
∑
c∈C
N cabc (3)
where the fusion multiplicities N cab are non-negative integers
which indicate the number of different ways the charges a and
b can be combined to produce the charge c. We require that
fusion is finite, meaning
∑
cN
c
ab is a finite integer for any
7fixed a and b. Associativity requires these to satisfy∑
e
NeabN
d
ec =
∑
f
NdafN
f
bc. (4)
In the diagrammatic formalism, each line segment is ori-
ented (indicated with an arrow) and ascribed a value of topo-
logical charge. Each fusion product has an associated vector
space V cab with dimV cab = N cab, and its dual (splitting) space
V abc . The states in these fusion and splitting spaces are as-
signed to trivalent vertices with the appropriately correspond-
ing anyonic charges, with basis states written as
(dc/dadb)
1/4
c
ba
µ = 〈a, b; c, µ| ∈ V cab, (5)
(dc/dadb)
1/4
c
ba
µ = |a, b; c, µ〉 ∈ V abc , (6)
where µ = 1, . . . , N cab. (Many anyon models of interest have
no fusion multiplicities, i.e. N cab = 0 or 1 only, in which
case the trivial vertex labels µ will usually be left implicit.)
The bra/ket basis vectors are orthonormal. The normalization
factors (dc/dadb)1/4 are included so that diagrams will be in
the isotopy invariant convention, as will be explained in the
following. Isotopy invariance means that the value of a (la-
beled) diagram is not changed by continuous deformations,
so long as open endpoints are held fixed and lines are not
passed through each other or around open endpoints. Open
endpoints should be thought of as ending on some boundary
(e.g. a timeslice or an edge of the system) through which iso-
topy is not permitted. We note that the diagrammatic expres-
sions of states and operators are, by design, reminiscent of
particle worldlines, but there is not a strict identification be-
tween the two. The anyonic charge lines are only a diagram-
matic expression of the algebraic encoding of the topological
properties of anyons, and interpreting them as worldlines is
not always correct.
Diagrammatically, inner products are formed by stacking
vertices so the fusing/splitting lines connect
a b
c
c′
µ
µ′
= δcc′δµµ′
√
dadb
dc
c
, (7)
which can be applied inside more complicated diagrams.
Note that this diagrammatically encodes charge conservation.
Since we want to use this to describe the states associated with
anyonic quasiparticles (in a topological phase of matter), we
require the inner product to be positive definite, i.e. da are
required to be real and positive.
With this inner product, the identity operator on a pair of
anyons with charges a and b is written (diagrammatically) as
the partition of unity
1 ab =
ba
=
∑
c,µ
√
dc
dadb
c
ba
ba
µ
µ
. (8)
A similar decomposition applies for an arbitrary number of
anyons.
More complicated diagrams can be constructed by connect-
ing lines of matching charge. The resulting vector spaces obey
a notion of associativity given by isomorphisms, which can be
reduced using the expression of three anyon splitting/fusion
spaces in terms of two anyon splitting/fusion
V abcd
∼=
⊕
e
V abe ⊗ V ecd ∼=
⊕
f
V bcf ⊗ V afd , (9)
to isomorphisms called F -moves, which are written diagram-
matically as
a b c
e
d
α
β
=
∑
f,µ,ν
[
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
a b c
f
d
µ
ν
. (10)
The F -moves can be viewed as changes of bases for the
states associated with quasiparticles. To describe topological
phases, these are required to be unitary transformations, i.e.[(
F abcd
)−1]
(f,µ,ν)(e,α,β)
=
[(
F abcd
)†]
(f,µ,ν)(e,α,β)
=
[
F abcd
]∗
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
. (11)
In order for this notion of associativity to be self-consistent,
any two sequences of F -moves applied within an arbitrary
diagram which start from the same state space and end in
the same state space must be equivalent. MacLane’s coher-
ence theorem [113] establishes that this consistency can be
achieved by imposing the constraint called the Pentagon equa-
tion
∑
δ
[
F fcde
]
(g,β,γ)(l,δ,ν)
[
F able
]
(f,α,δ)(k,λ,µ)
=
∑
h,σ,ψ,ρ
[
F abcg
]
(f,α,β)(h,σ,ψ)
[
F ahde
]
(g,σ,γ)(k,λ,ρ)
[
F bcdk
]
(h,ψ,ρ)(l,µ,ν)
(12)
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FIG. 1: The Pentagon equation enforces the condition that different
sequences of F -moves from the same starting fusion basis decom-
position to the same ending decomposition gives the same result.
Eq. (12) is obtained by imposing the condition that the above dia-
gram commutes.
which equates the two sequences of F -moves shown in Fig. 1.
In other words, given a set of fusion rules, one can find all
consistent fusion categories by solving the Pentagon equations
for all consistent sets of F -symbols.
We require the existence of a unique “vacuum” charge
0 ∈ C for which fusion (and braiding) is trivial. In particular,
the fusion coefficients must satisfy N ca0 = N c0a = δac, charge
lines can be added and removed from diagram at will (in other
words, there are canonical isomorphisms between V a0a , V 0aa ,
and C), and the associativity relations must obey [F abcd ] = 1
if any one of a, b, or c equals 0 when the involved fusions
are allowed (this enforces the compatibility of F -moves with
the previously mentioned canonical isomorphism and corre-
sponds to choosing the basis vectors of V a0a and V 0aa such
that they map to 1 in the canonical isomorphisms mentioned
above). Note that it is not required that [F abcd ] = 1 when
d = 0, nor is this even generally possible. We often specially
denote vacuum lines as dotted lines.
For each a ∈ C, we require the existence of a conjugate
charge, or “antiparticle,” a¯ ∈ C, for which [F aa¯aa ](0,α)(0,µ) 6=
0. It follows thatN0ab = δba¯, i.e. a¯ is unique and dimV 0aa¯ = 1.
Also, 0 = 0¯ and a¯ = a. Thus, we can write
[F aa¯aa ]00 =
κa
da
, (13)
where we have defined the quantum dimension da of charge a
to be
da =
∣∣[F aa¯aa ]00∣∣−1 (14)
and κa is a phase. It follows that d0 = 1,
da = da¯ = a . (15)
Here we have introduced the convention of smoothing out the
charge a line at |a, a¯; 0〉 vertices to form a “cup” when we re-
move the vacuum charge 0 line, and similarly forming a “cap”
from 〈a, a¯; 0|.
We also define the total quantum dimension of C to be
D =
√∑
a∈C
d2a. (16)
In the diagrammatic formalism, reversing the orientation of
a line is equivalent to conjugating the charge labeling it, i.e.
a
=
a¯
. (17)
Isotopy invariance is essentially the ability to introduce and
remove bends in a line. Bending a line horizontally (so that
the line always flows upward) is trivial (in that it utilizes the
canonical isomorphisms of adding/removing vacuum lines),
but a complication arises when a line is bent vertically. To
understand this, consider theF -move associated with this type
of bending
a a¯ a
0
0
= κa a . (18)
(Notice the vertex normalization comes into play here.) In
general, the phase κa = κ∗¯a is not equal to 1, but for a 6=
a¯, it is gauge dependent and can be fixed to 1 by a gauge
choice. For a = a¯, κa = ±1 is a gauge invariant quantity,
known as the Frobenius-Schur indicator. Thus, we see that
one needs more than just diagrammatic vertex normalization
to produce isotopy invariance for this kind of bending. This
can be dealt with using flags that keep track of nontrivial κa
phases and unitary transformations (which can be defined in
terms of the F -symbols) when the legs of a vertex are bent up
or down, which can be used, for example, to prove the pivotal
property. (We refer the reader to Refs. [95, 111] for details.)
It follows that the dimension of fusion/splitting spaces related
by bending lines are equal, so
N cab = N
b
a¯c = N
a
cb¯ = N
a¯
bc¯ = N
b¯
c¯a = N
c¯
b¯a¯. (19)
We can also define a diagrammatic trace of operators
(known as the “quantum trace”) by closing the diagram with
loops that match the outgoing lines with the respective incom-
ing lines at the same position
T˜rX = T˜r
 X. . .
. . .
 = ∑
a1,...,an
X
. . .
. . .
. . .
a1 an
. (20)
Connecting the endpoints of two lines labeled by different
topological charge values violates charge conservation, so
such diagrams evaluate to zero. One can equivalently take
the trace either by looping the lines around to the right (as
9shown above) or to the left (with their equality following from
da = da¯).
By taking the trace of 1 ab and using isotopy, together with
Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtain the important relation
dadb =
∑
c
N cabdc. (21)
Let us define fusion matrices Na using the fusion coeffi-
cients to be [Na]bc = N cba. We note that the bending rela-
tions indicate that NTa = Na¯. From Eq. (21), we see that
the vector v with components vc = dc/D is a normalized
eigenvector of each matrixNa with corresponding eigenvalue
da. Moreover, the Perron-Frobenius theorem assures us that
v is the only eigenvector (up to overall multiplicative fac-
tors) of Na with all positive components and that da is the
largest (in absolute value) eigenvalue of Na. Thus, the di-
mension of the state space asymptotically grows as powers
of da as one increases the number n of a quasiparticles, i.e.∑
c dimV
a...a
c =
∑
c [N
n
a ]0c ∼ dna as n → ∞. If da = 1,
we call charge a Abelian, which is equivalent to saying it has
unique fusion with all other charges (∑cN cab = 1 for all b).
Otherwise, da > 1 and we call it non-Abelian.
Given fusion rules specified by N cab, we can define the cor-
responding Verlinde algebra spanned by elements va which
satisfy va¯ = v†a and
vavb =
∑
c
N cabvc. (22)
Notice that va may be (faithfully) represented by Na.
B. Braiding
The theory described in the previous subsection defined
a unitary fusion tensor category with positive-definite inner
product. We now wish to introduce braiding. For this, we
require the fusion algebra to also be commutative, i.e.
N cab = N
c
ba, (23)
so that the dimension of the state space is unaltered when the
positions of anyons are interchanged.
We note that this, together with associativity, implies
NaNb = NbNa, i.e. all of the fusion matrices commute with
each other. Hence, the fusion matrices are also normal and
simultaneously diagonalizable by a unitary matrix P. Specif-
ically, Na = PΛ(a)P−1, where [Λ(a)]bc = λ(a)b δbc and the
eigenvalues are λ(a)b = Pab/P0b. The eigenvalues form the
fusion characters of the Verlinde algebra, i.e. for each b the
map λb : a 7→ λ(a)b is a fusion character satisfying the rela-
tions
λ(a)e λ
(b)
e =
∑
c
N cabλ
(c)
e , (24)∑
a
λ
(a)
b λ
(a)∗
c = δbc |P0b|−2 . (25)
Moreover, we have the relation
N cab =
∑
x
PaxPbxP
∗
cx
P0x
. (26)
The counterclockwise braiding exchange operator of two
anyons is represented diagrammatically by
Rab =
a b
=
∑
c,µ,ν
√
dc
dadb
[
Rabc
]
µν
c
ba
ab
ν
µ , (27)
where the R-symbols are the maps Rabc : V bac → V abc that
result from exchanging two anyons of charges b and a, re-
spectively, which are in the charge c fusion channel. This can
be written as
c
ba
µ =
∑
ν
[
Rabc
]
µν
c
ba
ν . (28)
Similarly, the clockwise braiding exchange operator is
(
Rab
)−1
=
b a
. (29)
In order for braiding to be compatible with fusion, we
require that the two operations commute. Diagrammati-
cally, this means we can freely slide lines over or under fu-
sion/splitting vertices
x
c
ba
µ
=
x
c
ba
µ
(30)
x
c
ba
µ
=
x
c
ba
µ
. (31)
These relations imply the Yang-Baxter equations for braid-
ing operators, Rj,j+1Rj−1,jRj,j+1 = Rj−1,jRj,j+1Rj−1,j ,
where Rj,j+1 is the operator that braids the strands in the jth
and (j + 1)th positions in the counterclockwise sense, which
are equivalent to the property that lines can slide over braids,
since the ability to freely slide lines over/under vertices al-
lows lines to slide over/under braiding operators. Diagram-
matically, this is written as
= . (32)
Requiring consistency between fusion and braiding, we find
conditions that must be satisfied by the F -symbols and R-
symbols, which may be expressed as the Hexagon equations
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FIG. 2: The Hexagon equations enforce the condition that braiding is compatible with fusion, in the sense that different sequences of F -moves
and R-moves from the same starting configuration to the same ending configuration give the same result. Eqs. (33) and (34) are obtained by
imposing the condition that the above diagram commutes.
∑
λ,γ
[Race ]αλ
[
F acbd
]
(e,λ,β)(g,γ,ν)
[
Rbcg
]
γµ
=
∑
f,σ,δ,ψ
[
F cabd
]
(e,α,β)(f,δ,σ)
[
Rfcd
]
σψ
[
F abcd
]
(f,δ,ψ)(g,µ,ν)
, (33)
∑
λ,γ
[
(Rcae )
−1]
αλ
[
F acbd
]
(e,λ,β)(g,γ,ν)
[(
Rcbg
)−1]
γµ
=
∑
f,σ,δ,ψ
[
F cabd
]
(e,α,β)(f,δ,σ)
[(
Rcfd
)−1]
σψ
[
F abcd
]
(f,δ,ψ)(g,µ,ν)
.(34)
These relations are represented diagrammatically in Fig. 2.
MacLane’s coherence theorem [113] establishes that if the
Pentagon equation and Hexagon equations are satisfied, then
any two sequences of F -moves and R-moves (braiding) ap-
plied within an arbitrary diagram which start from the same
state space and end in the same state space are equivalent,
which is to say that fusion and braiding are consistent. The
F -symbols and R-symbols completely specify a braided ten-
sor category (BTC).
Given the trivial associativity of the vacuum charge 0
(F abcd = 1 when a, b, or c = 0), the Hexagon equations imply
that braiding with the vacuum is trivial, i.e. Ra0a = R0aa =(
Ra0a
)−1
=
(
R0aa
)−1
= 1.
If we further require unitarity of the theory, then(
Rab
)−1
=
(
Rab
)†
, which can be expressed in terms of
R-symbols as
[(
Rabc
)−1]
µν
=
[
Rabc
]∗
νµ
(which are simply
phases when N cab = 1).
An important quantity derived from braiding is the topolog-
ical twist (or topological spin) of charge a
θa = θa¯ =
∑
c,µ
dc
da
[Raac ]µµ =
1
da a
, (35)
which is a root of unity [114]. This can be used to show that
the R-symbols satisfy the “ribbon property”∑
λ
[
Rabc
]
µλ
[
Rbac
]
λν
=
θc
θaθb
δµν . (36)
Another important quantity is the topological S-matrix
Sab = D−1
∑
c
N ca¯b
θc
θaθb
dc =
1
D a b . (37)
It is clear that Sab = Sba = S∗a¯b and S0a = da/D. A related
invariant quantity
Mab =
S∗abS00
S0aS0b
(38)
is the monodromy scalar component, which plays an impor-
tant role in anyonic interferometry [112, 115, 116] and which
will show up later in the classification of symmetry fractional-
izations and group extensions of categories. If Mab = eiφ(a,b)
is a phase, then the braiding of a with b is Abelian in the sense
that
a b
= eiφ(a,b)
ba
. (39)
Moreover, when this is true, it follows that MabMac = Mae
whenever Nebc 6= 0.
An important property that follows from the definition of
the S-matrix is the ability to remove closed loops that encir-
cle other line, which is done by acquiring an amplitude deter-
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mined by the S-matrix. In particular, we have
a
b
=
Sab
S0b
b
(40)
which can be verified by taking the trace of both sides, closing
the b charge line into a loop.
Using Eq. (40) for a diagram with two loops of topological
charge a and b, respectively, linked on a line of topological
charge x, together with Eqs. (7) and (8) and isotopy, we obtain
the important relation
Sax
S0x
Sbx
S0x
=
∑
c
N cab
Scx
S0x
. (41)
This relation shows that λ(a)[x] = Sax/S0x is a character of the
Verlinde algebra. Here, we wrote [x] to indicate an equiva-
lence class of topological charges that correspond to the same
character, reflecting the fact that the S-matrix may be degen-
erate.
When the S-matrix is non-degenerate it is unitary, and this
is equivalent to the condition that braiding is non-degenerate,
which means that for each topological charge a 6= 0 there is
some charge b such that RabRba 6= 1 ab.
Indeed, when the S-matrix is unitary, the equivalence
classes [x] of topological charges corresponding to the same
Verlinde algebra character are singletons and all the fusion
characters of the Verlinde algebra are specified by the S-
matrix and given by λ(a)x = Sax/S0x. In this case, we can
also write Pab = Sab, which is often phrased as “the S-
matrix diagonalizes the fusion rules.” In this case, we can
use the inverse of the S-matrix with Eq. (41) to determine the
fusion rules from the S-matrix, as specified by the Verlinde
formula [117]
N cab =
∑
x∈C
SaxSbxS
∗
cx
S0x
. (42)
When the S-matrix is unitary, the braided tensor category
is called a modular tensor category (MTC). Such theories can
be consistently defined for 2D manifolds of arbitrary genus
and are related to (2 + 1)D TQFTs. In this case, the S-matrix
together with the T -matrix, Tab = θaδab, and the charge con-
jugation matrix Cab = δab¯ obey the modular relations
(ST )3 = ΘC, S2 = C, C2 = 1 (43)
where
Θ =
1
D
∑
a∈C
d2aθa = e
i 2pi8 c− (44)
is a root of unity and c− ≡ c − c¯ is the chiral central charge.
These correspond to the TQFT’s projective representation of
the respective modular transformations on a torus.
Another useful property of a UMTC is that, if a given topo-
logical charge a has Abelian braiding with all other charges,
i.e. if Mab = eiφ(a,b) is a phase for all charges b ∈ C, then a
is Abelian in the sense that it has da = 1 (and hence Abelian
fusion and associativity). This follows from unitarity of the
S-matrix, which implies that
1 =
∑
b
|Sab|2 =
∑
b
∣∣∣∣S0aS0bS00 Mab
∣∣∣∣2
=
∑
b
∣∣∣∣dadbD eiφ(a,b)
∣∣∣∣2 = d2a. (45)
In other words, non-Abelian topological charges (those with
da > 1) necessarily have non-Abelian braiding in a UMTC.
Finally, we establish the following property for MTCs,
which will be useful for establishing the classification of sym-
metry fractionalization. If there are phase factors eiφa (de-
fined for all charge values) that satisfy the relation
eiφaeiφb = eiφc (46)
whenever N cab 6= 0, then it must be the case that
eiφa =M∗ae (47)
for some Abelian topological charge e. To verify this claim,
we write λ(a) = daeiφa and notice that
λ(a)λ(b) =
∑
c
N cabλ
(c). (48)
Hence, it is a fusion character and must be given by λ(a) =
Sae/S0e for some topological charge e. Thus, we have
eiφa =
λ(a)
da
=
SaeS00
S0eS0a
=M∗ae, (49)
and since this makesMae a phase for all values of a, it follows
that e must be an Abelian topological charge. In this case,
M∗ae = Sae/S0a.
C. Gauge Transformations
Distinct sets of F -symbols and R-symbols describe equiv-
alent theories if they can be related by a gauge transformation
given by unitary transformations acting on the fusion/splitting
state spaces V abc and V cab, which can be though of as a redefi-
nition of the basis states as
˜|a, b; c, µ〉 =
∑
µ′
[
Γabc
]
µµ′ |a, b; c, µ′〉 (50)
where Γabc is the unitary transformation. Such gauge transfor-
mations modify the F -symbols as
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[
F˜ abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
=
∑
α′,β′,µ′,ν′
[
Γabe
]
αα′ [Γ
ec
d ]ββ′
[
F abcd
]
(e,α′,β′)(f,µ′,ν′)
[(
Γbcf
)−1]
µ′µ
[
(Γafd )
−1
]
ν′ν
(51)
and the R-symbols as[
R˜abc
]
µν
=
∑
µ′,ν′
[
Γbac
]
µµ′
[
Rabc
]
µ′ν′
[(
Γabc
)−1]
ν′ν
. (52)
One must be careful not to use the gauge freedom associated
with Γa0a and Γ0bb to ensure that fusion and braiding with the
vacuum 0 remain trivial. More specifically, one should fix
Γa0a = Γ
0b
b = Γ
00
0 . (One can think of this as respecting the
canonical isomorphisms that allow one to freely add and re-
move vacuum lines. Alternatively, one could allow the use
of these gauge factors and compensate by similarly modify-
ing the canonical isomorphisms.) It is often useful to con-
sider quantities of the anyon model that are invariant under
such gauge transformation. The most relevant gauge invari-
ant quantities are the quantum dimensions da and topological
twist factors θa, since these, together with the fusion coeffi-
cients N cab, usually uniquely specify the theory (there are no
known counterexamples).
III. SYMMETRY OF TOPOLOGICAL PHASES
We would like to consider a system that realizes a topolog-
ical phase described by a UMTC C and which has a global
unitary or anti-unitary symmetry of the microscopic Hamilto-
nian described by a groupG. In this section, we do not require
G to be discrete, nor do we assume that the symmetry is on-
site. In order to characterize the interplay of symmetry and
topological order, we first define the notion of the “topolog-
ical symmetry” of C, which is independent of the group G.
We then consider the action of the global symmetry on the
topological properties through its relation to the topological
symmetry (via a homomorphism from the global symmetry
group to the topological symmetry group).
A. Topological Symmetry
The symmetries of a category C are described by invert-
ible maps ϕ : C → C from the category to itself. Each such
map ϕ can be classified according to whether it is unitary or
anti-unitary, and whether it preserves or reverses the spatial
parity. We will first consider unitary, parity-preserving sym-
metries. Such maps are called auto-equivalences, or braided
auto-equivalences for a BTC, and may permute the topologi-
cal charge labels
ϕ(a) = a′, (53)
in such a way that all of the topological properties are left in-
variant. In particular, the vacuum must always be left invari-
ant under symmetry, so 0′ = 0, and gauge invariant quantities
will be left invariant under these permutations of topological
charge, so that
N c
′
a′b′ = N
c
ab (54)
da′ = da (55)
θa′ = θa (56)
Sa′b′ = Sab (57)
under auto-equivalence maps.
Quantities in the theory that are not gauge invariant must
be left invariant by auto-equivalence maps, up to some gauge
transformation. At a more detailed level, an auto-equivalence
ϕ maps basis state vectors of fusion/splitting spaces to (pos-
sibly different) basis state vectors of the corresponding fu-
sion/splitting spaces
ϕ (|a, b; c, µ〉) = ˜|a′, b′; c′, µ〉
=
∑
µ′
[
ua
′b′
c′
]
µµ′
|a′, b′; c′, µ′〉 , (58)
where
[
ua
′b′
c′
]
is a unitary transformation that is included so
that the map will leave the basic data exactly invariant, rather
than just gauge equivalent to their original values. Notice that
this mapping to new basis states is generally the same as ap-
plying a permutation of labels together with a gauge trans-
formation, so we have used a similar notation to that of the
previous section describing fusion/splitting vertex basis gauge
transformations.
Under such mappings of the fusion/splitting basis states, the
basic data map to
ϕ (N cab) = N
c′
a′b′ = N
c
ab (59)
ϕ
([
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
)
=
[
F˜ a
′b′c′
d′
]
(e′,α,β)(f ′,µ,ν)
=
[
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
(60)
ϕ
([
Rabc
]
µν
)
=
[
R˜a
′b′
c′
]
µν
=
[
Rabc
]
µν
. (61)
We see that this would generally result in gauge equivalent
values of the F -symbols and R-symbols without the factors
ua
′b′
c′ , but including these factors in the definition of symmetry
maps gives the stronger condition that the F -symbols and R-
symbols are left exactly invariant.
The collection of all such maps ϕ that leave all properties
of C invariant form the set of braided auto-equivalences of
C. However, there is redundancy in these maps given by the
“natural isomorphisms,” which, in this context, are the braided
auto-equivalence maps of the form
Υ(a) = a (62)
Υ(|a, b; c, µ〉) = γaγb
γc
|a, b; c, µ〉 , (63)
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for some phases γa. It is straightforward to see that such maps
always leave all the basic data exactly invariant. Hence, one
can think of these natural isomorphisms as vertex basis gauge
transformations of the form [Γabc ]µν =
γaγb
γc
δµν , which leave
the basic data unchanged. [173]
Consequently, we wish to consider braided auto-
equivalence maps as equivalent if they are related by a
natural isomorphism, and doing so defines a group, which
we denote as Aut0,0(C). (The 0, 0 here indicates unitary and
parity preserving, as we will further explain.) In particular,
if ϕˇ = Υ ◦ ϕ for a natural isomorphism Υ, then the braided
auto-equivalence maps ϕˇ and ϕ represent the same equiva-
lence class [ϕˇ] = [ϕ]. In this way, group multiplication in
Aut0,0(C) is defined by composition up to natural isomor-
phism [ϕ1]·[ϕ2] = [ϕ1◦ϕ2]. In other words, [ϕ3] = [ϕ1]·[ϕ2]
if for any representatives ϕ1, ϕ2, and ϕ3 of the corresponding
equivalence classes, there are natural isomorphisms Υ1,
Υ2, and Υ3 such that Υ3 ◦ ϕ3 = Υ1 ◦ ϕ1 ◦ Υ2 ◦ ϕ2,
or, equivalently, if there is a natural isomorphism κ such
that ϕ3 = κ ◦ ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2. (These definitions are related by
κ = Υ−13 ◦Υ1 ◦ ϕ1 ◦Υ2 ◦ ϕ−11 .)
There is yet another level of redundancy that arises in the
decomposition of the natural isomorphisms into topological
charge dependent phase factors, as in Eq. (63). Specifically,
there is freedom to equivalently choose
Υ(|a, b; c, µ〉) = γ˘aγ˘b
γ˘c
|a, b; c, µ〉 (64)
γ˘a = ζaγa, (65)
for phases ζa that satisfy ζaζb = ζc whenever N cab 6= 0. In
other words, the phase factors ζa that obey this condition pro-
vide a way of decomposing the completely trivial natural iso-
morphism Υ = 1 into topological charge dependent phase
factors. As explained at the end of Sec. II B, phase factors
that obey this condition are related to some Abelian topologi-
cal charge z through the relation
ζa =M
∗
az. (66)
As such, this redundancy of natural isomorphisms be-
tween braided auto-equivalence maps (the natural isomor-
phisms themselves being a redundancy of the braided auto-
equivalences) is classified by the subset A ⊂ C of Abelian
topological charges of the UMTC C, which can also be con-
sidered an Abelian group where multiplication in this group is
given by the fusion rules. [174]
We may also consider anti-unitary symmetries of the BTC
C, which we called braided anti-auto-equivalences. These
were previously examined in the context of time-reversal sym-
metries in Refs. [89, 118]. For anti-unitary symmetries, the
map ϕ is anti-unitary, which means it is a bijective, anti-linear
map, i.e.
ϕ (Cα|α〉+ Cβ |β〉) = C∗α ϕ (|α〉) + C∗β ϕ (|β〉) , (67)
for any states |α〉 and |β〉 and complex numbers Cα, Cβ ∈ C,
that also obeys the condition
〈ϕ(α)|ϕ(β)〉 = 〈α|β〉∗. (68)
Any anti-unitary operator A can be written as A = UK ,
where U is a unitary operator and K is the complex conju-
gation operator. Its inverse is A−1 = A† = KU−1 = KU †.
The vertex basis states transform as in Eq. (58) when ϕ is
anti-unitary, though any (complex-valued) coefficients in front
of such states would be complex conjugated. Under such anti-
auto-equivalence mappings of the fusion/splitting basis states,
the basic data map to
ϕ (N cab) = N
c′
a′b′ = N
c
ab (69)
ϕ
([
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
)
=
[
F˜ a
′b′c′
d′
]
(e′,α,β)(f ′,µ,ν)
=
[
F abcd
]∗
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
(70)
ϕ
([
Rabc
]
µν
)
=
[
R˜a
′b′
c′
]
µν
=
[
Rabc
]∗
µν
. (71)
Anti-unitarity similarly introduces complex conjugation for
the gauge invariant quantities, so that
θa′ = θ
∗
a (72)
Sa′b′ = S
∗
ab. (73)
As mentioned above, when including both unitary and anti-
unitary topological symmetries (braided auto-equivalences), it
is useful to define a function
q (ϕ) =
{
0 if ϕ is unitary
1 if ϕ is anti-unitary , (74)
which specifies when a braided auto-equivalence map is uni-
tary or anti-unitary. When we form equivalence classes of
maps related by natural isomorphism, the combined set of uni-
tary and anti-unitary topological symmetries is again a group.
The function q provides a homomorphism from this group to
Z2, i.e. q ([ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2]) = q ([ϕ1]) q ([ϕ2]), since the compo-
sition of a unitary transformation and an anti-unitary trans-
formation is anti-unitary and the composition between two
anti-unitary transformations is unitary. This homomorphism
defines a Z2-grading of the group of unitary and anti-unitary
auto-equivalences.
We can also include spatial parity symmetry, which is a uni-
tary symmetry, by introducing an additional Z2 grading struc-
ture. The action of spatial parity on the topological state space
and basic data is a somewhat complicated matter, because the
quasiparticles may, in principle, exist in a 2D surface of arbi-
trary topology, and the action of parity depends on both how
one chooses to linearly order the quasiparticles for the pur-
poses of writing a fusion tree decomposition of the states, and
what is the line across which one performs the parity reflec-
tion. The full details of such parity transformations will not be
used in this paper, so we will not present them here. However,
it is simple to state the transformation of the gauge invariant
quantities
ϕ (N cab) = N
c′
a′b′ = N
c
ab (75)
ϕ (θa) = θa′ = θ
∗
a (76)
ϕ (Sab) = Sa′b′ = S
∗
ab, (77)
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which holds for any parity reflection transformation, regard-
less of the details of quasiparticle ordering or reflection line.
With this in mind, we introduce the function
p (ϕ) =
{
0 if ϕ is spatial parity even
1 if ϕ is spatial parity odd . (78)
Forming equivalence classes of symmetry transformations un-
der natural isomorphisms, this provides anotherZ2-grading of
the resulting group, since the composition of two parity re-
versing (odd) transformations is obviously parity preserving
(even), and thus p ([ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2]) = p ([ϕ1]) p ([ϕ2]).
We write the full group of quantum symmetries of the topo-
logical theory as
Aut(C) =
⊔
q,p∈{0,1}
Autq,p(C), (79)
where Autq,p(C) is the set of equivalence classes (under nat-
ural isomorphisms) of braided auto-equivalence maps that are
unitary for q = 0 or anti-unitary for q = 1, and parity preserv-
ing for p = 0 or parity reversing for p = 1.
We consider Aut(C) to be the topological symmetry group
of C, because it describes the symmetry of the emergent topo-
logical quantum numbers of the topological phase, as de-
scribed by C. This is in contrast to and independent of any
global symmetry of the underlying physical system, as de-
scribed by the microscopic Hamiltonian.
B. Global Symmetry
We now consider the case where a physical system that re-
alizes a topological phase described by the UMTC C, has a
global symmetry group G of the microscopic Hamiltonian.
We restrict our attention to the case where the elements of
G correspond to symmetries that preserve the orientation of
space, i.e. those with p = 0. Since the elements of G act
as symmetries on C, their action must correspond to a group
homomorphism
[ρ] : G→ Aut(C), (80)
to the topological symmetry group Aut(C), which is to say that
[ρg] · [ρh] = [ρgh]. In other words, for each element g ∈ G,
the action of g can be described by a (unitary or anti-unitary)
braided auto-equivalence map ρg, which is a topological sym-
metry of C, that respects group multiplication by satisfying
κg,h ◦ ρg ◦ ρh = ρgh, (81)
where κg,h is the corresponding natural isomorphism neces-
sary to equate ρg ◦ ρh with ρgh. We denote the identity el-
ement of G as 0 and let ρ0 = 1 be the completely trivial
transformation. Clearly, this gives κg,0 = κ0,h = 1 .
The group action on topological charge labels is simply per-
mutation [with ρgh(0) = 0], and so must satisfy ρg ◦ρh(a) =
ρgh(a). Consequently, κg,h is trivial with respect to the ac-
tion on topological charge labels, i.e. κg,h(a) = a. It will be
convenient to introduce the shorthand notations
ga = ρg(a) (82)
g¯ = g−1 (83)
q(g) = q(ρg). (84)
We emphasize that the transformation factors ua′b′c′ associ-
ated with ρg acting on vertices need not be the same for differ-
ent g, and, in general, may require nontrivial action of the nat-
ural isomorphism κg,h in order to respect the group multipli-
cation. We denote the transformation factors ua′b′c′ for a given
ρg that leaves the basic data invariant as Ug ( ga, gb; gc).
Thus, with this symmetry action, we have
ρg (|a, b; c, µ〉) =
∑
µ′
[Ug(
ga, gb; gc)]µµ′ | ga, gb; gc, µ′〉 , (85)
ρg (N
c
ab) = N
gc
ga gb = N
c
ab, (86)
ρg
([
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
)
=
∑
α′,β′,µ′ν′
[Ug(
ga, gb; ge)]αα′ [Ug(
ge, gc; gd)]ββ′
[
F
ga gb gc
gd
]
(ge,α′,β′)(gf,µ′,ν′)
× [Ug( gb, gc; gf)−1]µ′µ [Ug( ga, gf ; gd)−1]ν′ν = Kq(g) [F abcd ](e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)Kq(g) (87)
ρg
([
Rabc
]
µν
)
=
∑
µ′,ν′
[Ug(
gb, ga; gc)]µµ′
[
R
ga gb
gc
]
µ′ν′
[
Ug(
ga, gb; gc)−1
]
ν′ν = K
q(g)
[
Rabc
]
µν
Kq(g), (88)
κg,h (|a, b; c, µ〉) =
∑
ν
[κg,h(a, b; c)]µν |a, b; c, ν〉 , (89)
[κg,h(a, b; c)]µν =
∑
α,β
[
Ug(a, b; c)
−1]
µα
Kq(g)
[
Uh(
g¯a, g¯b; g¯c)−1
]
αβ
Kq(g) [Ugh(a, b; c)]βν . (90)
We note that, to account for the possibility of anti-unitary symmetries, we have inserted the complex conjugation oper-
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ators K in such a way that has the effect of complex conju-
gating the F -symbol, R-symbol, or Uh-symbol that is sand-
wiched between a pair of K operators when g corresponds to
an anti-unitary symmetry, which has q(g) = 1.
Since κg,h is a natural isomorphism, its action on vertices
takes the form
[κg,h(a, b; c)]µν =
βa(g,h)βb(g,h)
βc(g,h)
δµν , (91)
where βa(g,h) are phases that only depend on the topological
charge a and the group elements g and h.
As discussed in the previous subsection, there is redun-
dancy due to the freedom of choosing how one decomposes
a natural isomorphism into the topological charge dependent
phase factors. Specifically, it is always possible to transform
the βa(g,h) phases into
β˘a(g,h) = νa(g,h)βa(g,h), (92)
while leaving κ˘g,h(a, b; c) = κg,h(a, b; c) unchanged, if the
phases νa(g,h) satisfy νa(g,h)νb(g,h) = νc(g,h) when-
ever N cab 6= 0. Moreover, it is clear that whenever two
sets of phase factors βa(g,h) and β˘a(g,h) give the same
κg,h(a, b; c), they must be related by νa(g,h) of this form.
Therefore, the derived properties of βa(g,h) and β˘a(g,h) re-
lated in this manner should be considered equivalent, and this
redundancy should be viewed as a sort of gauge freedom.
Requiring the symmetry action on vacuum to be trivial im-
poses the conditions
Ug(0, 0; 0) = Ug(a, 0; a) = Ug(0, a; a) = 1, (93)
which makes the symmetry action compatible with introduc-
ing and removing vacuum lines at will. Clearly, ρ0 = 1 re-
quires U0(a, b; c) = 1 .
Eq. (93) requires
κg,h(0, 0; 0) = β0(g,h) = 1. (94)
Since κg,0 = κ0,h = 1 , it follows that
βa(g,0)βb(g,0) = βc(g,0) (95)
βa(0,h)βb(0,h) = βc(0,h) (96)
whenever N cab 6= 0. Given the gauge freedom described in
Eq. (92), it is always possible to freely modify such terms to
be trivial, so we will always impose on them the simplifying
condition
βa(0,0) = βa(g,0) = βa(0,h) = 1, (97)
as a choice of gauge.
We can use Eq. (81) to write the decomposition of ρghk in
the two equivalent ways related by associativity (leaving the ◦
symbols implicit from now on)
ρghk = κg,hkρgρhk
= κg,hkρgκh,kρhρk
= κg,hkρgκh,kρ
−1
g ρgρhρk
= κgh,kρghρk
= κgh,kκg,hρgρhρk. (98)
This gives the consistency condition on κg,h
κg,hkρgκh,kρ
−1
g = κgh,kκg,h. (99)
We emphasize that the ρg transformation here may be anti-
unitary, so that it applies complex conjugation (as well as the
topological charge permutation) to the κh,k which it conju-
gates.
Since we consider braided auto-equivalence maps to be
equivalent when they are related by natural isomorphisms,
we may equivalently choose to use the auto-equivalence maps
ρˇg = Υg◦ρg for the global symmetry action. With this choice
of action, we have the redefined quantities[
Uˇg(a, b; c)
]
µµ′ =
γa(g)γb(g)
γc(g)
[Ug(a, b; c)]µµ′ . (100)
These result in a correspondingly redefined κˇg,h, for which
we may choose the redefined vertex decomposition factors
βˇa(g,h) =
γa(gh)
Kq(g)γ g¯a(h)Kq(g)γa(g)
βa(g,h). (101)
We emphasize that the transformation of the F -symbols and
R-symbols are precisely the same for ρˇg and ρg, since they
are related by a natural isomorphism. In order to preserve
the trivial action on the vacuum charge and the triviality of
the factor βa(0,0) = 1, we must fix γ0(g) = γa(0) = 1.
We may think of the relation between auto-equivalence maps
by natural isomorphisms as a sort of gauge transformation for
the symmetry action, which is a notion that will be made more
clear in Sec. VI C.
C. H3[ρ](G,A) Invariance Class of the Symmetry Action
Given the global symmetry action [ρ] described in
Sec. III B, we wish to find an invariant that would allow us to
determine whether or not it would be possible to fractionalize
the symmetry action. In this subsection, we will define such
an invariant [O] ∈ H3[ρ](G,A), and in the following section,
we will demonstrate that the symmetry can be fractionalized
when [O] = [0], whereas [O] 6= [0] indicates that there is an
obstruction to fractionalizing the symmetry. (See Appendix A
for a review of group cohomology.)
We begin by defining (for a particular choice of ρ ∈ [ρ]) the
quantity
Ωa(g,h,k) =
Kq(g)βρ−1g (a)(h,k)K
q(g)βa(g,hk)
βa(gh,k)βa(g,h)
, (102)
which is a phase from which we will obtain the desired invari-
ant. From this definition, it immediately follows that
Kq(g)Ωρ−1g (a)(h,k, l)K
q(g)Ωa(g,hk, l)Ωa(g,h,k)
Ωa(gh,k, l)Ωa(g,h,kl)
= 1.
(103)
By using Eqs. (91) and (99), we see that
Ωa(g,h,k)Ωb(g,h,k) = Ωc(g,h,k) (104)
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whenever N cab 6= 0. As explained in the end of Sec. II B, this
implies
Ωa(g,h,k) =M
∗
aO(g,h,k) (105)
for some O(g,h,k) ∈ A, where A ⊂ C is the subset of
topological charges in C that are Abelian. (One can also
think of A ⊂ C as a subcategeory of C.) More precisely,
O(g,h,k) ∈ C3(G,A) is a 3-cochain, since it is a func-
tion of three group elements g,h,k ∈ G to A, which we can
now consider to be the Abelian group whose elements are the
Abelian topological charges of C with group multiplication
given by their corresponding fusion rules. Moreover, through
this relation, Eq. (103) maps to the condition
1 = Kq(g)Mρ−1g (a)O(h,k,l)K
q(g)M∗aO(gh,k,l)MaO(g,hk,l)M
∗
aO(g,h,kl)MaO(g,h,k)
= Maρg[O(h,k,l)]M
∗
aO(gh,k,l)MaO(g,hk,l)M
∗
aO(g,h,kl)MaO(g,h,k)
= Maρg[O(h,k,l)]MaO(gh,k,l)MaO(g,hk,l)MaO(g,h,kl)MaO(g,h,k)
= Ma,ρg[O(h,k,l)]×O(gh,k,l)×O(g,hk,l)×O(g,h,kl)×O(g,h,k), (106)
Here, we used the symmetry property Sρg(a)ρg(b) = Kq(g)SabKq(g), the relation S∗ab = Sab¯, and the fact that if Mab is a phase,
then MabMac =Mae whenever Nebc 6= 0. Since this condition holds for all a, the non-degeneracy of braiding implies that
dO(g,h,k, l) = ρg[O(h,k, l)]× O(gh,k, l)× O(g,hk, l)× O(g,h,kl)× O(g,h,k) = 0. (107)
In other words, O(g,h,k) satisfies the 3-cocycle condition,
when treated as a 3-cochain. Thus, there is an invertible map
between the phaseΩa(g,h,k) and the 3-cocycleO(g,h,k) ∈
Z3ρ(G,A).
As explained in the discussion around Eq. (92), there is
gauge freedom to modify the phases βa(g,h) to β˘a(g,h) =
νa(g,h)βa(g,h), for phase factors νa(g,h) that satisfy
νa(g,h)νb(g,h) = νc(g,h) whenever N cab 6= 0. The cor-
respondingly modified
Ω˘a(g,h,k) =
Kq(g)β˘ρ−1g (a)(h,k)K
q(g)β˘a(g,hk)
β˘a(gh,k)β˘a(g,h)
=
Kq(g)νρ−1g (a)(h,k)K
q(g)νa(g,hk)
νa(gh,k)νa(g,h)
Ωa(g,h,k) (108)
is to be considered in the same equivalence class as
Ωa(g,h,k) and obeys the same properties as Ωa(g,h,k), ex-
cept Ω˘a(g,h,k) =M∗aO˘(g,h,k) maps to a potentially different
O˘(g,h,k), which should therefore be considered to be in the
same equivalence class as O(g,h,k). To find the relation be-
tween these, we note that we similarly have the condition that
νa(g,h) =M
∗
av(g,h), (109)
where v(g,h) ∈ C2(G,A) is a 2-cochain taking values in the
set of Abelian topological charges. Using this in Eq. (108)
and employing the same properties utilized in Eq. (106), we
obtain the corresponding relation
O˘(g,h,k) = ρg[v(h,k)]× v(gh,k)
×v(g,hk)× v(g,h)× O(g,h,k)
= dv(g,h,k)× O(g,h,k), (110)
which shows that O(g,h,k) and O˘(g,h,k) in the same
equivalence class are related by fusion with a 3-coboundary
dv(g,h,k) ∈ B3ρ(G,A). Thus, the equivalence classes [O]
are elements of the 3rd cohomology group given by taking the
quotient of 3-cocycles by 3-coboundaries
[O] ∈ H3ρ(G,A) =
Z3ρ(G,A)
B3ρ(G,A)
. (111)
We emphasize that the equivalence class [O] is defined entirely
in terms of ρ (which defines κg,h). We further emphasize that
[O] = [0] does not necessarily imply that βa(g,h)βb(g,h) =
βc(g,h) whenever N cab 6= 0 nor, equivalently, that κg,h = 1 .
We can also see from the definitions that the equivalence
class [O] is actually an invariant of the equivalence class [ρ]
of symmetry actions that are related by natural isomorphisms.
In particular, if we instead used the action ρˇg = Υgρg, where
Υg is a natural isomorphism, and the corresponding modified
vertex decomposition factors βˇa(g) as given in Eq. (101), then
we would find that the corresponding quantity Ωˇa(g,h,k) =
Ωa(g,h,k) is unchanged. Thus, any such symmetry actions
related by natural isomorphisms define the same equivalence
class [Oˇ] = [O], so we actually have
[O] ∈ H3[ρ](G,A). (112)
We note that if the symmetry action does not permute
topological charges, i.e. ρg(a) = a for all a and g, then
it is always the case that [O] = [0]. To demonstrate this
property, we observe that ρg are actually natural isomor-
phisms when this is the case. It follows that we can write
[Ug(a, b; c)]µν =
χa(g)χb(g)
χc(g)
δµν , where χa(g) are phases, and
that we can make a choice within the equivalence class for
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which βa(g,h) = χa(gh)Kq(g)χ
ρ
−1
g (a)
(h)Kq(g)χa(g)
. Using this with
the definition, we find Ωa(g,h,k) = 1 and hence [O] = [0].
(Alternatively, we could have used a gauge transformation to
set ρ = 1 , Ug(a, b; c)µν = δµν , and βa(g,h) = 1, which
obviously gives Ωa(g,h,k) = 1.)
Given C and G, there are many different possible choices
of ρ. These different choices correspond to different ways
that the global symmetry (of the microscopic Hamiltonian)
and the topological order can interplay with each other. From
the above discussion, we see that clearly the first important
choice is how ρg permutes the various anyons. The next im-
portant choice depends on more subtle properties of the gauge
transformations that are required when implementing ρg. In
the next section, we examine how these properties lead to a
concept known as symmetry fractionalization, whereby the
quasiparticles have the ability to form a sort of projective rep-
resentation of the symmetry group. We will classify the ways
in which the symmetry can fractionalize and, in doing so, find
that [O] 6= [0] indicates that there is an obstruction to fraction-
alizing the symmetry.
IV. SYMMETRY FRACTIONALIZATION
Before carrying out the detailed derivation, we will state the
result of this section and provide a summary overview of the
arguments (and direct the reader to Appendix A, if a review of
group cohomology is needed):
For a system that realizes a topological phase described by
the UMTC C and which has the global symmetry group G
with corresponding group action [ρ] : G→ Aut(C):
1. There is an obstruction to symmetry fractionalization if
[O] 6= [0], where [O] ∈ H3[ρ](G,A) was the invariant of
[ρ] defined in Sec. III C.
2. When [O] = [0], symmetry fractionalization may occur
and is classified by the cohomology group H2[ρ](G,A),
where A is defined to be the finite group whose ele-
ments are the Abelian topological charges of C with
group multiplication given by their corresponding fu-
sion rules. More precisely, the set of distinct symmetry
fractionalization classes is an H2[ρ](G,A) torsor. [175]
In this section, we assume that the global symmetry acts in
an on-site or “quasi-on-site” fashion on the underlying phys-
ical system, where quasi-on-site is a generalization of the
notion of on-site that may include symmetries that act non-
locally, such as anti-unitary, time-reversal, translation, rota-
tion, and other spacetime symmetries. The on-site and quasi-
on-site properties of symmetry actions are fundamental re-
quirements for symmetry fractionalization, so we will define
precisely what we mean when we use these terms. We do not
restrict the symmetry group G to be discrete.
In order to explain the above mathematical statement of
symmetry fractionalization, we begin by examining the ac-
tion of a unitary on-site symmetry on the physical Hilbert
space of the underlying physical system and its microscopic
Hamiltonian. We argue that the action of the global symmetry
operator Rg on the physical states |Ψ{aj}〉, corresponding to
the system with n quasiparticles carrying topological charges
a1, . . . , an, respectively, can always be written as
Rg|Ψ{aj}〉 =
n∏
j=1
U (j)g ρg|Ψ{aj}〉. (113)
Here we have separated local unitary transformations U (j)g
from the non-local unitary transformation ρg that acts as the
symmetry action on the topological quantum numbers.
Since Rg are the physical symmetry transformations,
RgRh = Rgh (at least projectively). Writing out the local-
ized forms explicitly leads to the relation
n∏
j=1
U (j)g ρgU
(j)
h ρ
−1
g =
n∏
j=1
U
(j)
gh κg,h. (114)
We can also argue that the local operators satisfy the pro-
jective multiplication relation acting on quasiparticle states
U (j)g ρgU
(j)
h ρ
−1
g |Ψ{aj}〉 = ηaj (g,h)U (j)gh |Ψ{aj}〉 (115)
for some phase factors ηaj (g,h) that only depend on the topo-
logical charge aj and group elements g and h. Then the con-
dition RgRh = Rgh yields
n∏
j=1
βaj (g,h)
ηaj (g,h)
= 1, (116)
where βa(g,h) are the phase factors that decompose the nat-
ural isomorphism κg,h, as in Sec. III B.
The associativity of the local operators leads to the cocycle-
like relation
ηρ−1g (a)(h,k)ηa(g,hk)
ηa(gh,k)ηa(g,h)
= 1. (117)
This imposes a condition on βa(g,h) factors, which defines
an obstruction given by the previously described invariance
class [O] ∈ H3[ρ](G,A).
When the obstruction class is trivial, one is guaranteed
to have at least one set of ηa(g,h) which can satisfy both
Eq. (116) and Eq. (117). It follows that there are actually
many solutions, since, given one solution with phase factors
ηa(g,h), another solution η˘a(g,h) = τa(g,h)−1ηa(g,h) is
obtained from it by dividing by phases τa(g,h) that satisfy
the conditions
τρ−1g (a)(h,k)τa(g,hk)
τa(gh,k)τa(g,h)
= 1, (118)
τa(g,h)τb(g,h) = τc(g,h), if N cab 6= 0. (119)
However, there is some redundancy in these solutions that is
due to the freedom to redefine the operators U (j)g by local op-
eratorsZ(j)g that do not affectRg, which means
∏
j Z
(j)
g = 1 .
This property requires that the action on quasiparticle state
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Z
(j)
g |Ψ{aj}〉 = ζaj (g)|Ψ{aj}〉, where ζa(g) are phase that
satisfy ζa(g)ζb(g) = ζc(g) whenever N cab 6= 0. This redef-
inition of local operators changes the phases ηa(g,h) in the
following way
η˘a(g,h) =
ζa(gh)
ζρ−1g (a)(h)ζa(g)
ηa(g,h). (120)
Thus, if two sets solutions are related by such a transforma-
tion, they should be considered physically indistinguishable,
so they belong to to a single equivalence class of solutions.
Since C is modular, the factors τa(g,h) uniquely define a
2-cocycle t ∈ Z2ρ(G,A) and the factors ζa(g) uniquely de-
fine a 1-cochain z ∈ C1(G,A), which makes the equivalence
classes related by 2-coboundaries dz ∈ B2ρ(G,A). Taking the
quotient (and noting the invariance of the results under the
choice of ρ ∈ [ρ]) results in the classification of solutions by
H2[ρ](G,A).
After these arguments, we will generalize the results to the
case where the global symmetry action is a projective rep-
resentation. Finally, we will introduce the notion of quasi-
on-site symmetry and explain how the on-site symmetry argu-
ments and results are generalized to apply to such symmetries.
A. Physical Manifestation of On-Site Global Symmetry
We wish to examine the quantum states of the underlying
physical system in which there are quasiparticles present. Ini-
tially, let us consider the case when there are two quasiparti-
cles, and we will subsequently generalize to an arbitrary num-
ber. We assume the two quasiparticles possess topological
charges a and a¯, respectively, and that they are respectively
localized within the well-separated, simply-connected regions
R1 andR2. Well-separated means that the minimum distance
r12 ≡ minrj∈Rj |r1 − r2| between any two points of the dis-
tinct regions is much larger than the correlation length ξ of
the system, i.e. r12 ≫ ξ. (We typically think of Rj as a disk
centered at the quasiparticle coordinate rj with a radius that is
a few correlations lengths.)
For concreteness, we consider the system to be defined on
a sphere (or any genus zero surface) and assume that there are
no other quasiparticles nor boundaries that carry topological
charge, so this pair must fuse to vacuum. (The analysis can
be generalized to surfaces of arbitrary genus with any num-
ber of boundaries, but we will not do so in this paper.) In
general, since N0aa¯ = 1, there is a single topological sector
in such a setup, which is described by |a, a¯; 0〉 in the topo-
logical state space. However, this topological state represents
a universality class of many microscopic states that share its
topological properties and which differ by the application of
local operators. Such a state in this universality class can be
obtained by starting from the uniform Hamiltonian H0 of the
system in the topological phase, adiabatically creating a pair
of quasiparticles with charges a and a¯ from vacuum by tuning
the Hamiltonian to locally favor the existence of such quasi-
particles that are not well-separated, and then subsequently
moving the quasiparticles individually to regionsR1 and R2,
respectively, through a sequence of similar modifications of
the Hamiltonian (which return the Hamiltonian to its original
form in the regions away from the quasiparticles positions).
The corresponding Hamiltonian resulting after this process
is of the form
Hαa,a¯;0 = H0 + h
(1)
a;α + h
(2)
a¯;α, (121)
where h(j)a;α is a modification of the Hamiltonian whose non-
trivial action is localized within Rj and which favors the lo-
calization of a quasiparticle of charge a in this region. The
label α is a parameter which simply identifies these terms as
one of many that favors localization of a quasiparticle of this
type. We write the ground state of this Hamiltonian Hαa,a¯;0
as |Ψαa,a¯;0〉 (which is in the |a, a¯; 0〉 universality class). We
emphasize that |Ψαa,a¯;0〉 with different values of the parame-
ter α are not necessarily orthogonal; in fact, we expect that
they may have very high overlaps for some different values
of α. However, such states with different values of topologi-
cal charge will be orthogonal, up to exponentially suppressed
corrections, i.e. 〈Ψαa,a¯;0|Ψβb,b¯;0〉 ≈ 0 whenever a 6= b.
Let us now assume that the symmetry acts on the system in
an on-site manner, with Rg being the unitary operator repre-
senting the action of g. By on-site, we mean that if we decom-
pose the space manifold M = ⋃k∈IMk into a collection of
simply connected disjoint regionsMk (a subset of which can
be taken to be the regionsRj) with index set I , the symmetry
operators take the form
Rg =
∏
k∈I
R(k)g , (122)
where R(k)g is a unitary operator that has nontrivial action lo-
calized in region Mk. Since g is a symmetry of the system
that acts on C by ρg, the Hamiltonians should transform as
RgH0R
−1
g = H0 (123)
RgH
α
a,a¯;0R
−1
g = H
g(α)
ga, g a¯;0 (124)
where
h
(j)
ga;g(α) = Rgh
(j)
a;αR
−1
g (125)
of the new Hamiltonian remains an operator that is localized
in the region Rj , but now favors the localization of a quasi-
particle of charge ga = ρg(a). Indeed, since the symmetry is
on-site, any operatorO(j) whose nontrivial action is localized
in a region Rj remains localized in this region when acted
upon by the symmetry transformation, i.e.
gO(j) ≡ RgO(j)R−1g = R(j)g O(j)R(j)−1g (126)
is localized in Rj . We stress that the label g(α) of the Hamil-
tonian defined with h(j)ga;g(α) obtained from the symmetry
transformation indicates that this Hamiltonian need not equal
the Hamiltonian defined with the modification h(j)ga;α for local-
izing a charge ga quasiparticle, to which we already ascribed
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the label α. In other words, while the universality class of
states transforms as
|a, a¯; 0〉 7→ ρg|a, a¯; 0〉 = Ug( ga, ga¯; 0)| ga, ga¯; 0〉 (127)
under the action of g, the ground state of the Hamiltonian
transforms as
|Ψαa,a¯;0〉 7→ Rg|Ψαa,a¯;0〉 = |Ψg(α)ga, ga¯;0〉, (128)
where |Ψg(α)ga, g a¯;0〉 is not necessarily equal (nor proportional)
to |Ψαga, ga¯;0〉.
In fact, we have not yet made clear what it even means to
have states |Ψαa,a¯;0〉 and |Ψαga, ga¯;0〉 in different topological
charge sectors with the same label α. For this, we make a
choice of complete orthonormal basis states |ϕsa,a¯;0〉 for each
topological charge sector. Then, given a state
|Ψαa,a¯;0〉 =
∑
s
As|ϕsa,a¯;0〉 (129)
we identify the corresponding state in the different topological
charge sector to be
|Ψαga, ga¯;0〉 =
∑
s
As|ϕsga, g a¯;0〉. (130)
We can now define the unitary operator Ug via the basis
states of each subspace (with respect to which the operator is
block diagonal)
〈ϕrga, ga¯;0|Ug|ϕsga, g a¯;0〉
= 〈ϕrga, ga¯;0|Rg|ϕsa,a¯;0〉. (131)
This gives the relation
Rg|Ψαa,a¯;0〉 = Ug|Ψαga, ga¯;0〉 (132)
for any state |Ψαa,a¯;0〉 in the |a, a¯; 0〉 universality class. We
emphasize that Ug is independent of α, but it does depend on
the choice of basis, and simply provides the relation between
the orthonormal basis given by the states |ϕsga, ga¯;0〉 and the
orthonormal basis given by the states Rg|ϕsa,a¯;0〉.
Since the quasiparticles are localized at well-separated po-
sitions, the system has exponentially decaying correlations,
and the system is locally uniform and symmetric away from
the quasiparticles, the states in the |a, a¯; 0〉 universality class
will be locally indistinguishable from the ground state |Ψ0〉
of H0 in (simply-connected) regions well-separated from the
quasiparticles’ R1 and R2. More specifically, we expect that
any two such states |Ψαa,a¯;0〉 and |Ψβa,a¯;0〉 in this universality
class can be related by unitary operators acting independently
in regions R1 and R2, i.e. there exist unitary operators V (j)
whose nontrivial action is localized within Rj such that
|Ψβa,a¯;0〉 ≈ V (1)V (2)|Ψαa,a¯;0〉. (133)
The approximation in this expression is up to O(e−r12/ξ) cor-
rections, which we will leave implicit in the following. [176]
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FIG. 3: The global on-site symmetry action on states containing
quasiparticles takes the form given in Eq. (139), where the global
action Rg factorizes into the global symmetry action operator ρg,
which acts only on the topological quantum numbers, and local trans-
formations U (j)g , each of which only acts nontrivially within a region
Rj well-localized around the jth quasiparticle carrying topological
charge aj .
Thus, it follows that we can write the symmetry action as
Rg|Ψa,a¯;0〉 = U (1)g U (2)g Ug( ga, ga¯; 0)|Ψ ga, ga¯;0〉, (134)
for any state |Ψa,a¯;0〉 in the |a, a¯; 0〉 universality class (we now
drop the inconsequential label α). In this expression,U (1)g and
U
(2)
g are unitary operators whose nontrivial action is localized
within R1 and R2, respectively. The quantity Ug( ga, ga¯; 0)
is precisely the transformation on the topological state space
from Eqs. (85)-(90) that leaves the basic data invariant. In par-
ticular, Ug( ga, ga¯; 0) is an overall phase that depends only
on the universality class of the state. Normally, one would
safely ignore such an overall phase, but we include it here to
match with the symmetry action on the topological degrees of
freedom, as this will play an essential role in the subsequent
generalization to n quasiparticles. In this way, we have de-
composed Ug = U (1)g U (2)g Ug( ga, ga¯; 0) into terms that act
locally around the quasiparticles and the term that acts on the
topological state space. Clearly, U (1)g and U (2)g commute with
each other, since their respective nontrivial actions are in two
well-separated regions.
Given Eq. (134), we can define the operator
ρg = U
(1)−1
g U
(2)−1
g Rg (135)
acting on the physical Hilbert space that has the same action
on states |Ψa,a¯;0〉 in the |a, a¯; 0〉 universality class as does the
previously defined symmetry operator ρg ( see Sec. III B ) act-
ing on |a, a¯; 0〉 in the topological state space, i.e.
ρg|Ψa,a¯;0〉 = Ug(ga, ga¯; 0)|Ψ ga, ga¯;0〉. (136)
We note that, similar to Rg, this operator also has the form
ρg =
∏
k∈I ρ
(k)
g . [177]
We now generalize to consider the system in a configuration
with n quasiparticles with corresponding topological charges
aj localized in well-separated regions Rj (for j = 1, . . . , n),
with corresponding Hamiltonians
Hαa1,...,an;0 = H0 +
n∑
j=1
h(j)aj ;α. (137)
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The same steps can be followed as above, though one must
be more careful to properly account for fusion degeneracies.
In particular, there will be N cab distinct ways to create two
quasiparticles with respective charges a and b from a single
quasiparticle of topological charge c, and this will be reflected
in the corresponding states and Hamiltonians. For a system
with n quasiparticles, the topological state space may be de-
generate, with the dimensionality given by
N0a1...an =
∑
c12,c123,...,c1...n−1
N c12a1a2N
c123
c12a3 . . .N
0
c1...n−1an ,
(138)
where here we use the standard basis decomposition of the
topological state space where topological charges are fused
together successively in increasing order of j, and c1...k is the
collective topological charge of quasiparticles 1, . . . , k. The
states will correspondingly carry the labels c12, . . . , c1...n−1,
as well as the fusion space basis labels µ12, . . . , µ1...n−1. (We
can, of course, write the states in a different basis related by
F -moves.) We write all these topological charges and fusion
basis labels of the state collectively as {a; c, µ}, with the un-
derstanding that the overall fusion channel of the n quasipar-
ticles is vacuum (i.e. c1...n = 0), so we can more compactly
write a state in this universality class as |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉. Following
the same arguments given above, we find that the symmetry
action on such states will take the form
Rg|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = U (1)g . . . U (n)g ρg|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, (139)
where the unitary operatorU (j)g has its nontrivial action local-
ized withinRj . This is shown schematically in Fig. 3. (Again,
the operators U (j)g depend on a choice of basis within the uni-
versality class, but not on the particular state it is acting upon.)
Here, we use the generalized definition of the operator (in the
physical Hilbert space)
ρg =
n∏
j=1
U (j)−1g Rg (140)
which acts on physical states |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 in the universality
class |{a; c, µ}〉 precisely as the operator ρg acts on states
|{a; c, µ}〉 in the topological state space. Explicitly, this is
given by
ρg|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 =
∑
µ′12,...,µ
′
1...n−1
[Ug(
ga1,
ga2;
gc12)]µ12µ′12
[Ug(
gc12,
ga3;
gc123)]µ123µ′123
× . . .
. . .× [Ug( gc1...n−2, gan−1; gc1...n−1)]µ1...n−1µ′1...n−1 Ug(
gc1...n−1, gan; 0)|Ψ{ ga; gc,µ′}〉.(141)
Given the physical states containing quasiparticles and the
symmetry transformationsRg acting upon them, one may use
these expressions as a means of determining the global sym-
metry action ρg on the topological state space.
We can consider symmetry transformations taking the form
in Eq. (139) when acting on states in the physical Hilbert
space containing quasiparticles in a topological phase to be
the fundamental condition from which the symmetry fraction-
alization arguments follow, regardless of the particular form
of the Hamiltonian.
B. Obstruction to Fractionalization
We will allow the global symmetry action to form either lin-
ear or projective representations of the symmetry group when
acting on the physical Hilbert space, but first consider the case
of linear representations of the global symmetry, and then re-
turn to the case of projective representations in Sec. IV E.
For linear representations, the symmetry operators will sat-
isfy Rgh = RgRh. However, the local operators U (j)g can
nonetheless take a projective form, and we wish to classify
the types of projective forms that they can realize. We com-
pare the action of gh, which is given by
Rgh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 =
n∏
j=1
U
(j)
gh ρgh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
=
n∏
j=1
U
(j)
gh κg,hρgρh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, (142)
where κg,h = ρghρ−1h ρ−1g (as in Sec. III B), and the succes-
sive actions of g and h, which is given by
RgRh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = Rg
n∏
j=1
U
(j)
h ρh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
= Rg
n∏
j=1
U
(j)
h R
−1
g Rgρh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
= Rg
n∏
j=1
U
(j)
h R
−1
g
n∏
k=1
U (k)g ρgρh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
=
n∏
j=1
gU
(j)
h U
(j)
g ρgρh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, (143)
where gU (j)h = RgU
(j)
h R
−1
g = R
(j)
g U
(j)
h R
(j)−1
g has its non-
trivial action localized within the region Rj , and we used the
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fact that operators whose nontrivial actions are localized in
different regions commute with each other. Comparing these
expressions, we see that
n∏
j=1
U (j)−1g
gU
(j)−1
h U
(j)
gh κg,h = 1 (144)
when acting in the subspace of states of the form |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
corresponding to the system with n quasiparticles. We note
that
gO(j)U (j)g = U (j)g ρgO(j)ρ−1g , (145)
for any operator O(j) localized in Rj , so we could rewrite
these expressions usingU (j)g ρgU (j)h ρ−1g instead of gU
(j)
h U
(j)
g ,
if desired.
Since the action of ρg on the physical states of the form
|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 is precisely the same as the action of ρg on the
states |{a; c, µ}〉 in the topological state space, we know that
the action of κg,h on physical states of the form |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
also matches the action of κg,h in the topological state space,
and thus takes the form
κg,h|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 =
n∏
j=1
βaj (g,h)|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, (146)
where βa(g,h) are the phases defined in Sec. III B that de-
pends only on the topological charge value a, and group ele-
ments g and h. Let us define a unitary operatorB(j)g,h localized
in region Rj whose action on a quasiparticle state produces
the phase βaj (g,h) of the topological charge contained in the
regionRj , that is [178]
B
(j)
g,h|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = βaj (g,h)|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉. (147)
We can now define the unitary operators
W
(j)
g,h = U
(j)−1
g
gU
(j)−1
h U
(j)
ghB
(j)
g,h
= ρgU
(j)−1
h ρ
−1
g U
(j)−1
g U
(j)
ghB
(j)
g,h. (148)
Since the U (j)g andB(j)g,h are all unitary operators with nontriv-
ial action localized within the region Rj , this is also true for
W
(j)
g,h. From the above relations, we see that
n∏
j=1
W
(j)
g,h = 1 (149)
when acting in the subspace of n quasiparticles states of the
form |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, for any values of {a; c, µ}.
Since the respective regions Rj where W (j)g,h act nontriv-
ially are well-separated from each other, each one of these
operators can, at most, change a state of the form |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
by an overall phase factor. Hence, we have
〈Ψ{a;c,µ}|W (j)g,h|Ψ{b;e,ν}〉 = ωaj (g,h)δ{a;c,µ}{b;e,ν}, (150)
where the phase ωaj (g,h) only depends on the topological
charge aj contained in the regionRj .
In order to see that the phases ωaj (g,h) do not depend
on anything else, we first note that the phase factor can ob-
viously depend, at most, on the group elements g and h,
and the properties of the state |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 that are local to
the region Rj . In order to see that the only property of the
state that the phase depends on is the topological charge con-
tained in the region Rj , we must show that the phase is actu-
ally independent of the specific state |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 taken from
the |{a; c, µ}〉 universality class. For this, assume that the
phase may depend on the specific state, which we indicate
by writing it as ω(g,h; Ψ{a;c,µ}). Then consider any two or-
thonormal states |Ψα{a;c,µ}〉 and |Ψβ{a;c,µ}〉 from this univer-
sality class, and their normalized superposition |Ψγ{a;c,µ}〉 =
Cα|Ψα{a;c,µ}〉 + Cβ |Ψβ{a;c,µ}〉. The above expression yields
the relation
ω(g,h; Ψγ{a;c,µ}) = |Cα|2ω(g,h; Ψα{a;c,µ})
+|Cβ |2ω(g,h; Ψβ{a;c,µ}) (151)
which can only be true for arbitrary Cα and Cβ if
ω(g,h; Ψγ{a;c,µ}) = ω(g,h; Ψ
α
{a;c,µ}) = ω(g,h; Ψ
β
{a;c,µ})
(152)
which shows that the phase is the same for all states in the uni-
versality class. Since the only universal property of the state
that is local to the regionRj is the topological charge aj con-
tained in that region, this establishes the claimed dependence
of the phase.
It follows that, within the subspace of states of the form
|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, the operatorsW (j)g,h,W (j)k,l , B(j)g,h, andB(j)k,l all com-
mute with each other. It also follows that
ηaj (g,h)U
(j)
gh |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = U (j)g ρgU (j)h ρ−1g |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
= gU
(j)
h U
(j)
g |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, (153)
where the projective phases are given by
ηa(g,h) =
βa(g,h)
ωa(g,h)
. (154)
Eq. (153) exhibits a characteristic property of symmetry frac-
tionalization, which is that the action of the symmetry can be
broken up into topological and local actions, where the lo-
cal actions are locally consistent in a projective fashion. Of
course, the topological action is topologically consistent, and
the local and topological actions must also be consistent with
each other. For this, we have already decomposed the consis-
tency of the topological action into terms βaj (g,h) that only
depend on the localized topological charge values, and must
now examine the phases ωaj (g,h) to analyze the consistency
of the interplay between the local and topological actions of
the symmetry.
It is clear that we should have
η0(g,h) = 1, (155)
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since the symmetry action on the ground state is trivial (and
any regionRj containing total topological charge aj = 0 can
be locally transformed into the ground state). Additionally,
we will always fix
ηa(0,0) = ηa(g,0) = ηa(0,h) = 1, (156)
since we can always freely set U (j)0 = 1 as a gauge choice,
which we will describe in more detail in Sec. IV C. It follows
that we also have ωa(0,0) = ωa(g,0) = ωa(0,h) = 1.
Given Eq. (149), the phases ωaj (g,h) must obey the con-
straint
n∏
j=1
ωaj (g,h) = 1. (157)
We emphasize that this does not mean that the product of
the phases
∏n
j=1 ηaj (g,h) is equal to 1, nor that the product
of the phases
∏n
j=1 βaj (g,h) is equal to 1. These products
would only individually equal 1 when κg,h = 1 , which is
not generally true (though, this condition is often satisfied by
examples of physical interest).
Considering the case of n = 2 quasiparticles with respec-
tive topological charges a and a¯, we find the relation
ωa¯(g,h) = ωa(g,h)
−1. (158)
Considering the case of n = 3 quasiparticles, with respective
topological charges a, b, and c¯, for which N cab 6= 0, and using
the result from the n = 2 case, we find the relation
ωa(g,h)ωb(g,h) = ωc(g,h) (159)
for any charges a, b, and c with N cab 6= 0. Thus, as explained
at the end of Sec. II B, the phase factors are given by
ωa(g,h) =M
∗
aw(g,h), (160)
for some Abelian topological charge value w (g,h) ∈ A ⊂ C.
It also follows from Eqs. (154) and (159) that
ηa(g,h)ηb(g,h)
ηc(g,h)
=
βa(g,h)βb(g,h)
βc(g,h)
= κg,h(a, b; c)
(161)
whenever N cab 6= 0.
Next, we consider the product of three symmetry operations
and apply the relation U (j)gh = gU
(j)
h U
(j)
g W
(j)
g,hB
(j)−1
g,h in the
two distinct, but equivalent orders to obtain
U
(j)
ghk =
ghU
(j)
k U
(j)
ghW
(j)
gh,kB
(j)−1
gh,k
= ghU
(j)
k
gU
(j)
h U
(j)
g W
(j)
g,hB
(j)−1
g,h W
(j)
gh,kB
(j)−1
gh,k
= gU
(j)
hkUgW
(j)
g,hkB
(j)−1
g,hk
= ghU
(j)
k
gU
(j)
h
gW
(j)
h,k
gB
(j)−1
h,k U
(j)
g W
(j)
g,hkB
(j)−1
g,hk
= ghU
(j)
k
gU
(j)
h U
(j)
g ρgW
(j)
h,kρ
−1
g ρgB
(j)−1
h,k ρ
−1
g W
(j)
g,hkB
(j)−1
g,hk . (162)
This gives the relation
ρgW
(j)
h,kρ
−1
g ρgB
(j)−1
h,k ρ
−1
g W
(j)
g,hkB
(j)−1
g,hk =W
(j)
g,hB
(j)−1
g,h W
(j)
gh,kB
(j)−1
gh,k , (163)
which, when applied to a state |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, yields the crucial relation
Ωa(g,h,k) = βρ−1g (a)(h,k)βa(gh,k)
−1βa(g,hk)βa(g,h)−1
= ωρ−1g (a)(h,k)ωa(gh,k)
−1ωa(g,hk)ωa(g,h)−1 (164)
where we use the definition of Ωa(g,h,k) from Sec. III C. This relation is equivalent to the condition
ηρ−1g (a)(h,k)ηa(gh,k)
−1ηa(g,hk)ηa(g,h)−1 = 1 (165)
on the projective phases of the local terms, which is a sort of twisted 2-cocycle condition. From this, one might naı¨vely expect a
classification of fractionalization by H2(G,U(1)), however the relation to βa(g,h) and ωa(g,h) impose additional constraints
that further restrict the classification, as we will now describe.
Using Ωa(g,h,k) = M∗aO(g,h,k) and ωa(g,h) = M∗aw(g,h), where O (g,h,k) ∈ Z3ρ(G,A) and w (g,h) ∈ C2(G,A) are
Abelian topological charges, together with the relation S∗ab = Sab¯ and the symmetry property Sρg(a)ρg(b) = Sab, this becomes
MaO(g,h,k) = Maρg[w(h,k)]M
∗
aw(gh,k)Maw(g,hk)M
∗
aw(g,h)
= Maρg[w(h,k)]Maw(gh,k)Maw(g,hk)Maw(g,h)
= Ma,ρg[w(h,k)]×w(gh,k)×w(g,hk)×w(g,h). (166)
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In the last line, we used the fact that if Mab is a phase and Nebc 6= 0, then it follows that MabMac = Mae. Finally, the
non-degeneracy of braiding in a MTC makes this equivalent to the condition
O (g,h,k) = ρg[w (h,k)]× w (gh,k)× w (g,hk)× w (g,h) = dw (g,h,k) . (167)
Thus, we have found that consistency between the local and
topological portions of the symmetry action requires that
O (g,h,k) is necessarily a 3-coboundary, which is to say that
O ∈ B3ρ(G,A) and its equivalence class is [O] = [0]. This
establishes the first statement regarding symmetry fractional-
ization, which was that [O] 6= [0] indicates that there is an
obstruction to fractionalizing the symmetry, since this would
contradict the result in Eq. (167). In particular, such an ob-
struction implies that it is not actually possible for the symme-
try of the system to take the assumed on-site form of Eq. (122)
with the corresponding action on quasiparticle states given in
Eq. (139), as the symmetry action cannot be consistently split
into local and topological components.
We can also view ηa(g,h) as a particular choice of the
κg,h(a, b; c) decomposition factors, i.e. ηa(g,h) = β˘a(g,h)
with νa(g,h) = ωa(g,h), such that Eq. (165) is satis-
fied. From this perspective, the obstruction class [O] indicates
whether or not such a choice is possible.
When the symmetry action does not permute topological
charge values, one can interpret Eq. (153) as indicating that
the local operators U (j)g provide projective representations of
the group G.
C. Gauge Transformations
There is gauge freedom to redefine the local operators U (j)g
by the local transformations
Uˇ (j)g = U
(j)
g Y
(j)−1
g (168)
where Y (j)g are unitary operators whose nontrivial action is
localized in region Rj . In order to leave the global operator
Rg unchanged, there must be a corresponding transformation
of the symmetry action operator
ρˇg =
n∏
j=1
Y (j)g ρg. (169)
In order for this operator to again act on the physical states
with quasiparticles as does a symmetry action on the topolog-
ical state space, we require it to only depend on the topological
quantum numbers (and the group element g). Since Y (j)g acts
locally in region in the region Rj , the only topological quan-
tum number it can depend upon is the topological charge aj
in that region. Thus, we must have
〈Ψ{a;c,µ}|Y (j)g |Ψ{b;e,ν}〉 = γaj (g)δ{a;c,µ}{b;e,ν}, (170)
where γaj (g) is some phase factor that depends only on the
topological charge aj and the group element g. Of course, the
notation we used here anticipated the fact that these gauge
transformations have precisely the form of natural isomor-
phisms, as described in Sec. III by
ρˇg = Υgρg, (171)
with corresponding decomposition into the phase factors
γa(g) when acting on fusion vertex states.
We notice that, under these transformations, the projective
phases transform as
ηˇa(g,h) =
γa(gh)
γ g¯a(h)γa(g)
ηa(g,h). (172)
For the choice of
βˇa(g,h) =
γa(gh)
γ g¯a(h)γa(g)
βa(g,h), (173)
as in Eq. (101), this exactly cancels to leave ωˇa(g,h) =
ωa(g,h) unchanged. As previously mentioned, it also
leaves Ωˇa(g,h,k) = Ωa(g,h,k) and hence Oˇ (g,h,k) =
O (g,h,k) unchanged.
In this way, the nontrivial transformations of these quanti-
ties are relegated to the transformations
β˘a(g,h) = νa(g,h)βa(g,h), (174)
where νa(g,h)νb(g,h) = νc(g,h) whenever N cab 6= 0,
corresponding to the freedom of decomposing the action of
κg,h on vertices into factors βa(g,h). These transformations
give ω˘a(g,h) = νa(g,h)ωa(g,h), while Ω˘a(g,h,k) and
O˘ (g,h,k) are given in Eqs. (108) and (110).
D. Classification of Symmetry Fractionalization
We now wish to classify the different ways in which the
symmetry can fractionalize, when there is no obstruction. For
this, we must analyze the solutions of Eq. (167) for a given ρ
and O.
Since [O] = [0], there must exist some v(g,h) ∈ C2(G,A)
such that O = dv¯. This is just the equivalence class statement
that one can use the gauge transformation in Eq. (174) for
some νa(g,h) = M
∗
av(g,h) which results in Ω˘a(g,h,k) = 1
and O˘ = 0. Thus, we are guaranteed to have at least one
solution of Eq. (167) given by w = v.
Given a solution w(g,h) of Eq. (167), it is straightforward
to see that another solution
w′(g,h) = t(g,h)× w(g,h) (175)
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can be obtained from it by multiplying by a 2-cocycle
t(g,h) ∈ Z2ρ(G,A). In fact, it should be clear that all so-
lutions of Eq. (167) may be obtained from any given solution
in this way.
This way of obtaining different solutions can be thought of
as utilizing transformations like those in Eq. (174), given by
β′a(g,h) = τa(g,h)βa(g,h), where τa(g,h) are phases that
satisfy the condition that τa(g,h)τb(g,h) = τc(g,h) when-
ever N cab 6= 0, but which are also required to satisfy the addi-
tional condition
τg¯a(h,k)τa(g,hk) = τa(g,h)τa(gh,k). (176)
Alternatively, one may think of this as similarly modifying the
local phase factors η′a(g,h) = τa(g,h)−1ηa(g,h), as the two
notions are not really distinguishable in this context.
There is, however, a sense in which different solutions
w (g,h) should be considered equivalent. In particular, if we
locally redefine the operators U (j)g by a transformation
U˘ (j)g = U
(j)
g Z
(j)−1
g , (177)
where Z(j)g are unitary operators whose nontrivial action is lo-
calized within Rj , this redefinition will not change the global
action Rg on states as long as these operators satisfy
n∏
j=1
Z(j)g = 1 (178)
when acting in the subspace of quasiparticle states of the form
|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉. These are gauge transformations, and so they
should be treated as trivial modifications of the operatorsU (j)g ,
i.e. all operators related by such a transformation are in the
same equivalence class.
By similar arguments as used for W (j)g,h, it follows from
Eq. (178) that
〈Ψ{a;c,µ}|Z(j)g |Ψ{b;e,ν}〉 = ζaj (g)δ{a;c,µ}{b;e,ν}, (179)
where ζaj (g) is a phase that only depends on the topological
charge aj contained in the region Rj and that these phases
obey the constraint
n∏
j=1
ζaj (g) = 1. (180)
This similarly leads to the property that ζa(g)ζb(g) =
ζc(g) whenever N cab 6= 0, which, in turn, gives the relation
ζa(g) =M
∗
az(g), (181)
for some Abelian topological charge z(g) ∈ C1(G,A). These
are precisely the same redundancies that arose due to the
freedom to decompose the trivial natural isomorphism into
topological charge dependent phase factors, as described in
Sec. III.
Under such transformations, the operators W (j)g,h transform
into
W˘
(j)
g,h = Z
(j)
g U
(j)−1
g
gZ
(j)
h
gU
(j)−1
h U
(j)
ghZ
(j)−1
gh B
(j)
g,h
= Z(j)g ρgZ
(j)
h ρ
−1
g W
(j)
g,hZ
(j)−1
gh . (182)
Acting on states of the form |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, this produces the
equivalent relations
ω˘a(g,h) =
ζρ−1g (a)(h)ζa(g)
ζa(gh)
ωa(g,h), (183)
Maw˘(g,h) = Mρg[z(h)]M
∗
az(gh)Maz(g)Maw(g,h)
= Ma,ρg[z(h)]×z(gh)×z(g)×w(g,h) (184)
from which we obtain
w˘(g,h) = ρg[z(h)]× z(gh)× z(g)× w(g,h)
= dz(g,h)× w(g,h), (185)
showing that w(g,h) and w˘(g,h) that are related by fusion
with a 2-coboundary dz(g,h) ∈ B2ρ(G,A) correspond pre-
cisely to operators W (i)g,h and W˘
(i)
g,h that are related by gauge
transformations, and so should be considered equivalent, i.e.
one should take the quotient by B2ρ(G,A).
Thus, the solutions of Eq. (167) for the [O] = [0] equiva-
lence class are classified by
[t] ∈ H2ρ(G,A) =
Z2ρ(G,A)
B2ρ(G,A)
. (186)
One should not, however, think of the set of solutions itself
as being equal to H2ρ(G,A), but rather an H2ρ(G,A) torsor.
In particular, the distinct cohomology classes [t] ∈ H2ρ(G,A)
relate distinct equivalence classes of solutions [w], with differ-
ent solutions being related by w′(g,h) = t(g,h) × w(g,h).
The number of distinct symmetry fractionalization classes is
thus equal to |H2ρ(G,A)|. In this sense, there is no notion
of an identity element of the set of solutions (as might have
naı¨vely seemed to be the case had one chosen to use the rep-
resentative O = 0 of the [O] = [0] equivalence class). When
O = 0, Eq. (167) becomes a cocycle condition onw(g,h), so,
in this case, the equivalence classes of solutions are actually
cohomology classes [w] ∈ H2ρ(G,A), though this is not an
invariant statement.
Once again, symmetry actions in the same equivalence
class related by natural isomorphisms lead to the same results
here, so this classification of solutions is actually independent
of the choice ρ ∈ [ρ]. Thus, the symmetry fractionalization is
classified by
[t] ∈ H2[ρ](G,A). (187)
E. Projective Representations of the Global Symmetry
In the above discussion, we assumed that the local Hilbert
space on each site transforms in a linear representation of the
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global symmetry G. However this is not fully general, and
it is possible that instead the local Hilbert space on each site
transforms according to a projective representation of G. The
canonical example is a spin- 12 system. While the global sym-
metry of spin rotation isG = SO(3), each site contains a spin-
1
2 which transforms in a projective representation of SO(3).
Describing symmetry fractionalization when the local Hilbert
space already forms a projective representation of G requires
some minor modifications of the previous arguments. In par-
ticular, the action of a projective symmetry representation on
the ground state will take the form
Rgh|Ψ0〉 = eiΦg,hRgRh|Ψ0〉, (188)
where eiΦg,h are the projective representation phase factors.
The projective representations are classified by H2 (G,U(1)).
In particular, the phases eiΦg,h must satisfy the 2-cocycle con-
dition
eiΦh,ke−iΦgh,keiΦg,hke−iΦg,h = 1 (189)
in order for the two different, but equivalent ways of relat-
ing Rghk and RgRhRk to be consistent. Additionally, differ-
ent projective phase factors eiΦg,h and eiΦ˜g,h are considered
equivalent if they are related by a 2-coboundary
eiΦ˜g,h = eifhe−ifgheifgeiΦg,h (190)
for some phase function eifg of the group elements ofG, since
their difference could simply be absorbed into the operator
Rg by the trivial redefinition R˜g = eifgRg. The equivalence
class [eiΦg,h ] ∈ H2 (G,U(1)) of the projective representation
is a global property of the system that does not change un-
der application of local operations, such as those that create
quasiparticles. Thus, we also have
Rgh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = eiΦg,hRgRh|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 (191)
with the same eiΦg,h for any state of the form |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 ob-
tainable from the ground state |Ψ0〉 through adiabatic creation
and manipulation of quasiparticles. We now define W (j)g,h as
before for j = 2, . . . , n, while for j = 1 we slightly modify
the definition to be
W
(1)
g,h = e
−iΦg,hU (j)−1g
gU
(j)−1
h U
(j)
ghB
(j)
g,h. (192)
With this definition, we retain the properties that W (j)g,h is lo-
calized in regionRj , and that the W (j)g,h satisfy Eqs. (149) and(150). This allows the argument relating the eigenvalues of
W
(j)
g,h to Abelian topological charges to go through unaltered.
To see that the cocycle relations are unchanged, we only need
to check that Eq. (163) remains the same for W (1)g,h. This fol-
lows from the previous argument, together with the fact that
eiΦg,h itself satisfies the 2-cocycle condition of Eq. (189).
Thus, the same cohomological relations hold and all the ar-
guments go through as before to give the same results for ob-
struction and classification of symmetry fractionalization.
F. Quasi-On-Site Global Symmetry
There are a number of symmetries, such as time-reversal
symmetry and translation symmetry, that do not act in an on-
site fashion, but which may nonetheless be fractionalized. In
order to understand fractionalization of such symmetries, we
must generalize the notion of symmetries acting in an on-site
fashion so as to include the possibility of anti-unitary symme-
tries and other nonlocal symmetries.
Let us again decompose the space manifold M =⋃
k∈IMk into a collection of simply connected disjoint re-
gions Mk (a subset of which can be taken to be the regions
Rj) with index set I .
We call a symmetry operator “quasi-on-site” if it takes the
form
Rg =
∏
k∈I
R(k)g Pg, (193)
where R(k)g is a unitary operator that has nontrivial action lo-
calized in region Mk, and Pg is a unitary or anti-unitary op-
erator that preserves locality in the following sense: For any
operator O(j) localized in the simply connected region Rj ,
the operator
Og(j) ≡ PgO(j)P−1g (194)
is localized in the (possibly distinct) simply connected region
that we denote as gRj , and two such simply connected regions
Rj and Rk are disjoint, i.e. Rj ∩ Rk = ∅, if and only if the
corresponding regions gRj and gRk are disjoint, i.e. gRj ∩
gRk = ∅.
Specific examples that we have in mind for the operator Pg
are the complex conjugation operatorK , in which case gRj =
Rj , or a translation operator T~x (in a translationally invariant
system), in which case gRj is the regionRj translated by the
vector ~x. Clearly, on-site symmetries have Pg = 1 .
We can now repeat the entire analysis of this section with
a few small, but important modifications to account for the
quasi-on-site generalization. We note that our treatment here
requires that the symmetries also leave the spatial orientation
of the fusion/splitting spaces invariant. Consequently, we omit
spatial symmetries involving rotations or parity.
The first modification is to the conjugation of local opera-
tors by Rg. In particular, given the above locality preserving
property of Pg, we generalize the definition in Eq. (126) to
gO(j) ≡ RgOg¯(j)R−1g = R(j)g PgOg¯(j)P−1g R(j)−1g , (195)
which is thus an operator whose nontrivial action is localized
in the regionRj .
The next modification is that when the jth quasiparticle of
the state |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 is localized in region Rj , it follows that
the jth quasiparticle of the state Rg|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 is localized in
the region gRj . Consequently, the action of Rg on states
in the physical Hilbert space containing quasiparticles, as in
Eq. (139), is modified to
Rg|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = Ug(1)g . . . Ug(n)g ρg|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, (196)
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FIG. 4: The action of a global quasi-on-site symmetry operator Rg
on a state with quasiparticles may move the locations where the
quasiparticles are localized, from the regions Rj to the regions gRj .
The quasi-on-site property ensures that the regions gRj are mutually
disjoint for distinct j whenever the regions Rj are mutually disjoint
for distinct j. Additionally, the quasi-on-site symmetry action in-
duces unitary transformations Ug(j)g that are, respectively, localized
in the regions gRj , together with a global transformation ρg which
strictly acts on the topological quantum numbers.
where Ug(j)g is a unitary operator whose nontrivial action is
localized in the region gRj , and we have defined ρg exactly as
before, which now makes it a quasi-on-site operator, in accord
with Rg. In particular,
ρg =
n∏
j=1
Ug(j)−1g Rg, (197)
and it also follows that ρg =
∏
k∈I ρ
(k)
g Pg. We can leave
Eq. (141) unmodified, with the understanding that if the jth
quasiparticle of the state |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 is localized is region Rj ,
then the jth quasiparticle of the state |Ψ{ ga; gc,µ′}〉 (and the
state ρg|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉) is localized in the region gRj . It is also
important to emphasize that now ρg includes the action of Pg,
so, in addition to potentially modifying the localization re-
gions, it will complex conjugate coefficients in front of the
state whenever g corresponds to an anti-unitary symmetry.
With these modifications, one must be careful to modify the
localization regions of the operators appropriately in all steps
of the arguments of the previous sections, but, in the end, this
dependence drops out entirely. In particular, we note that we
should modify Eq. (145) to
gO(j)U (j)g = U (j)g ρgOg¯(j)ρ−1g , (198)
the definition of the operator W (j)g,h, which has its nontrivial
action localized in the regionRj , to
W
(j)
g,h = U
(j)−1
g
gU
(j)−1
h U
(j)
ghB
(j)
g,h = ρgU
g¯(j)−1
h ρ
−1
g U
(j)−1
g U
(j)
ghB
(j)
g,h, (199)
and the relation of Eq. (153) to
ηaj (g,h)U
(j)
gh |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = gU (j)h U (j)g |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = U (j)g ρgU g¯(j)h ρ−1g |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉. (200)
The final relation in terms of operators, given in Eq. (163), is modified to
ρgW
g¯(j)
h,k ρ
−1
g ρgB
g¯(j)−1
h,k ρ
−1
g W
(j)
g,hkB
(j)−1
g,hk =W
(j)
g,hB
(j)−1
g,h W
(j)
gh,kB
(j)−1
gh,k . (201)
Applying this relation to a state |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, we find that the dependence on localization regions drops out of the resulting relation
in terms of (eigenvalue) phases, and the only modification that we must now account for is the potential complex conjugation
due to g being an anti-unitary symmetry (which was encoded in the operator ρg). Specifically, this yields the modification of
Eq. (164) to the relation
Ωa(g,h,k) = K
q(g)βρ−1g (a)(h,k)K
q(g)βa(gh,k)
−1βa(g,hk)βa(g,h)−1
= Kq(g)ωρ−1g (a)(h,k)K
q(g)ωa(gh,k)
−1ωa(g,hk)ωa(g,h)−1, (202)
and the modification of Eq. (165) to
Kq(g)ηρ−1g (a)(h,k)K
q(g)ηa(gh,k)
−1ηa(g,hk)ηa(g,h)−1 = 1. (203)
Using Ωa(g,h,k) = M∗aO(g,h,k) and ωa(g,h) = M∗aw(g,h)
exactly as before, though with the relation Sρg(a)ρg(b) =
Kq(g)SabK
q(g) that applies for unitary and anti-unitary sym-
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metries, we obtain precisely the same consistency condition
O (g,h,k) = dw (g,h,k) (204)
of Eq. (167). We emphasize that the complex conjugations
due to symmetries being anti-unitary dropped out in the pro-
cess of mapping the relation of phases into the relation of
Cn(G,A) cochains.
The remaining arguments that lead to the classification re-
sults are similarly modified. Similar to the steps described
above, the localization region dependence drops out when the
operator relations are converted into phase relations by apply-
ing them to states of the form |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉, and the complex
conjugations that occur for anti-unitary symmetries drop out
when these phase relations are converted into cochain rela-
tions. Thus, the obstruction of fractionalization by nontrivial
[O] ∈ H3[ρ](G,A) and the classification of symmetry fraction-
alization (when the obstruction vanishes) in terms of the co-
homology class H2[ρ](G,A) is precisely the same for unitary
and anti-unitary quasi-on-site symmetries as it was for unitary
on-site symmetries.
We note that the projective representation analysis of
Sec. IV E must include the complex conjugation of anti-
unitary symmetries, so they are classified by H2q (G,U(1)),
which includes complex conjugation from anti-unitary sym-
metry action. In particular, the boundary operator includes the
complex conjugation through the ρg action, so the 2-cocycle
condition on the projective phases becomes
eiq(g)Φ(h,k)e−iΦ(gh,k)eiΦ(g,hk)e−iΦ(g,h) = 1, (205)
and the projective phase is a 2-coboundary when
eiΦ(g,h) = eiq(g)f(h)e−if(gh)eif(g) (206)
for some phase eif(g) ∈ C(G,U(1)). These modifications do
not affect the symmetry fractionalization results.
When we specify a fusion basis decomposition of the topo-
logical state space of n quasiparticles, we first specify an or-
der in which to place the quasiparticles from left to right at
the top of a fusion tree. Specifying an order in which one
lists the quasiparticles is equivalent to specifying a line in
the 2D manifold that passes through the quasiparticles in that
order. The inclusion of rotational and spatial parity sym-
metry is complicated by the fact that these symmetry op-
erations generally change the positions of the quasiparticles
with respect to their ordering line. For spatial parity symme-
tries, we note that one can repeat the analysis above, with the
modification that when phases in the analysis are mapped to
Cn(G,A) cochains, the action of ρg on the group elementsA
is modified to include topological charge conjugation when-
ever p(ρg) = 1. This modification follows from the relation
Sρg(a)ρg(b) = K
q(g)+p(g)SabK
q(g)+p(g)
, which modifies the
ρ action in the cohomology structure, i.e. in the coboundary
operator and the groupsHn[ρ](G,A), whenever ρg corresponds
to a non-trivial parity symmetry, which changes the orienta-
tion of space.
Before concluding this section, we note that the above con-
siderations provide a framework to classify the different pos-
sible types of symmetry fractionalization. However, not all
elements of the H2[ρ](G,A) classes will be allowed in gen-
eral. When G corresponds to a spatial symmetry, there can be
additional constraints that rule out certain types of fractional-
ization [119–123]. Even for on-site symmetries, as we will
see, some of the fractionalization classes are anomalous and
cannot be realized in a purely 2 + 1 dimensional system.
1. Time Reversal Symmetry Fractionalization and Local Kramers
Degeneracy
It is worth considering fractionalization in more detail for
the case of time reversal symmetry, or, rather, a group element
T ∈ G such that T2 = 0 and q(T) = 1, i.e. it is an anti-
unitary symmetry.
We first note that the state of the system can either form
a linear representation with R2T|Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 or a projective
representation with R2T|Ψ〉 = −|Ψ〉. This follows from
the H2q (ZT2 ,U(1)) classification of projective representations.
In particular, the modified 2-cocycle condition of Eq. (205)
is simply the condition ei2ΦT,T = 1, and the modified 2-
coboundary condition of Eq. (206) is eiΦT,T = 1. The projec-
tive representation eiΦT,T = −1 gives the usual degeneracy
from Kramers theorem, where |Ψ〉 and RT|Ψ〉 are necessarily
orthogonal and degenerate in energy for any state |Ψ〉 when
RT commutes with the Hamiltonian. Physically, this corre-
sponds to the case where the system has half-integer angular
momentum, i.e. an odd number of electrons in the system.
The symmetry action on the topological state space is spec-
ified by the action on fusion vertex states
ρT|a, b; c, µ〉 =
∑
ν
[UT(
Ta, Tb; Tc)]µν |Ta, Tb; Tc, ν〉.
(207)
Since this is an anti-unitary symmetry, it follows that
[κT,T(a, b; c)]µν =
∑
λ
[UT(
Ta, Tb; Tc)]∗µλ[UT(a, b; c)]λν
=
βa(T,T)βb(T,T)
βc(T,T)
δµν
=
ηa(T,T)ηb(T,T)
ηc(T,T)
δµν . (208)
The obstruction class is defined by
Ωa(T,T,T) =
1
βTa(T,T)βa(T,T)
. (209)
The condition that the obstruction vanishes is equivalent to
there being some ωa(T,T) such that
βTa(T,T)βa(T,T) = ωTa(T,T)ωa(T,T), (210)
ωa(T,T)ωb(T,T) = ωc(T,T), if N cab 6= 0. (211)
We assume that the obstruction vanishes and that this anti-
unitary symmetry acts in the quasi-on-site fashion with RT =∏
k∈I R
(k)
T K . From the quasi-on-site symmetry fractionaliza-
tion analysis, we have
RT|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = U (1)T . . . U (n)T ρT|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉. (212)
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The localized symmetry action operators U (j)T have the pro-jective consistency relation
ηaj (T,T)|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = TU (j)T U (j)T |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
= RTU
(j)
T R
−1
T U
(j)
T |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉
= U
(j)
T ρTU
(j)
T ρ
−1
T |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 (213)
where the projective phases ηa(T,T) satisfy Eq. (203),
which, in this case, is simply the condition that
ηTa(T,T) = ηa(T,T)
∗. (214)
When Ta = a, this condition implies
ηa(T,T) = ±1, (215)
and we interpret ηa(T,T) as the “local T2” value ascribed to
the topological charge a. When ηa(T,T) = −1, there is also
a local Kramers degeneracy [49] associated with the topolog-
ical charge a. In other words, quasiparticles that carry topo-
logical charge a also carry a local degenerate state space in
physical systems that possess this symmetry. We also empha-
size that θTa = θ∗a, so, when Ta = a, we also have θa = ±1.
However, we stress that it is not necessarily the case that θa
equals ηa(T,T), as one might have naı¨vely expected from the
usual understanding of Kramers degeneracy in terms of spin
and fermionic parity.
When Ta = a, Tb = b, and Tc = c, (and N cab 6= 0), we
have
ηa(T,T)ηb(T,T)
ηc(T,T)
δµν =
βa(T,T)βb(T,T)
βc(T,T)
δµν
=
∑
λ
[UT(a, b; c)]
∗
µλ[UT(a, b; c)]λν . (216)
For N cab = 1, the second line of this relation is simply equal
to 1, which implies that
ηa(T,T)ηb(T,T) = ηc(T,T). (217)
When Tc = c and N caTa = 1, the ribbon property gives
Ra
Ta
c R
Taa
c = θc, (218)
and the transformation of the R-symbols under T gives
ρT
(
Ra
Ta
c
)
=
(
Ra
Ta
c
)∗
=
UT(a,
Ta; c)
UT(Ta, a; c)
R
Taa
c
= κT,T(a,
Ta; c)R
Taa
c . (219)
It follows that
ηc(T,T) = θc = ±1 (220)
when Tc = c and N caTa = 1.
The properties given in Eqs. (217) and (220) are useful for
determining the local T2 values of quasiparticle excitations
in typical time-reversal invariant topological phases, see e.g.
Refs. [89, 90, 118].
The analysis of fractionalization of time reversal symmetry
presented in this section precisely matches that of Ref. [89]. In
contrast with Ref. [49], our definition of local T2 for the jth
quasiparticle of a state |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 (which carries topological
charge aj) is the corresponding eigenvalue ηaj (T,T) of the
operatorRTU (j)T R
−1
T U
(j)
T whose nontrivial action is localized
in the regionRj containing the jth quasiparticle. In particular,
this definition applies to the general case where there are an
arbitrary number of regions/quasiparticles that transform non-
trivially under T and where the entire system may transform
projectively with T2 = −1. In considering the case where
there are only two regions that transform nontrivially under
T and where and the entire system transforms as T2 = 1,
Ref. [49] interprets the operator RTU (1)T as the “local T” op-
erator for region R2 and RTU (2)T as the “local T” operator
for region R1. We avoid interpreting the operator RTU (j)T as
a “local T” operator (of some complementary region), as it is
not a local operator and even its action on a quasiparticle state,
which is given by
RTU
(j)
T |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 = ηaj (T,T)
∏
k 6=j
U
(k)
T ρT|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉,
(221)
is generally not localized in one region (even when all the
topological charges involved are T-invariant).
V. EXTRINSIC DEFECTS
Given the existence of a global symmetry G, we can in-
troduce point-like defects that carry flux associated with the
group elements g ∈ G. In this section, we will describe a way
to create such defects and some of their basic properties. We
first give a prescription for creating g-defects in some simple
lattice model systems, and subsequently generalize this con-
struction to an arbitrary system in a topological phase. At
the end of this discussion, we will briefly discuss the case
where there is no global symmetry, which still allows non-
trivial point-like defects as long as Aut(C) is nontrivial. In the
following section (Sec. VI), we will build upon the physical
motivation of this section and provide a detailed presentation
of the algebraic theory of extrinsic defects, which is known in
the mathematical literature as G-crossed braided tensor cate-
gory theory [79, 82].
A. Physical Realization of g-Defects
1. Simple lattice model
We begin by considering a concrete model system, in which
we can precisely describe the general idea we wish to abstract.
In particular, we consider a system with a local Hilbert space
defined on the sites of a square lattice, whose Hamiltonian H0
has a local on-site unitary symmetry G. For simplicity, we
restrict to the case where the interactions in H0 are just near-
est neighbor or plaquette interactions, so that the Hamiltonian
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takes the form
H0 =
∑
i
hi +
∑
〈ij〉
hij +
∑
[ijkl]
hijkl, (222)
where hi consists of local operators that act on site i, hij con-
sists of local operators that act on a pair of neighboring sites
i and j connected by the link 〈ij〉, and hijkl consists of local
operators that act on a plaquette [ijkl] defined by the sites i,
j, k, and l.
A pair of defects carrying fluxes g and g−1, respectively,
can be created and localized at a well-separated pair of pla-
quettes by modifying the Hamiltonian as follows. Imagine a
line C emanating from the center of one of the defect’s corre-
sponding plaquette, cutting across a set of links of the lattice,
and terminating at the center of the other defect’s plaquette,
as shown in Fig. 5. We modify the original Hamiltonian by
replacing each term in H0 that straddles the line C with the
corresponding operator obtained from that term by acting with
the symmetry locally on the sites only on one side of the line
C.
In order to make this procedure well-defined, we first as-
cribe an orientation of the line C, indicated by an arrow point-
ing from the g−1-defect endpoint towards the g-defect end-
point. (If g = g−1, it will not matter which orientation we
choose.) This provides a well-defined notion of sites being
immediately to the left or to the right of the line C. Specifi-
cally, the site i is immediately to the left of C and the site j
is immediately to the right of the line C, if C crosses the link
〈ij〉 of the lattice connecting sites i and j with i to the left and
j to the right, with respect to the orientation of the line C. We
denote the set of all sites immediately to the left ofC asCl and
the set of all sites immediately to the right as Cr. We can now
define a term in the Hamiltonian to be straddling the line C if
it only acts nontrivially on sites in the unionCl∪Cr and it has
nontrivial action on sites in both Cl and Cr. [179] Finally, we
conjugate such terms by the operator R(Cr)g = ∏j∈Cr R(j)g ,
where R(j)g represents the local action of g ∈ G acting on site
j. (Recall that the global on-site symmetry action can be writ-
ten as the product of local operators Rg =
∏
k∈I R
(k)
g , where
I in this example is simply the set of all sites.)
Thus, the modified Hamiltonian is given by
Hg,g−1 = H0 +
∑
〈ij〉:
i∈Cl;j∈Cr
[R(j)g hijR
(j)−1
g − hij ]
+
∑
[ijkl]:
i,l∈Cl;j,k∈Cr
[R(j)g R
(k)
g hijklR
(j)−1
g R
(k)−1
g − hijkl]. (223)
Here, we have assumed that the line C is straight for simplic-
ity. If C was not a straight line, the last line in this Hamil-
tonian would include plaquette terms with one site on one
side of C and three sites on the other side of C, correspond-
ing to the plaquettes where C makes turns. This Hamiltonian
Hg,g−1 defines a line defect associated with the line C. The
two end points of C are codimension-2 point defects which
carry flux g and g−1, respectively. We refer to the line C as a
g-defect branch line.
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FIG. 5: (a) When the system is cut along a lineC, quasiparticles can-
not propagate across the cut. (b) The system can be reglued together
along C in a manner that conjugates bond/plaquette operators strad-
dling the cut by a local g-symmetry action on one side of the cut, as
indicated by red dots. The result is a g and g−1 pair of defects at
the end-points of the cut. (c) Such a construction effectively imple-
ments a g-symmetry transformation on quasiparticles that propagate
across the cut around the defects. For example, a quasiparticle a will
be transformed into ρg(a) when it encircles the g-defect in a coun-
terclockwise fashion. For symmetries that are not on-site, such as
translational or rotational symmetries, g-defects correspond to lat-
tice dislocations or disclinations, respectively.
2. g-conjugation of quasiparticles across defect line
When a quasiparticle is adiabatically transported around a
g-defect, it will be transformed by the symmetry action of the
group element g, as a consequence of crossing the g-defect
branch line. When the action ρg on topological charges is
non-trivial, as a quasiparticle with topological charge a en-
circles the point-like g-defect at the end of the defect line C,
the quasiparticle is transformed into one that carries topologi-
cal charge ρg(a). Defects that permute the topological charge
values of quasiparticles are sometimes referred to as “twist
defects.”
In order to understand this property, it is useful to first
consider starting from the uniform system with Hamiltonian
H0, and introducing some quasiparticles using local poten-
tials of the form h(j)aj , as described in Sec. IV A, with the
corresponding Hamiltonian Ha1,...,an;0. We now consider an
operator Tak(k, k′) that moves the quasiparticle of charge ak
from site k on one side of the line C (which at this point is
simply an imaginary line drawn on the system) to the site
k′ on the other side of C in a manner that crosses the line
C. Such an operator annihilates a quasiparticle of topolog-
ical charge ak at site k, creates a quasiparticle of charge ak
at site k′, and commutes with the Hamiltonian away from the
sites k and k′. (One may think of this as a “string operator.”)
Thus, if |Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 were the ground states of the Hamiltonian
Ha1,...,an;0 with h
(j)
aj localizing the quasiparticle at site j, then
|Ψ′{a;c,µ}〉 = Tak(k, k′)|Ψ{a;c,µ}〉 are the ground states of the
Hamiltonian H ′a1,...,an;0 with kth term changed to h
(k′)
ak lo-
calizing the quasiparticle at site k′ (perhaps up to some addi-
tional unitary transformations localized around the sites k and
k′). Consequently, it is possible to adiabatically change the
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Hamiltonian between these configurations and, in doing so,
adiabatically move the quasiparticle of charge ak from site k
to site k′.
We next imagine cutting all bonds of the system along the
line C, as indicated in Fig. 5(a). The corresponding Hamilto-
nian is
Hcut(C) = H0 −
∑
〈ij〉:
i∈Cl;j∈Cr
hij −
∑
[ijkl]:
i,l∈Cl;j,k∈Cr
hijkl, (224)
where we have again assumed C is a straight line for simplic-
ity. In this system, it is no longer possible to adiabatically
move a quasiparticle across the line C (without reintroducing
the excised terms in the Hamiltonian), because there are no
terms in the Hamiltonian that connect the system across C. If
we introduce quasiparticles away from the line C using local
potentials to similarly produce a HamiltonianHa1,...,an;cut(C),
we would find that the operator Tak(k, k′) does not commute
with the Hamiltonian Hcut(C) in the vicinity of C (nor in the
vicinity of the sites k and k′), hence it will create quasiparti-
cles there. Consequently, this operator would now correspond
to moving the quasiparticle from site k to its nearer side the
cut line C, pair creating quasiparticles of charge ak and a¯k on
the other side of the cut line C, and moving the charge ak of
that pair to site k′, while leaving the charge a¯k quasiparticle
next to the cut line C on the opposite side from the original
quasiparticle. Such a process involves more than just adia-
batically transporting the quasiparticle, since one must either
introduce additional local potentials for the extra quasiparti-
cles, or cost energy above the gap for creating the additional
quasiparticles.
We now imagine reintroducing the bond/plaquette opera-
tors that connect the system across the cut line C with a con-
jugation of these operators by the symmetry action of g acting
locally only on the sites on one side of the cut, to obtain the
Hamiltonian Hg,g−1 . Then we introduce quasiparticles away
from C using local potentials to similarly produce a Hamil-
tonian Ha1,...,an;g,g−1 . We similarly find that the operator
Tak(k, k
′) will, in general, not commute with the Hamiltonian
Hcut(C) in the vicinity of C (nor in the vicinity of the sites k
and k′), and, therefore, must create extra quasiparticles there.
However, in this case, the line C is not an untraversable
cut line, and one can actually construct an operator that cor-
responds to adiabatically transporting a quasiparticle across
C (without creating extra quasiparticles). For this, we start
from the operator Tak(k, k′), which can be written as a prod-
uct of local operators, and modify it in the following way. The
local terms in the product whose nontrivial action is entirely
on the left side of C are left unaltered, the local terms in the
product whose nontrivial action is entirely on the right side of
C are conjugated by Rg, and the local terms in the product
that straddle C are conjugated by R(Cr)g . The resulting oper-
ator, which we denote Tak;g(k, k′), annihilates a quasiparti-
cle of topological charge ak at site k, creates a quasiparticle
of charge gak at site k′, and commutes with the Hamiltonian
Hg,g−1 away from the sites k and k′. (Note that if the un-
modified operator Tak(k, k′) commutes with H0 away from
the sites k and k′, then so does RgTak(k, k′)R−1g .) Thus,
if |Ψ{a;c,µ};g,g−1〉 were the ground states of the Hamiltonian
Ha1,...,an;g,g−1 with h
(j)
aj localizing the quasiparticle at site j,
then |Ψ′{a′;c′,µ′};g,g−1〉 = Tak;g(k, k′)|Ψ{a;c,µ};g,g−1〉 are the
ground states of the Hamiltonian H ′a1,..., gak,...,an;g,g−1 with
the kth term changed to h(k
′)
gak localizing a quasiparticle of
charge gak at site k′ (perhaps up to some additional unitary
transformations localized around the sites k and k′). Conse-
quently, it is possible to adiabatically change the Hamiltonian
between these configurations (without creating extra quasipar-
ticles), and, in doing so, adiabatically move the quasiparticle
from site k to site k′, while also transforming its topological
charge from ak to ρg(ak) as it crosses the g-defect branch
line.
3. General construction of g-defects
We can generalize the above discussion and prescription
for creating defects to a general topologically ordered system
with a local Hamiltonian H0. Again, we first draw an ori-
ented line C in the system. We then define regionsCl and Cr,
which are “immediately” to the left and right of the line C, re-
spectively. These regions should have width w such that any
term in the Hamiltonian that straddles the lineC has nontrivial
action that is localized (perhaps up to exponentially damped
tails) in the union Cl ∪ Cr. Typically, this will require the
width w to be a few correlation lengths ξ. The precise details
of how these regions, Cl and Cr, terminate near the endpoints
of the line C is unimportant for establishing that there is a g-
defect (though it may play a role in determining which type
of g-defect is preferred, as we will explain below). We next
identify the terms in H0 whose nontrivial action is localized
entirely within Cl ∪ Cr, and denote the sum of these terms
as H0(C). We define the operator R(Cr)g =
∏
j:Mj⊂Cr R
(j)
g ,
where we decompose the space manifoldM = ∪k∈IMj into
a collection of simply connected disjoint regionsMj , none of
which straddle the line C, i.e. C ∩ int(Mj) = ∅ for all j.
Finally, we define the defect Hamiltonian
Hg,g−1 = H0 + [R
(Cr)
g H0(C)R
(Cr)−1
g −H0(C)]. (225)
It should be clear that these constructions can also be gen-
eralized to describe the system with an arbitrary number n of
defects which carry group elements g1, . . . ,gn whose product
is identity
∏n
j=1 gj = 0.
4. Point-like nature and confinement of g-defects
When G is continuous or is physically obtained by sponta-
neously breaking a larger continuous symmetry, the g-defects
can be created gradually. This property is familiar in the case
of superfluid vortices, where the phase of the order parameter
rotates continuously by 2π. For symmetries that are not on-
site, such as translational or rotational symmetries, the defects
correspond to lattice dislocations or disclinations. In all of
these cases, the g-defects are well-defined even though there
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is no specific g-branch line across which the g-action takes
place. In other words, the g-defects are truly point-like ob-
jects.
In fact, from the perspective of the topological order and
quantum numbers, the defect branch lines are completely in-
visible in general. There are no local measurements one can
perform using topological properties and operations, such as
quasiparticle braiding, that can identify the location of a de-
fect branch line. Only the end-points of the branch lines,
where the g-defects are localized, are locally detectable by
topological objects or operations. We stress that this does
not necessarily mean that the branch lines are invisible to
all forms of local measurements. Depending on the physi-
cal realization, the branch lines may or may not be a phys-
ically well-localized and measurable object. For example,
in superconductor-semiconductor heterostructure-based real-
izations of Majorana and parafendleyon wires [9–11, 124–
127], the defect branch lines are the segments of nanowires in
the topological phase, and are clearly locally measurable and
identifiable. On the other hand, for multi-layer systems with
genons [6, 12], which are defects whose group action trans-
fers quasiparticles from one layer to another, abstractly there
may be no precise, well-defined location of the branch lines,
whereas there may be in some experimental realizations [34].
The g-defects defined above are extrinsic defects in the sys-
tem, in the sense that they are imposed by deforming the uni-
form Hamiltonian to the defect Hamiltonian Hg,g−1 . The lo-
cations of the g-defects are classical parameters in Hg,g−1
and thus do not fluctuate quantum mechanically. However,
if we allow the defects to become dynamical objects, whose
positions do fluctuate quantum mechanically, then there is a
question of whether they are confined or deconfined. If they
are confined, then the energy cost to separating the dynamical
g-defects will grow with their separation. If they are decon-
fined, then the energy cost for separating the g-defects will
be finite and independent of their separation, up to exponen-
tially small corrections. Given the Hamiltonian of the sys-
tem, diagnosing whether the g-defects correspond to confined
or deconfined excitations may be a non-trivial task. We ex-
pect that one possible way to do this would be to obtain the
ground state |Ψg,g−1〉 of Hg,g−1 , and then to compute the av-
erage energy of this ground state with respect to the original
Hamiltonian: E0
g,g−1 = 〈Ψg,g−1|H0|Ψg,g−1〉. The confine-
ment/deconfinement of the defects would then correspond to
whether E0
g,g−1 diverges with the separation between the de-
fects or is bounded by a finite value, respectively, in the limit
of large separations.
If the g-defects are deconfined, as described above, then
they correspond to quasiparticle excitations of the phase C. In
such a case, the global G symmetry effectively becomes an
emergent local gauge invariance with gauge group G at long
wavelengths. In what follows, we focus on the case where the
g-defects correspond to confined objects, and in fact we will
reserve the term g-defect for this case. The case where G is
promoted to a local gauge invariance is described in Sec. VIII.
5. Twist defects without global symmetry
It is important to note that even when the underlying phys-
ical system has no exact global symmetry of its microscopic
Hamiltonian (i.e. G is trivial), the existence of topological
symmetry Aut(C) of the emergent topological phase C im-
plies the possibility of twist defects. In particular, one can
potentially have point-like twist defects associated with non-
trivial group elements in Aut(C). However without any global
symmetries, creating such twist defects with a generic micro-
scopic Hamiltonian is a more complicated issue, which we do
not address here. [180]
As a simple example of the realization of twist defects di-
rectly from Aut(C), without a global symmetry, consider the
twist defects associated with layer exchange in a double-layer
topological phase [6]. These defects are well-defined even
in the absence of an exact layer-exchange symmetry. There-
fore the concept of a twist defect is not logically dependent
on the global symmetry of the microscopic Hamiltonian. In
what follows we focus on extrinsic point-like defects associ-
ated with elements of a global symmetry G. This is because
(a) twist defects without global symmetries can still be con-
sidered in the same formalism by taking G = Aut(C), (b)
we wish to develop a complete characterization of symmetry-
enriched phases associated with a global symmetry G, and (c)
we also wish to study the mechanism of gauging the global
symmetry G, which requires us to start with a system where
G is an exact microscopic global symmetry.
B. Topologically Distinct Types of g-Defects
In the previous subsection, we provided an example of how
to modify the Hamiltonian to realize g-defects. However, it is
not necessarily the case that there is a unique type of g-defect
that may be physically realized in a given topological phase.
In principle, a topological phase may support multiple types
of g-defects that cannot be transformed into one another by
the application of a local operator. In these cases, there would
be topologically distinct types of g-defects.
As a simple example, we may consider a Hamiltonian
which makes it locally preferable for a quasiparticle with
topological charge b to be bound to the g-defect. Under cer-
tain circumstances, this composite object might correspond to
a topologically distinct type of g-defect as compared to the
original one. Indeed, as we will explain in the next subsec-
tion, two topologically distinct types of g-defects can always
be obtained from each other by fusion with a quasiparticle
carrying an appropriate value of topological charge. This can
be understood intuitively, since topologically distinct types
of g-defects can only differ by topological properties of the
topological phase that can be point-like localized at the defect
(endpoint of a g-branch line). While there is no preference be-
tween topologically distinct g-defects when considered in the
topological context, it will generically be the case that there
will be an energetic preference between distinct g-defects, as
they will have different energy costs for a given physical real-
ization.
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FIG. 6: A g-defect can possibly be altered into a topologically dis-
tinct type of g-defect by fusing it with a quasiparticle carrying non-
trivial topological charge b ∈ C. Whether the original g-defect
and the b-g composite object are topologically distinct depends on
whether there is some topological charge e ∈ C, whose Wilson loop
around the defects can distinguish them. Such a topological charge e
must be g-invariant, ρg(e) = e, otherwise its Wilson loop could not
close upon itself after crossing the g-defect branch line.
If two g-defects are topologically distinct, then there must
be a topological process that can distinguish them. This pro-
cess corresponds to the Wilson loop operator We associated
with a ρg-invariant topological charge e encircling the g-
defect, as shown schematically in Fig. 6. Different possible
eigenvalues of We can be used to distinguish topologically
distinct types of defects. In fact, we will later show that this
statement can be made more precise. In particular, for a modu-
lar theory C, we will show that one can write a linear combina-
tions of such Wilson loop operators which acts as orthogonal
projectors on the enclosed area onto each topologically dis-
tinct type of g-defect. (We will also show that the number of
topologically distinct types of g-defects is equal to the number
of ρg invariant topological charges in the original topological
phase C.)
In order to refer to topologically distinct types of g-defects,
we must use a more refined labeling system than simply as-
signing them the group element g. We give each topologically
distinct type of defect its own label a, which, in accord with
prior terminology, we call topological charge. We write the
set of topological charges corresponding to distinct types of
g-defects as Cg. We will often use the notation ag as a short-
hand to indicate that a ∈ Cg. We emphasize that this does
not mean ag is a composite object formed by a g-defect and a
topological charge a ∈ C from the original topological phase.
In this notation, the topological charge set labeled by the iden-
tity group element 0 is equal to the original set of topological
charges of the topological phase, i.e. C0 = C. We write the
set of all topological charges as CG.
VI. ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF DEFECTS
We now wish to develop a mathematical description of
the topological properties, such as fusion and braiding, of
g-defects in a topological phase C with global symmetry G,
that generalizes (and includes) the UBTC theory used to de-
scribe (deconfined) quasiparticle excitations of the topological
phase. The proper mathematical description of such defects is
known as a G-crossed braided tensor category [79, 82]. In
this section, we present the G-crossed theory, starting with G-
graded fusion and then introducing G-crossed braiding. We
derive the consistency conditions and a number of important
properties for such theories. In Appendix D, we provide a
concise presentation of G-crossed categories more properly
using the abstract formalism of category theory.
A. G-graded Fusion
It is clear that combining a g-defect with an h-defect should
yield a gh-defect. Hence, the fusion of defects must respect
the group multiplication structure of G, leading to the notion
of G-graded fusion.
A fusion category CG is G-graded if it can be written as
CG =
⊕
g∈G
Cg. (226)
In particular, this means each topological charge a ∈ CG is
assigned a unique group element g ∈ G and corresponding
charge subset Cg to which it belongs, such that fusion respects
the group multiplication of G, i.e. if a ∈ Cg and b ∈ Ch, then
N cab can only be nonzero if c ∈ Cgh.
We recall the shorthand notation ag used to indicate that
a ∈ Cg. With this, we can write the fusion rules [of Eq. (3)]
as
ag × bh =
∑
c∈CG
N cabc =
∑
c∈Cgh
N cabc =
∑
c
N cabcgh. (227)
All the properties and constraints of fusion categories from
Sec. II A carry over directly to G-graded fusion categories.
Clearly, the vacuum charge 0 ∈ C0, where we write the iden-
tity element of the groupG as 0. It should be clear that C0 is it-
self a fusion category, since it is closed under fusion. As such,
we consider a G-graded category CG to be a “G-extension” of
its subcategory C0.
The unique charge conjugate of a topological charge ag is
ag ∈ Cg−1 . Since ag is the unique topological charge with
which ag can fuse into vacuum, it follows that for any two
distinct topological charges ag, cg ∈ Cg, there must exist
some nontrivial topological charges b0, b′0 ∈ C0 such that cg
is one of the fusion outcomes obtained from fusing ag with
b0 or fusing b′0 with ag, i.e. N
cg
agb0
= N b0agcg 6= 0 and
N
cg
b′0ag
= N
b′0
cgag
6= 0. Physically, this means that different
types of g-defects in (a G-extension of) a topological phase
described by C0 can indeed be obtained from each other by
fusing quasiparticles, which carry topological charges in C0,
with the g-defects. [181]
As before, the quantum dimensions (which are defined in
the same way) obey the relation
dagdbh =
∑
c
N cabdcgh . (228)
We define the (total) quantum dimension of Cg to be
Dg =
√∑
a∈Cg
d2ag . (229)
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Using Eq. (228) and the fact that N cab = Nacb¯, we see, by
picking some arbitrary c ∈ Cg, that
D20 =
∑
a∈C0
d2a0 =
∑
a,b∈C0
x∈Cg
da0d
−1
cg N
x
acgd
−1
cg N
b
xcgdb0
=
∑
a,b∈C0
x∈Cg
d−2cg N
a
xcgda0N
b
xcgdb0
=
∑
x∈Cg
d−2cg
(
dxgdcg
)2
=
∑
x∈Cg
d2xg = D2g (230)
for any g ∈ G with nonempty Cg 6= ∅. In particular, the
quantum dimension of every nonempty Cg is
Dg = D0 = |H |− 12DCG , (231)
where DCG is the total quantum dimension of CG and we de-
fine the subgroup
H = {h ∈ G | Ch 6= ∅ } ≤ G. (232)
That H forms a subgroup of G follows from the fact that
Cg, Ch 6= ∅ implies that Cgh 6= ∅, together with the existence
of a vacuum charge and charge conjugates.
In this paper, we will focus our attention to faithfully G-
graded categories, i.e. those with H = G, so that there is
no g ∈ G with Cg = ∅. In other words, we study the full
defect theory associated with all group elements g ∈ G. We
note that one could instead choose to study the defect theory
associated with a subgroup H ≤ G. In this case, one can
leave Cg for g /∈ H empty and then study the resulting non-
faithfully G-graded category. Such a non-faithfully G-graded
category would just be a faithfully H-graded category, with
the empty sets Cg for g /∈ H included formally. This is only
nontrivial once we also include the symmetry action of such
g /∈ H .
B. G-Crossed Braiding
We can consider a continuous family of HamiltoniansH(λ)
of the physical system containing defects (possibly including
quasiparticles, which we consider to be 0-defects), where the
locations of the defects and their corresponding branch lines
are changed adiabatically as a function of the parameter λ.
This allows us to implement physical operations that exchange
the positions of defects.
With this in mind, we wish to define a notion of braiding of
defects, called “G-crossed braiding,” that includes group ac-
tion and which is compatible with a G-graded fusion category
CG. We denote such a G-crossed braided tensor category as
C×G . This requires some modification of the usual definition of
braiding. In fact, when G is a non-Abelian group, fusion in
a G-graded fusion category is not commutative, so the usual
notion of braiding cannot even be applied. In particular, there
must be a group action when the positions of objects (carry-
ing nontrivial group elements) are exchanged. (Of course, the
g h
a b
(a)
g
h
ab
(b)
gh
gb a
g
(c)
FIG. 7: (a) Each symmetry defect is labeled by a topological charge
and has a corresponding defect branch line emanating from it char-
acterized by a symmetry group element. Here we show a g-defect
with charge a and an h-defect with charge b, and their corresponding
branch lines in a 2D system. (b) As a g-defect is braided with an
h-defect in the counterclockwise sense, one can imagine deforming
the corresponding branch lines, so that no objects cross them. (c) In
order to return to the original configuration of branch lines, one must
pass the g branch line across the h-defect and its branch line. As the
h-defect of topological charge b passes through the g branch line, the
topological charge b is transformed to ρg(b) and the h branch line is
transformed into a gh = ghg−1 branch line. This corresponds to
the G-crossed braiding operator R
gbhag
, as defined in Eq. (233).
usual definition of braiding still applies within the subcategory
C0, which is a BTC.)
As the mathematical formalism is developed, it will be-
come clear that one can also physically implement braiding
transformations for non-Abelian defects by using topologi-
cal charge measurements and/or tunable interactions, follow-
ing the “measurement-only” methods of Refs. [128–130]. As
these methods remove the need to physically move the de-
fects, they may provide a more preferable physical implemen-
tation of braiding transformations, depending on the details of
the physical system.
When the objects carry non-trivial group elements, they are
considered symmetry defects, which one can think of as hav-
ing a branch cut line emanating from the otherwise point-like
object. These branch cuts are oriented and are labeled by the
group element of the object at which they terminate, so that
taking an object through a g-branch in the counterclockwise
sense around the branch point at the corresponding g-defect
gives g-action on that object, as shown in Fig. 7. In order to
describe this using diagrammatics, we choose the convention
where the branch lines, which form worldsheets that end on
the worldlines of the defects, go into the page, and then we
leave the branch line worldsheets implicit in the diagrammat-
ics. This does not impose any restriction on how the defect
branch lines must be physically configured in the actual sys-
tem. Rather, it is merely a bookkeeping tool that allows us
to consistently keep track of the effects of the branch lines in
the diagrammatics, while only drawing the worldlines of the
defects and not the branch line worldsheets. With this con-
vention, a g-defect worldline applies group action on objects
when it crosses over their worldlines. In particular, we define
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G-crossed braiding by
Ragbh =
ag bh
bh
h¯ag
=
∑
c,µ,ν
√
dc
dadb
[
Ragbhcgh
]
µν
cgh
bhag
h¯agbh
ν
µ
,(233)
where the R-symbols for a G-crossed theory are the maps
Rabc : V
bh
h¯ag
cgh → V agbhcgh that result from exchanging (in a
counterclockwise manner) two objects of charges bh and h¯ag,
respectively, which are in the charge cgh fusion channel. We
recall that
gbh = ρg(bh) (234)
g¯ = g−1 (235)
gh = ghg−1 (236)
in the shorthand notation introduced in Sec. III B for the sym-
metry group action on topological charges. [182]
The symmetry action [ρ] : G →Aut(C0) on the original
theory must now be self-consistently extended to an action of
the symmetry group
[ρ] : G→ Aut(C×G) (237)
that is incorporated within the structure of the extended the-
ory. Notice, for example, that compatibility with theG-graded
fusion rules required that gbh ∈ Cghg−1 , i.e.
ρg : Ch → Cghg−1 . (238)
More generally, compatibility with the fusion algebra requires
N
cgh
agbh
= N
cgh
gbhag
. (239)
From this, together with the properties of charge conjugates,
it follows that N0agbh = N
0
gbhag
= δbhag , and hence any topo-
logical charge in Cg will be invariant under the action of the
corresponding g, i.e.
gag =
gnag = ag, (240)
for all n ∈ Z.
For some theories (this may occur also in FTCs or BTCs),
it may be possible for a topological charge ag to remain un-
changed after fusion/splitting with another nontrivial topo-
logical charge b0. In particular, this occurs when N
ag
agb0
=
N
ag
b0ag
6= 0. In this case, b0 quasiparticles can be absorbed or
emitted at the ag-defect without changing the localized topo-
logical charge or localization energy of the defect. As such,
we say that defects (or quasiparticles) that carry charge ag lo-
calize a “b0 zero mode.” It is clear from
N
ag
agb0
= N
ag
agb0
= N
ag
b0ag
= N b0agag = N
ag
agb0
= N
ag
gb0ag
(241)
that if ag localizes a b0 zero mode, then: (1) ag also localizes
a b0 zero mode, (2) ag and ag localize b0 zero modes and
also zero modes associated with the entire g-orbit of charges
gnb0, and (3) b0 is one of the fusion channels of ag with its
conjugate ag, as is b0 and gnb0.
The G-crossed R-symbols can equivalently be written in
terms of the relation
cgh
bhag
µ =
∑
ν
[
Ragbhcgh
]
µν
cgh
bhag
ν . (242)
Similarly, the clockwise G-crossed braiding exchange op-
erator is
(
Ragbh
)−1
=
bh
h¯ag
ag bh
=
∑
c,µ,ν
√
dc
dadb
[(
Ragbhcgh
)−1]
µν
cgh
h¯agbh
bhag
ν
µ
.(243)
In order for G-crossed braiding to be compatible with fu-
sion, we again wish to have the ability to slide lines over or
under fusion vertices. However, we may no longer assume
that such operations are completely trivial, since one must at
least account for the group action on a vertex. The appropriate
relations are given by the unitary transformations
xk
k¯b
k¯cgh
bhag
µ
=
∑
ν
[Uk (a, b; c)]µν xk
k¯cgh
cgh
bhag
ν (244)
xk
g¯x
h¯g¯xk
cgh
bhag
µ
= ηx (g,h)
xk
h¯g¯xk
cgh
bhag
µ
. (245)
We have used the same notation [Uk (a, b; c)]µµ′ and ηx (g,h)
that we previously introduced for the global symmetry action
on the topological degrees of freedom in Sec. III B and the
fractionalized (projective) local symmetry action in Sec. IV B,
because, as we will see, these are precisely the same quantities
extended to the entire G-crossed theory. Intuitively, it should
be clear why this is the case, since a ag line in the G-crossed
braided diagrammatics has an implicit g branch sheet behind
it that applies a g action to anything that passes through it,
i.e. anything that the ag line passes over. Hence, sliding a xk
line over a vertex, as in Eq. (244), passes the vertex through
the k branch sheet, and should result in the k action on that
vertex. Similarly, passing a |ag, bh; cgh, µ〉 vertex over a xk
line, as in Eq. (245), should capture the local projective re-
lation of equating gh action on charge x with successively
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applied g and h actions on charge x, as the vertex indicates
where the gh branch sheet splits into a g branch sheet and an
h branch sheet. The validity of this claim will be established
through the following consistency arguments and conditions.
The quantity [Uk (a, b; c)]µµ′ here corresponds to a specific
choice of ρ ∈ [ρ], and we will see that the relation between
choices within a symmetry action equivalence class (related
by natural isomorphisms) will take the form of a gauge trans-
formation in this theory.
We begin by arguing that the factors in these expressions
must have the given dependence on the various topological
and group quantities. In particular, in Eq. (244), we see that
the nontrivial interaction is between the k-branch line and the
vertex, hence there may be dependence on k, but not the spe-
cific x within Ck, and the transformation on the fusion state
space may be nontrivial, so it may depend on all the vertex
labels. For Eq. (245), we see that the nontrivial interaction
is between the g, h, and gh branch lines and the topological
charge x, so this expression should not depend on the specific
topological charge values a, b, or c, (just their corresponding
group elements), nor should it have any effect within the fu-
sion state space (on the vertex).
Sliding a line over a vertex, as in Eq. (244) is a unitary
transformation between V k¯a k¯b
k¯c
and V abc , as specified by the
unitary operators Uk (a, b; c). This requires the dimensional-
ity of the fusion spaces to be preserved under the correspond-
ing symmetry action, giving
N
kcgh
kag kbh
= N
cgh
agbh
(246)
for any k acting on a vertex. It follows that the quantum di-
mensions are also invariant
dag = d kag . (247)
Clearly, if the sliding line has vacuum charge xk = 0, the
sliding transformations should be trivial, so
[U0 (a, b; c)]µν = δµν (248)
η0 (g,h) = 1. (249)
We require that the sliding rules are compatible with the
property that vacuum lines can be freely added or removed
from a diagram, i.e. sliding over/under a vertex |a, b; c〉 with
a = 0 or b = 0 should be trivial, since it is equivalent to
simply sliding over a line. This imposes the conditions
Uk (0, 0; 0) = Uk (a, 0; a) = Uk (0, b; b) = 1 (250)
ηx (0,0) = ηx (g,0) = ηx (0,h) = 1. (251)
Combining Eqs. (244) and (245) with trivial braidings, such
as
ba
=
a b
, (252)
we see that sliding lines over or under vertices with the oppo-
site braiding are given by
xk
kcgh
c
bhag
µ
=
∑
ν
[
Uk
(
ka, kb; kc
)]
µν xk
kcgh
bhag
ka
kbν
(253)
xk
h¯g¯xk
cgh
bhag
µ
= ηx (g,h)
xk
h¯g¯xk
g¯x
cgh
bhag
µ
. (254)
Compatibility with the inner product Eq. (7) gives the cor-
responding relations for sliding over and under fusion (rather
than splitting) vertices
xk
cgh
a
b
k¯bh
k¯ag
µ
=
∑
ν
[Uk (a, b; c)]νµ xk
cgh
k¯c
k¯bh
k¯ag
ν
(255)
xk
cgh
kc
kbh
kag
µ
=
∑
ν
[
Uk
(
ka, kb; kc
)]
νµ xk
cgh
a
b
kbh
kag
ν
(256)
h¯g¯xk
xk g¯xk
cgh
bhag
µ
= ηx (g,h)
h¯g¯xk
xk
cgh
bhag
µ
(257)
xk
h¯g¯xk
cgh
bhag
µ
= ηx (g,h)
g¯xk
xk
h¯g¯xk
cgh
bhag
µ
(258)
We require that the sliding moves are consistent with each
other by requiring that any two sequences of sliding moves
that start in the same configuration and end in the same con-
figuration are equivalent. This can be achieved by equat-
ing the two different sequences of sliding moving shown in
Fig. 8, which results in the consistency conditions between
the Uk (a, b; c) and the ηx (g,h) factors given by
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ag bh xk yl
zkl l¯k¯cgh
U
ag bh xk yl
zkl l¯k¯cgh
U
ag bh xk yl
zkl l¯k¯cgh
η
ag bh xk yl
zkl l¯k¯cgh
η
ag bh xk yl
zkl l¯k¯cgh
η
ag bh xk yl
zkl l¯k¯cgh
U
FIG. 8: The G-crossed symmetry action consistency equation provides consistency between the sliding moves, which implement the U and
η transformations associated with the global and fractionalized (local projective) symmetry action. Eq. (260) is obtained by imposing the
condition that the above diagram commutes.
ηb (k, l) ηa (k, l)
∑
λ
[
Ul
(
k¯a, k¯b; k¯c
)]
µλ
[Uk (a, b; c)]λν = [Ukl (a, b; c)]µν ηc (k, l) . (259)
If we define κk,l = ρklρ−1l ρ
−1
k and κk,l|ag, bh; cgh, µ〉 =
∑
ν [κk,l(a, b; c)]µν |ag, bh; cgh, ν〉, we see that this condition can
be rewritten as the symmetry action consistency equation
[κk,l(a, b; c)]µν =
∑
α,β
[
Uk (a, b; c)
−1
]
µα
[
Ul
(
k¯a, k¯b; k¯c
)−1]
αβ
[Ukl (a, b; c)]βν =
ηa (k, l) ηb (k, l)
ηc (k, l)
δµν . (260)
Using this condition to decomposeUklm (a, b; c) in the two equivalent ways related by associativity, one obtains the following
consistency condition on the κk,l
κl,m(
k¯a, k¯b; k¯c)κk,lm(a, b; c) = κk,l(a, b; c)κkl,m(a, b; c). (261)
Thus, we see that sliding an xk line over a vertex or operator can indeed be thought of as implementing the G-crossed exten-
sion of the symmetry action ρk, with Uk (a, b; c) playing the same role as in Sec. III B. Similarly, sliding an xk line under a
|ag, bh; cgh, µ〉 vertex can be thought of as implementing the G-crossed extension of the projective phases ηx (g,h) relating the
local symmetry action of g and h to gh.
We continue expounding the relation of the sliding moves to the symmetry action by next requiring consistency between the
sliding moves and the F -moves. Sliding a line over a fusion tree before or after application of an F -move gives
xk
ka kb kc
a b c
e
d
α
β
=
∑
α′,β′,f,µ′,ν′
[
Uk
(
ka, kb; ke
)]
αα′
[
Uk
(
ke, kc; kd
)]
ββ′
[
F
ka kb kc
kd
]
( ke,α′,β′)( kf,µ′,ν′)
xk
ka kb kc
kf
kd
d
µ′
ν′
=
∑
f,µ,ν,µ′,ν′
[
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
[
Uk
(
kb, kc; kf
)]
µµ′
[
Uk
(
ka, kf ; kd
)]
νν′
xk
ka kb kc
kf
kd
d
µ′
ν′
, (262)
which yields the consistency condition∑
α′,β′,µ′ν′
[
Uk(
ka, kb; ke)
]
αα′
[
Uk(
ke, kc; kd)
]
ββ′
[
F
ka kb kc
kd
]
(ke,α′,β′)(kf,µ′,ν′)
× [Uk( kb, kc; kf)−1]µ′µ [Uk( ka, kf ; kd)−1]ν′ν = [F abcd ](e,α,β)(f,µ,ν) .(263)
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This condition is the statement of invariance of the F -symbols (of the G-crossed theory) under the symmetry action.
Similarly, sliding a line under a fusion tree before or after application of an F -move gives
x
ag bh ck
egh
dghk
α
β
= ηx (g,h) ηx (gh,k)
∑
f,µ,ν
[
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
x
ag bh ck
fhk
dghk
µ
ν
=
∑
f,µ,ν
[
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
ηg¯x (h,k) ηx (g,hk)
x
ag bh ck
fhk
dghk
µ
ν
, (264)
which yields the consistency condition
ηg¯x (h,k) ηx (g,hk) = ηx (g,h) ηx (gh,k) . (265)
This is the statement of fractionalization being consistent in theG-crossed theory. Recall from Sec. IV that this relation translates
into the condition that the obstruction to fractionalization vanishes, so here we see a direct way in which a nontrivial obstruction
would make it impossible to consistently extend the original theory C0 to a G-crossed theory C×G .
Sliding a line under a G-crossed braiding operation gives the G-crossed Yang-Baxter equation
bh h¯agxk
kag
kbh xk
=
η ka(khk¯,k)
η ka(k,h)
bh h¯agxk
kag
kbh xk
. (266)
Here, we slid the a line under the Rbx braiding operator and obtained the ηa factors by expanding the Rbx braiding operator in
terms of fusion and splitting vertices.
Alternatively, we can obtain a similar relation by sliding the x line over the Rab braiding operator, but this case there will be
symmetry action applied to the braiding operation, so we must explicitly expand it, giving
bh h¯agxk
kag
kbh xk
=
∑
c,µ,ν
√
dc
dadb
[
Rabc
]
µν
bh h¯agxk
kag
kbh xk
cgh
ν
µ
=
∑
c,µ,ν,µ′,ν′
√
dc
dadb
[
Uk(
kb, kh¯a; kc)−1
]
µ′µ
[
Rabc
]
µν
[
Uk(
ka, kb; kc)
]
νν′
bh h¯agxk
kag
kbh xk
kc
ν′
µ′ . (267)
Comparing this relation with the G-crossed Yang-Baxter equation by expanding the Rab braiding operator in Eq. (266), we
obtain the consistency condition between braiding and sliding moves
η ka(khk¯,k)
η ka(k,h)
∑
µ′,ν′
[
Uk(
kb, kh¯a; kc)
]
µµ′
[
R
ka kb
kc
]
µ′ν′
[
Uk(
ka, kb; kc)−1
]
ν′ν =
[
Rabc
]
µν
(268)
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F
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F
FIG. 9: TheG-crossed Heptagon equations provide consistency conditions between G-crossed braiding, fusion, and sliding moves. Eqs. (272)
and (273) are obtained by imposing the conditions that the above diagrams commute.
This is the G-crossed generalization of the statement that the R-symbols are invariant under the symmetry action. Notice the
presence of the η factors, as compared to Eq. (88), to which this expression reduces when a, b, c ∈ C0.
We reemphasize the fact that imposing consistency on the sliding moves has resulted in consistency conditions that precisely
replicate the symmetry action constraints and properties described in Secs. III and IV, and extend them from acting on the C0 the-
ory to its G-crossed extensions. This justifies our use of the same symbols [Uk (a, b; c)]µµ′ and ηx (g,h) for the transformations
associated with the sliding moves.
We note, for future use, that sliding a line under and another line over a vertex gives the relation
ηkx
(
kg, kh
)
=
ηg¯x
(
k¯,khk¯
)
ηg¯x
(
h, k¯
) ηx (gh, k¯)
ηx
(
k¯,kghk¯
) ηx (k¯,kgk¯)
ηx
(
g, k¯
) ηx (g,h) (269)
for how ηx (g,h) transforms under k-action. This can be obtained from
x
yk¯
cgh
kbhkag
bhag
µ
= ηx (g,h)
[
Uk¯(
k¯a, k¯b; k¯c)−1
]
µν
ηx
(
gh, k¯
)
ηx
(
k¯,kghk¯
) kx
yk¯
cgh
kcgh
kbh
kag
ν
(270)
=
ηg¯x
(
h, k¯
)
ηg¯x
(
k¯,khk¯
) ηx (g, k¯)
ηx
(
k¯,kgk¯
) [Uk¯( k¯a, k¯b; k¯c)−1]
µν
ηkx
(
kg, kh
) kx
yk¯
cgh
kcgh
kbh
kag
ν
(271)
where the two lines in this expression correspond to the two orders in which one can slide the x and y lines.
Finally, we require consistency betweenG-crossed braiding and fusion, as well as the sliding moves, so that any two sequences
of moves that start from the same configuration and end in the same configuration must be equivalent. This is achieved by
imposing the followingG-crossed Heptagon equations, which are analogous to the Hexagon equations of BTCs, a diagrammatic
representation of which is shown in Fig. 9. The Heptagon equation for counterclockwise braiding exchanges is
∑
λ,γ
[Race ]αλ
[
F ac
k¯b
d
]
(e,λ,β)(g,γ,ν)
[
Rbcg
]
γµ
=
∑
f,σ,δ,η,ψ
[
F c
k¯a k¯b
d
]
(e,α,β)( k¯f,δ,σ)
[Uk (a, b; f)]δη
[
Rfcd
]
σψ
[
F abcd
]
(f,η,ψ)(g,µ,ν)
, (272)
in which we left the group labels for ag, bh, ck, dghk, egk, fgh, and ghk implicit. Similarly, the Heptagon equation for clockwise
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braiding exchanges is ∑
λ,γ
[
(Rcae )
−1
]
αλ
[
F a
g¯cb
d
]
(e,λ,β)(g,γ,ν)
[(
R
g¯cb
g
)−1]
γµ
=
∑
f,σ,δ,ψ
[
F cabd
]
(e,α,β)(f,δ,σ)
ηc (g,h)
[(
Rcfd
)−1]
σψ
[
F ab
h¯g¯c
d
]
(f,δ,ψ)(g,µ,ν)
, (273)
in which we left the group labels for ag, bh, ck, dkgh, ekg,
fgh, and gg¯kgh implicit (the differences being due to how
the group action enters braiding in the counterclockwise vs.
clockwise braiding operators).
Given the trivial associativity of the vacuum charge 0
(F abcd = 1 when a, b, or c = 0), the Heptagon equations
imply that braiding with the vacuum is trivial, i.e. Ra0a =
R0aa =
(
Ra0a
)−1
=
(
R0aa
)−1
= 1 for any value of a ∈ CG.
If we further require unitarity of the theory, then(
Rab
)−1
=
(
Rab
)†
, which can be expressed in terms of R-
symbols as
[(
Rabc
)−1]
µν
=
[
Rabc
]∗
νµ
.
C. Gauge Transformations
The basic data given by N cab, F abcd , Rabc , ρk [which in-
cludes Uk(a, b; c)], and ηa(g,h) that satisfy the consistency
conditions described in the previous subsections defines a G-
crossed braided tensor category, which we can consider to be a
generalized anyon and defect model. There is, however, some
redundancy between different collections of basic data due to
gauge freedom, similar to the case of BTCs. Thus, we again
wish to characterize theories as equivalent when they are re-
lated by gauge transformations. For G-crossed BTCs, it is
useful to separate gauge transformations into two classes.
The first type of gauge transformation is familiar from
BTCs. In particular, these gauge transformations derive from
the redundancy of redefining the fusion/splitting vertex basis
states
˜|a, b; c, µ〉 =
∑
µ′
[
Γabc
]
µµ′ |a, b; c, µ′〉 (274)
where Γabc is a unitary transformation. Such gauge transfor-
mations modify the F -symbols in precisely the same way we
have previously seen in Eq. (51). The transformation of G-
crossed R-symbols is slightly modified from that of BTCs to
accommodate the symmetry actions that are incorporated in
braiding, and is given by
[
R˜agbhcgh
]
µν
=
∑
µ′,ν′
[
Γb
h¯a
c
]
µµ′
[
Ragbhcgh
]
µ′ν′
[(
Γabc
)−1]
ν′ν
.
(275)
The symmetry action transformation become[
U˜k (a, b; c)
]
µν
= (276)∑
µ′,ν′
[
Γ
k¯a k¯b
k¯c
]
µµ′
[Uk (a, b; c)]µ′ν′
[(
Γabc
)−1]
ν′ν
.
These gauge transformations leave η˜x(g,h) = ηx(g,h) un-
changed, and consequently κ˜g,h = κg,h is also unchanged.
The second type of gauge transformation is derived from
the equivalence of symmetry actions by natural isomorphisms,
i.e. ρˇg = Υgρg, which we discussed in Secs. III and IV.
In particular, these gauge transformations enact the following
modifications of the basic data[
Fˇ abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
=
[
F abcd
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
, (277)[
Rˇagbhcgh
]
µν
= γa(h)
[
Ragbhcgh
]
µν
, (278)
[
Uˇk (a, b; c)
]
µν
=
γa(k)γb(k)
γc(k)
[Uk (a, b; c)]µν ,(279)
ηˇx(g,h) =
γx(gh)
γ g¯x(h)γx(g)
ηx(g,h), (280)
which leave the F -symbols unchanged, since the symme-
try action is incorporated through braiding. [The symmetry
action on topological charge labels is unchanged ρˇg(a) =
ρg(a).] Thus, theories with different choices of ρ ∈ [ρ] are
equivalent under this type of gauge transformation.
We refer to these two types of gauge transformations as ver-
tex basis gauge transformations and symmetry action gauge
transformations, respectively. It is straightforward to check
that all the consistency conditions are left invariant under both
types of gauge transformations.
As before, one must be careful not to use the gauge freedom
associated with the canonical gauge choices associated with
making fusion, braiding, and sliding with the vacuum trivial,
and respecting the canonical isomorphisms that allow one to
freely add and remove vacuum lines. In particular, one must
fix Γa0a = Γ0bb = Γ000 , as in the case of BTCs, and also fix
γ0(h) = γa(0) = 1.
D. G-Crossed Invariants, Twists, and S-Matrix
It is useful to consider quantities of a G-crossed theory
that are invariant under gauge transformations, as we did for
BTCs. (In this section, we will discuss invariants that are
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straightforward to obtain in the G-crossed theory, e.g. us-
ing diagrammatics, but we will later see that another class
of invariants can be constructed by gauging the symmetry
of the theory.) Clearly, invariants derived from fusion and
F -symbols alone are the same in both BTCs and G-crossed
BTCs, since the new symmetry action gauge transformations
do not affect the F -symbols. In particular, the quantum di-
mensions da = da¯ = d ka are invariants.
Eq. (263) with e = f = 0 yields the relation
κ ka
κa
=
[
F
ka ka¯ ka
ka
]
00
[F aa¯aa ]00
=
Uk(
ka¯, ka; 0)
Uk( ka, ka¯; 0)
. (281)
When a = a¯, the Frobenius-Shur indicator κa = ±1 is a
gauge invariant quantity and it follows from Eq. (281) that
κa = κ ka. (We recall that, more generally, κa = κ−1a¯ .)
When ka = a is k-invariant, it follows from Eq. (281) that
Uk(a, a¯; 0) = Uk(a¯, a; 0). (282)
On the other hand, we must be more careful when trying
to carry over gauge invariant quantities that are derived from
braiding operations, such as the twist factors and S-matrix, as
these may no longer be gauge invariant in a G-crossed theory.
Consequently, we will examine these in more detail.
The topological twists are defined the same way as before
by taking the quantum trace of a counterclockwise braid of a
topological charge with itself
θa =
1
da a
=
∑
c,µ
dc
da
[Raac ]µµ . (283)
We immediately see that θag is always invariant under the ver-
tex basis gauge transformations, but is only invariant under the
symmetry action gauge transformations if g = 0, since
θˇag = γag(g)θag . (284)
This corroborates the interpretation of topological charges ag
with g 6= 0 as describing extrinsic defects, for which one
should not expect invariant braiding or exchange statistics in
the usual sense, since they are not true quasiparticles (decon-
fined topological excitations) of the system. We will examine
this matter in more detail.
We can immediately notice that∑
µ
[Raac ]µµ∑
µ′
[Raac′ ]µ′µ′
(285)
is gauge invariant under both types of gauge transformations.
Using Eq. (266) with the definition of the twist, we find the
general relation between θa and θ ka is
θag =
η kag(kgk¯,k)
η kag(k,g)
θ kag =
ηag(k¯,kgk¯)
ηag(g, k¯)
θ kag . (286)
When ka = a, it follows that
ηag(g,k) = ηag(k,g). (287)
We also note that Eq. (265) gives ηkx(k, k¯) = ηx(k¯,k) for
any x and k, so we also have
ηag(k, k¯) = ηag(k¯,k) (288)
when ka = a.
The definition of topological twists can also be written in
the form
ag
ag
= θa
ag
ag
=
ag
ag
, (289)
as is the case with BTCs. It is clear that the inverse topological
twists are similarly obtained from clockwise braidings
ag
ag
= θ−1a
ag
ag
=
ag
ag
. (290)
For unitary theories, it is straightforward to see that θ−1a = θ∗a,
and hence the topological twist factors must be phases.
Unlike a BTC, it is not necessarily the case that θag and θag
are equal in a G-crossed BTC. In particular, from the follow-
ing diagrammatic manipulations
ag
= Ug(ag, ag; 0) ag (291)
= Ug(ag, ag; 0)ηag(g¯,g)
ag
, (292)
we find that they are related through the following expression
θag = Ug(ag, ag; 0)ηag(g¯,g)θag . (293)
By evaluating the diagrams on the first line of this sequence,
one also finds the relations
θag = Ug(ag, ag; 0)κag
(
R
agag
0
)−1
(294)
= ηag(g, g¯)
−1κ−1ag
(
R
agag
0
)−1
. (295)
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We can now derive the G-crossed generalization of the rib-
bon property
∑
λ
[
Rbh
h¯ag
cgh
]
µλ
[
Ragbhcgh
]
λν
=
θc
θaθb
[Ugh(a, b; c)]µν
ηa(g,h)ηb(h, h¯g)
,
(296)
which is obtained using the following diagrammatic steps
ag bh
cgh
µ
=
∑
ν
[Ugh(a, b; c)]µν
ag bh
cgh
ν
= θc
∑
ν
[Ugh(a, b; c)]µν
cgh
bhag
ν (297)
= ηb(
h¯g, h¯g¯h)ηa(
h¯g, h¯g¯h)
ag bh
cgh
µ
= ηa(g,h)ηb(h, h¯gh)
cgh
ag bh
µ
= θaθbηa(g,h)ηb(h, h¯gh)
∑
ν,λ
[
Rbh
h¯ag
cgh
]
µλ
[
Ragbhcgh
]
λν
cgh
bhag
ν (298)
Notice that the first and second lines are related using the piv-
otal property and we used the Yang-Baxter relation and the
fact that lines can slide freely under a twist.
Clearly, the operator RagbhRbh h¯ag is not gauge invariant,
unless g = h = 0. However, when hag = ag and gbh = bh,
the quantities
∑
µ,ν
[
R
bhag
cgh
]
µν
[
R
agbh
cgh
]
νµ∑
µ′,ν′
[
R
bhag
c′
gh
]
µν
[
R
agbh
c′
gh
]
νµ
(299)
are invariant under both types of gauge transformations.
Once again, we define the topological S-matrix by
Sagbh =
1
D0 a b
=
1
D0
∑
c,µ,ν
dc
[
Rba¯c
]
µν
[
Ra¯bc
]
νµ
=
1
D0
∑
c,µ
dc
θc
θa¯θb
[Ug¯h(a¯, b; c)]µµ
ηa¯(g¯,h)ηb(h, g¯)
. (300)
We emphasize that, when a ∈ Cg and b ∈ Ch, the S-matrix
is only well-defined if ha = a and gb = b, and consequently
gh = hg. Otherwise, the topological charge values would
change in the braiding and one would not be able to close
the lines back upon themselves. We note that we have used
D0 = Dg, the total quantum dimension of each subsector Cg,
rather than the total quantum dimension DCG = |G| 12D0 of
the entire G-crossed theory C×G for reasons that will be made
clear later.
The elements of the S-matrix do not obey all the same re-
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lations as that of a BTC, nor are they gauge invariant, unless
g = h = 0, or unless either a = 0 or b = 0 (in which case
Sab = dadb/D0), since
Sˇagbh = γa¯(h)γb(g¯)Sagbh . (301)
Nonetheless, the S-matrix will be an important quantity that
again plays an important role in defining the system and mod-
ular transformations on higher genus surfaces, so we will ex-
amine its properties in detail.
We first note that
S kag kbh =
η ka¯(k,h)η kb(k, g¯)
η ka¯(khk¯,k)η kb(kg¯k¯,k)
Sagbh , (302)
which follows from the definition and Eq. (266). It follows
that, when kag = hag = ag and kbh = gbh = bh, we have
ηa¯(k,h)ηb(k, g¯)
ηa¯(h,k)ηb(g¯,k)
= 1. (303)
It is straightforward to see that
S∗agbh =
1
D0 a b (304)
for a unitary theory. It also follows immediately from the def-
inition (and the cyclic property of the trace) that
Sagbh = Sbhag . (305)
While these S-matrix relations are the same as for UBTCs, we
must be more careful with properties obtained by deforming
lines, because of the nontrivial sliding rules of a G-crossed
theory.
When hag = ag and gbh = bh (and hence gh = hg), so
that the corresponding S-matrix element is well-defined, we
have the loop-removal relation
ag
bh
=
Sab
S0b
bh
, (306)
which can be verified by closing the b line upon itself in this
expression. In fact, if either hag 6= ag or gbh 6= bh, then left
hand side of the equation evaluates to zero, so, for these pur-
poses, we can consider Sab = 0 when it is not well-defined.
In writing this relation, we must be more careful than in
a BTC to indicate clearly where the lines are drawn with re-
spect to vertices, including local minima and maxima (cups
and caps). Recall that the minima/maxima of the cups/caps
correspond to splitting/fusion vertices, respectively, between
a topological charge, its conjugate, and the vacuum. There-
fore, we see that
ag
bh
=
Uh(a, a¯; 0)
ηb(g, g¯) ag
bh
. (307)
Since one can equivalently take the trace of Eq. (307) by
closing the b-line on itself into a loop to the left or right, it
leads to the relation
Sagbh =
Uh(a, a¯; 0)
ηb(g, g¯)
S∗
bhag
. (308)
Combining Eqs. (305) and (308) yields a relation between the
S-matrix and its transpose
Sagbh =
Uh(a, a¯; 0)ηa(h¯,h)
Ug(b, b¯; 0)ηb(g, g¯)
Sbhag . (309)
Another useful relation allows us to flip the tilt of a loop
encircling another line, as follows
ag
bh
= θa
ag
bh
= θa
ag
bh
=
ag bh
, (310)
in which we used Eqs. (266) and (287).
An important diagrammatic relation, which is the precursor of the G-crossed Verlinde formula, is obtained by putting two
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loops on a line and using a partition of identity to relate it to a single loop on the line
ag bh
xk
=
∑
c,µ
√
dc
dadb
µ
µ
ba
c
xk
=
∑
c,µ,ν
√
dc
dadb
[Uk(b¯, a¯; c¯)]µν
ηx(h¯, g¯)
µ
ν
c
b a
xk
=
∑
c,µ
[Uk(b¯, a¯; c¯)]µµ
ηx(h¯, g¯)
cgh
xk
(311)
Combining Eqs. (311) and (306), we find that when kag =
ag,
kbh = bh, and gxk = hxk = xk, we have the important
relation
Sagxk
S0xk
Sbhxk
S0xk
=
∑
cgh,µ
[Uk(b¯, a¯; c¯)]µµ
ηx(h¯, g¯)
Scghxk
S0xk
. (312)
We can similarly obtain
Sxkag
Sxk0
Sxkbh
Sxk0
=
∑
cgh,µ
[Uk¯(a, b; c)]µµ
ηx¯(g,h)
Sxkcgh
Sxk0
. (313)
If we take x ∈ C0, these expressions become
Sagx0Sbhx0
S0x0
ηx(h¯, g¯) =
∑
cgh
N cabScghx0 (314)
Sx0agSx0bh
Sx00
ηx¯(g,h) =
∑
cgh
N cabSx0cgh , (315)
which show that one may think of Sagx0/S0x0 (or, equiva-
lently, Sx0ag/Sx00) as projective characters of the extended
(non-commutative) Verlinde algebra.
We will now establish several interesting relations that we
will find particularly useful for the discussion of modularity.
The first is
∑
a∈Cg
daθa
Ug(a¯, a; 0) ag
bg
=
D0Θ0
ηb(g, g¯)θb
bg
, (316)
where
Θ0 =
1
D0
∑
c∈C0
d2cθc (317)
is the normalized Gauss sum of the C0 BTC. In order to obtain
this relation, we use the fact that when a, b ∈ Cg, the S-matrix
takes the form
Sagbg =
1
ηa¯(g¯,g)ηb(g, g¯)
1
D0
∑
c∈C0
N ca¯bdc
θc
θa¯θb
(318)
and therefore obeys the property
∑
ag
daθa
Ug(a¯, a; 0)
Sagbg =
1
ηb(g, g¯)θb
1
D0
∑
ag,c0
N ca¯bdadcθc
=
dbΘ0
ηb(g, g¯)θb
, (319)
which is established using Eqs. (228) and (293).
The next relation (which holds even when hag 6= ag or
gbh 6= bh) is
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∑
x∈Cgh
dxθxηx¯(h¯g, h¯
g¯h)
Ugh(x¯, x; 0) xgh
ag bh
h¯g¯bh
h¯ag
=
∑
x,c∈Cgh
µ,ν
dxθx
Ugh(x¯, x; 0)
√
dc
dadb
[
Uh¯g¯(
h¯a, h¯g¯b; c)
]
µν
ν
µ
c
xgh
ag bh
h¯g¯bh
h¯ag
=
∑
cgh,µ,ν
√
dc
dadb
[
Uh¯g¯(
h¯a, h¯g¯b; c)
]
µν
D0Θ0
ηc(gh, h¯g¯)θc
cgh
h¯g¯bh
h¯ag
bhag
ν
µ
=
D0Θ0
θaθbηa(gh, h¯g¯)ηb(gh, h¯g¯)ηa(g,h)ηb(h, h¯g)
ag bh
h¯g¯bh
h¯ag
, (320)
which is obtained by using Eq. (316), the relation[
Uk¯(
k¯a, k¯b; k¯c)
]
µν
=
ηc(k, k¯)
ηa(k, k¯)ηb(k, k¯)
[
Uk(a, b; c)
−1]
µν
, (321)
[which is the sliding move consistency Eq. (260) with l = k¯,] and the (inverse of the) the ribbon property given in Eq. (296).
Finally, when hag = ag (which requires gh = hg), we have the relation
∑
x∈Cgh
dxθxηx¯(g,h)
Ugh(x¯, x; 0) xgh
ag
bh
g¯bh
=
∑
x∈Cgh
dxθxηx¯(g,h)
Ugh(x¯, x; 0)
Ug(x, x¯; 0)
ηa(gh, h¯g¯)
ηx(g, g¯)
Ugh(a, a¯; 0) xgh
ag
bh
g¯bh
=
D0Θ0ηb(g, g¯)
θaθbUh(a, a¯; 0)ηa(gh, h¯g¯)ηb(gh, h¯g¯)ηa(g,h)ηb(h,g) ag
g¯bh
bh
. (322)
To obtain these relations, we used Eqs. (307) and (316) in both lines, though, in the second line, we first applied Eq. (320). We
emphasize that the individual diagrams in this equation evaluate to zero, unless hag = ag, gbh = bh, and gxgh = hxgh = xgh.
In particular, the sum here can be taken to be over xgh ∈ Cg,hgh = Cggh ∩ Chgh, the topological charges in Cgh that are both
g-invariant and h-invariant, where we define the invariant topological charge subsets
Chg = { a ∈ Cg | ha = a }. (323)
Taking the trace of Eq. (322), i.e. closing the b-line back on itself (which requires gbh = bh), we finally obtain the important
relation ∑
x∈Cgh
ηa(g,h)θag
Sagxgh
Ugh(a, a¯; 0)
ηx(gh, g¯)θxgh
Sxghbh
Uh(x, x¯; 0)
ηb(h, h¯g¯)θbh = Θ0
Sagbh
Uh(a, a¯; 0)
. (324)
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In order to manipulate the trace of Eq. (322) into this form,
we have used the relations
ηa(k, l)ηa¯(k, l) =
Ukl(a, a¯; 0)
Uk(a, a¯; 0)Ul( k¯a, k¯a¯; 0)
, (325)
ηx(gh, g¯) =
ηx(g, g¯)
ηgx(g,h)
, (326)
ηg¯b(h, h¯g¯) =
ηb(gh, h¯g¯)ηb(g,h)
ηb(g, g¯)
, (327)
the first of which is the sliding move consistency Eq. (260)
with c = 0, while the second and third are special cases of
Eq. (265).
We conclude this section by noting that a number of addi-
tionalG-crossed gauge invariant quantities will naturally arise
in the context of modular transformations of the G-crossed
theory and gauging the symmetry of theory. As these quanti-
ties would be somewhat out of context and mysterious here,
we leave their discussion for the subsequent Secs. VII and
VIII.
VII. G-CROSSED MODULARITY
An important property of a topological phase of matter is
the ground state degeneracy when the system inhabits mani-
folds with different topologies. For a 2 + 1 dimensional topo-
logical phase, the ground state degeneracy will depend on the
genus g of the surface inhabited by the system and the topo-
logical charge values of the quasiparticles (and boundaries) of
the system. More generally, it is important that the theory de-
scribing a topological phase is well-defined and consistent for
the system on arbitrary topologies. In other words, the topo-
logical properties of the system are described by a TQFT. In
terms of the BTC theory, this is achieved by requiring the the-
ory to be a modular tensor category (MTC), i.e. to have uni-
tary S-matrix. In this case, the S-matrix and T -matrix provide
a projective representation of the modular transformations for
the system on the torus. (More general modular transforma-
tions for the system on a manifold of arbitrary topology and
quasiparticle content can similarly be defined in terms of the
MTC properties.)
We wish to establish a similar notion of modularity for G-
crossed BTCs, which allows one to relate the theory to a G-
crossed TQFT that describes the topological phase with de-
fects on arbitrary 2D surfaces. TheG-crossed extended defect
theory C×G admits a richer set of possibilities, as defect branch
lines can wrap the nontrivial cycles of surfaces with genus
g > 0, thus giving rise to “twisted” sectors. For G-crossed
modularity, we will require that the set of g-defect topologi-
cal charges Cg is finite for each g ∈ G (though not necessarily
that G is finite or even discrete). Some special cases of G-
crossed modular transformations have been studied recently
in Refs. [131, 132].
In this section, we will develop an understanding of the
twisted sectors and their associated topological ground state
degeneracies. We also establish the notion of G-crossed mod-
ularity and the corresponding modular transformations for the
system when it includes twisted sectors. The topological
ground state degeneracies of the defect sectors, together with
the G-crossed modular transformations, can provide valuable
information about the symmetry-enriched topological order.
A. G-Crossed Verlinde Formula and ωa-Loops
Before considering the G-crossed theory and modular
transformations for a system on surfaces with genus g > 0,
we first investigate some properties that are closely related to
modularity, namely the Verlinde formula and ωa-loops. For
this, we begin with the minimal assumption that the original
theory C0 is a MTC, which is to say that its S-matrix is unitary.
From this assumption and Eqs. (314) and (315), we obtain the
formula
N c0agbg¯ =
∑
x0∈Cg0
Sagx0Sbg¯x0S
∗
c0x0
S0x0
ηx(g, g¯) (328)
=
∑
x0∈Cg0
Sx0agSx0bg¯S
∗
x0c0
Sx00
ηx¯(g, g¯), (329)
where the sums in these expressions are over the subset Cg0 of
g-invariant topological charges in C0. (Actually, we could let
the sums go over the entire C0 if we consider the S-matrices
to be equal to zero when gx 6= x.)
Setting c = 0 in these expressions and using Eqs. (305) and
(308), we obtain
δaga′g =
∑
x0∈Cg0
Sagx0S
∗
a′gx0
=
∑
x0∈Cg0
Sx0agS
∗
x0a′g
. (330)
Now, we can use Eq. (330) with Eqs. (314) and (315) to
obtain the G-crossed Verlinde formula
N
cgh
agbh
=
∑
x0∈Cg,h0
Sagx0Sbhx0S
∗
cghx0
S0x0
ηx(h¯, g¯) (331)
=
∑
x0∈Cg,h0
Sx0agSx0bhS
∗
x0cgh
Sx00
ηx¯(g,h), (332)
where Cg,h0 = Cg0 ∩ Ch0 is the subset of topological charges in
C0 that are both g-invariant and h-invariant.
Moreover, we may use these properties to define ωag -loops,
which are linear combinations of loops of topological charge
lines that act as topological charge projectors on the collec-
tion of topological charge lines passing through them. [These
should not to be confused with the ωa(g,h) phase factors
associated with symmetry fractionalization in Sec. IV, nor
should ωag be confused with an element of Cg.] Similar to
their definition in MTCs, the ωag -loops in a G-crossed theory
are defined by
ωag
bg
=
∑
x0∈Cg0
S0agS
∗
x0ag
x0
bg
= δagbg
bg
,
(333)
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FIG. 10: A topological phase described by the MTC C on a torus
has ground state degeneracy equal to the number of distinct topolog-
ical charge types |C|. A basis for the degenerate ground state sub-
space is provided by the states |a〉l which have definite topological
charge value a ascribed to the charge line passing through the inte-
rior of the torus around the longitudinal cycle. Alternatively, a basis
is provided by the states |b〉m which have definite topological charge
value b ascribed to the charge line passing through the exterior of the
torus around the meridional cycle. These two bases are related by
the modular S transformation, which is represented in a MTC by the
topological S-matrix, giving |a〉l =
∑
b∈C
Sab|b〉m.
where the first equality is a definition, and the last step used
Eqs. (306) and (330) to show that act on g-defects as projec-
tors that distinguish between the different topological charge
values of g-defects. Eq. (333) establishes our previous claim
in Sec. V B that, when the original theory C0 is modular, there
are physical processes involving the g-invariant topological
charges in C0 which are able to distinguish between the dis-
tinct types of g-defects.
It is worth re-emphasizing that, so far, we have only as-
sumed that C0 is modular (i.e. has unitary S-matrix), and
made no further assumption about the S-matrix of the ex-
tended G-crossed theory. The results here seem to suggest
that it may be the case that requiring C0 to be modular would
be sufficient to obtain a notion of modularity of the G-crossed
theory. Indeed, by combining theorems from Refs. [80, 133]
that relate C0 and C×G to the theory C/G obtained by gaug-
ing the symmetry, one has the property that C0 is a MTC if
and only if C×G is G-crossed modular (both of which are true
if and only if C/G is a MTC). We now define the notion of
a G-crossed BTC being G-crossed modular in the following
subsection.
B. Torus Degeneracy and G-Crossed Modular
Transformations
When a topological phase of matter characterized by a
UMTC C inhabits a torus, it possesses a topologically pro-
tected ground state degeneracy equal to the number of distinct
topological charges in C. More specifically, a basis for this
degenerate ground state subspace on the torus is given by the
states |a〉l, which are, respectively, identified as having the
definite topological charge value a ∈ C ascribed to the charge
line passing through the interior of the torus around the lon-
gitudinal cycle, as indicated in Fig. 10. In other words, if one
were to perform a topological charge measurement along a
loop around the meridian of the torus, the resulting measure-
a
aa¯
FIG. 11: A topological charge measurement around a meridional
loop for the state |a〉l yields the measurement result a. Similarly,
if one cuts open the torus along the meridian for the state |a〉l, the
two resulting boundaries will have charges a and a¯, respectively.
ment value would be a for the state |a〉l. This is equivalent to
cutting open the torus along the meridian and inspecting the
resulting topological charge value on the resulting boundaries,
which would be found to be a and a¯ for the basis state |a〉l, as
shown in Fig. 11. Along these lines, the ground state |a〉l can
be obtained from the ground state |0〉l by adiabatically creat-
ing a pair of quasiparticles with topological charges a and a¯,
respectively, from vacuum, transporting the charge a quasi-
particle around the longitudinal cycle (in the positive sense),
and then pair annihilating the quasiparticles (fusing them back
into vacuum).
Alternatively, one may interchange the roles of the longi-
tudinal and meridional cycles of the torus. In this way, we
can equivalently define a basis for the ground state subspace
by |b〉m, which are, respectively, identified as having the defi-
nite topological charge value a ∈ C ascribed to the charge line
passing through the exterior of the torus around the meridional
cycle, as indicated in Fig. 10. These two bases are related by
the modular S transformation, which interchanges the cycles
of the torus (and flips the direction of one of them). As men-
tioned in Sec. II B, the S-matrix of a MTC provides a (projec-
tive) representation of the modular S transformation, where
the bases are related by
|a〉l =
∑
b∈C
Sab|b〉m. (334)
This relation is motivated by the observation of the a and b
topological charge lines passing around the complementary
cycles of the torus forming linked loops, as in the topological
S-matrix.
In order to generate all modular transformations on the
torus, we additionally consider the modular T transforma-
tions, known as Dehn twists. This transformation replaces
the longitudinal cycle around the torus with one that wraps
once (in the positive direction) around the longitude and once
around the meridian (in the positive direction), as shown in
Fig. 12. We can, alternatively, think of this transformation
as being obtained by cutting open the torus along a meridian,
twisting the torus by 2π around the longitudinal axis, and glu-
ing it back together, so that a 2π twist has been introduced.
Providing the topological charge line a with a framing, which
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FIG. 12: The modular T transformation, known as a Dehn twist, re-
places the longitudinal cycle with a cycle (shown here in black) that
wraps once around the longitude and once around the meridian. Such
transformations are represented in a MTC by the topological twists,
i.e. Tab = θbδab, and relate the basis states |a〉l to the basis de-
fined with respect to the longitude plus meridian basis states |a〉l+m
through the relation |a〉l =
∑
b∈C
Tab|b〉l+m.
is equivalent to drawing a line on the surface of the torus run-
ning parallel to the a line around the longitudinal cycle, we
see that this transformation puts a twist in the framing ribbon
of the charge line. This ribbon twist, which one can equate to
the topological twist, motivates the definition Tab = θbδab in
the transformation
|a〉l =
∑
b∈C
Tab|b〉l+m, (335)
since a 2π twist must be introduced to go from the basis
states |a〉l+m to the basis states |a〉l, and such a twist does
not change the topological charge value that wraps around the
longitudinal cycle.
As mentioned in Sec. II B, when the S-matrix of a UBTC
is unitary, the theory is considered modular, as the S and T
matrices provide a projective representation of SL(2,Z), the
modular transformations on a torus, i.e.
(ST )3 = ΘC, S2 = C, C2 = 1 , (336)
where Cab = δab¯ is the topological charge conjugation opera-
tor. In this case, one may also define the corresponding mod-
ular transformations for punctured torii, and consequently, the
theory can be consistently defined on arbitrary surfaces.
In the defect theory described by a G-crossed BTC C×G , the
situation becomes more complicated. Clearly, the C0 subcat-
egory, which describes the original topological phase without
defects, must behave exactly the same as described above.
In other words, when Sa0b0 is a unitary matrix (when re-
stricted to topological charge labels a, b ∈ C0), so that C0 is a
UMTC, the ground states on a torus without defect branches
are described exactly as above and the operators Sa0b0 and
Ta0b0 = θb0δa0b0 provide a projective representation of the
modular transformations in the subtheory without defects. We
call this restriction to the defect-free theory on the torus the
(0,0)-sector and denote the corresponding modular transfor-
mations defined in this way as S(0,0) and T (0,0).
When we allow for the inclusion of defects in the theory,
we can produce twisted sectors on the torus, each of which is
labeled by two group elements g,h ∈ G, which correspond
to defect branch lines that, respectively, wind around the two
g
ag
bh
h
FIG. 13: The (g,h)-twisted sector on a torus, where a closed g-
defect branch line wraps around the longitudinal cycle of the torus
and a h-defect branch line wraps around the meridional cycle of the
torus. A basis for the degenerate ground state subspace of the (g,h)-
twisted sector is given by the states |a(g,h)g 〉l corresponding to defi-
nite topological charge value ag ∈ Chg ascribed to a charge line pass-
ing through the interior of the torus around the longitudinal cycle.
Alternatively, one may consider this to be a (h, g¯)-twisted sector on
a torus by interchanging the roles of the longitudinal and meridional
cycles. In this case, a basis for the ground state subspace is given
by the states |b(h,g¯)h 〉m corresponding to definite topological charge
bh ∈ Cgh ascribed to the charge line passing through the exterior of
the torus around the meridional cycle. These two bases are related
by the modular S transformation |a(g,h)g 〉l =
∑
b∈Cg
h
S(g,h)agbh |b
(h,g¯)
h 〉m.
non-contractible cycles of the torus, as shown in Fig. 13.
The original UMTC C0 is described by the trivial twist sec-
tor (g,h) = (0,0). One can obtain a state in the (g,h)-
twisted sector from the (0,0)-sector by adiabatically creating
a h,h−1 defect pair from vacuum, transporting the h-defect
around the meridional cycle (in the positive sense), pair anni-
hilating the defect pair, and then doing the same process with
an g,g−1 defect pair winding around the longitudinal cycle.
This is only possible when
gh = hg, (337)
since otherwise the group element ascribed to the defects
would necessarily change type as they crossed the other de-
fect branch line wrapping around the complementary cycle,
making it impossible to pair-annihilate the defects or close the
branch line on itself. In this way, we see that the topological
charge line that runs through the interior of the torus around
the longitudinal cycle can only take values in Cg, since it must
be created by a g-defect encircling the cycle. Moreover, this
topological charge must be h-invariant, since the charge lines
cross the h-branch. Similarly, the topological charge line that
runs through the exterior of the torus around the meridional
cycle can only take g-invariant topological charge values in
Ch. It is clear that states from different (g,h)-sectors can-
not be superposed, since the defects are extrinsic, confined
objects, which can be thought of as defining distinct superse-
lection sectors.
We label the ground state subspace associated with the
(g,h)-sector of the system on a torus as V(g,h). Similar to
UMTCs, a basis for V(g,h) is given by states |a(g,h)g 〉l cor-
responding to definite topological charge value ag ∈ Chg as-
cribed to a charge line passing through the interior of the torus
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FIG. 14: The modular T transformation (Dehn twist) maps be-
tween the (g,h)-sector on a torus to the (g, gh)-sector shown here.
This transformation acts diagonally (i.e. with relative phases) be-
tween bases for the (g,h) and (gh,h) sectors, both of which are
labeled by topological charge values ag ascribed to the topologi-
cal charge line passing through the interior of the torus around the
longitudinal cycle. These two bases are related by |a(g,h)g 〉l =∑
b∈Chg
T (g,h)agbg |b
(g,gh)
g 〉l+m
around the longitudinal cycle. For a G-crossed theory, if we
interchange the roles of the longitudinal and meridional cycles
(and flip one of their directions), corresponding to a modular
S transformation, then the system from this perspective is in
the (h, g¯)-twisted sector on a torus. In this case, a basis for
the ground state subspace is given by the states |b(h,g¯)h 〉m cor-
responding to definite topological charge bh ∈ Cgh ascribed to
the charge line passing through the exterior of the torus around
the meridional cycle. Thus, there must be a unitary operator
relating these two bases which represents the modular S trans-
formation between the (g,h) and (h, g¯) sectors. In particular,
this takes the form
|a(g,h)g 〉l =
∑
b∈Cg
h
S(g,h)agbh |b
(h,g¯)
h 〉m. (338)
Similarly, the modular T transformation (Dehn twist) takes
the system between the (g,h) and (g,gh) sectors, as indi-
cated in Fig. 14, with basis states related by
|a(g,h)g 〉l =
∑
b∈Chg
T (g,h)agbg |b(g,gh)g 〉l+m. (339)
Thus, we can write the modular S and T transformations
for a G-crossed theory in the form
S =
⊕
{(g,h) | gh=hg}
S(g,h) (340)
T =
⊕
{(g,h) | gh=hg}
T (g,h), (341)
where these transformations map from one twisted sector to
another (without mixing sectors)
S(g,h) : V(g,h) → V(h,g¯) (342)
T (g,h) : V(g,h) → V(g,gh). (343)
For example, the G-crossed modular transformations for
G = Z2 = {0, 1} take the block form
S =

S(0,0) 0 0 0
0 0 S(0,1) 0
0 S(1,0) 0 0
0 0 0 S(1,1)
 , (344)
T =

T (0,0) 0 0 0
0 T (0,1) 0 0
0 0 0 T (1,0)
0 0 T (1,1) 0
 , (345)
where the rows and columns are separated into (0, 0), (0, 1),
(1, 0), and (1, 1) sectors, in that order.
Thus, imposing unitarity on the representations of the mod-
ular S and T transformations amounts to imposing unitarity
on their restricted actions S(g,h) and T (g,h) for each (g,h)-
sector individually. Since the system in the (g,h)-sector has
a ground state degeneracy
N(g,h) = dimV(g,h) = |Chg | (346)
equal to the number of h-invariant topological charges in Cg,
it follows that requiring the modular transformations to be uni-
tary gives the condition that
|Cgh| = |Chg |, (347)
whenever gh = hg. In particular, for h = 0, this gives us the
important property
|Cg| = |Cg0 |, (348)
which says the number of topologically distinct types of g-
defects (i.e. the topological charge types in Cg) is equal to the
number of g-invariant topological charges in C0.
We now wish to provide a projective representation of the
modular transformations that are defined by the G-crossed
UBTC data. Let us take the representation of the modular
transformations defined by
S(g,h)agbh =
Sagbh
Uh(a, a¯; 0)
(349)
T (g,h)agbg = ηa(g,h)θagδagbg . (350)
Recall that Sagbh is the topological S-matrix defined in (300).
It is convenient for us to also define the G-crossed “charge
conjugation” transformation
C =
⊕
{(g,h):gh=hg}
C(g,h) (351)
C(g,h) : V(g,h) → V(g¯,h¯) (352)
|a(g,h)g 〉l =
∑
b∈Chg¯
C
(g,h)
agbg¯
|b(g¯,h¯)g¯ 〉−l (353)
C
(g,h)
agbg¯
=
1
Uh(b¯, b; 0)ηb(h, h¯)
δagbg¯ . (354)
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Given the properties derived for a generalG-crossed UBTC
in Sec. VI, we can obtain the relation∑
w,x,y,z
T (g,h)agwg S(g,gh)wgxghT (gh,g¯)xghyghS(gh,h)yghzh T
(h,h¯g¯)
zhbh
= Θ0S(g,h)agbh
(355)
from Eq. (324), where Θ0 = 1D0
∑
c∈C0
d2cθc, the relation
S(g,h)agbh =
∑
x
[
S(h¯,g)xh¯ag
]∗
C
(h¯,g)
xh¯bh
(356)
from Eq. (308), and the relation∑
x
C(g,h)agxg¯ C
(g¯,h¯)
xg¯bg
= δagbg , (357)
from Eq. (260). Thus, without imposing unitarity of the topo-
logicalS-matrix nor any other extra conditions on aG-crossed
UBTC, the transformations defined by Eqs. (349), (350), and
(354) obey the relations
(ST )3 = Θ0S2 (358)
S = S†C (359)
C2 = 1 . (360)
We can also show that
CS = SC (361)
using Eqs. (305) and (309), and that
CT = T C (362)
using Eqs. (293) and (325)-(327).
It is clear from these relations that all that is needed for
these operators to provide a projective representation of the
modular transformations is to impose a condition on the topo-
logical S-matrix that makes the modular operator S defined
by Eq. (349) unitary, in which case Eq. (359) would become
S2 = C. (363)
We can see that requiring S to be unitary is equivalent to
the condition that the topological S-matrix of the G-crossed
UBTC gives unitary matrices when it is G-graded, by which
we mean that for any fixed pair of group elements g and h,
the matrix defined by Sagbh with indices a ∈ Chg and b ∈ Cgh
is a unitary matrix. Thus, when the topological S-matrix of a
G-crossed UBTC C×G is G-graded unitary (in the fashion de-
scribed here), we say that C×G is G-crossed modular or that it
is a G-crossed modular tensor category (MTC).
We note that, for a modular theory, the quantity
Θ0 =
1
D0
∑
c∈C0
d2cθc = e
i 2pi8 c− (364)
is a phase related to c− which is the chiral central charge of
the topological phase described by the UMTC C0. Thus, we
can ascribe the same chiral central charge to the G-crossed
extensions of a topological phase.
It follows from the definition of G-crossed modularity that
the C0 subcategory of a G-crossed MTC is a MTC. As previ-
ously mentioned, the converse is also true, as can be shown by
combining highly nontrivial theorems from Refs. [80, 133].
Thus, the conditions of modularity of a UBTC and its G-
crossed extensions are equivalent, i.e. C×G is a G-crossed
UMTC if and only if C0 is a UMTC.
We note that, just as in the case of a MTC, we could actually
obtain a linear (rather than projective) representation of the
modular transformations on the torus if we instead defined the
Dehn twist transformation to be given by
T (g,h)agbg = e−i
2pi
24 c−ηa(g,h)θagδagbg , (365)
as this would give the relation (ST )3 = S2. This convention
may be more useful when performing concrete calculations or
physical simulations on the torus. However, it is not generally
possible to trivialize the projective phases for the representa-
tions of modular transformations for higher genus surfaces,
so we will not generally include the central charge dependent
phase.
We also note that the quantities representing the G-crossed
modular S and T transformations defined here are not gauge
invariant, except in the (0,0)-sector (which was also the case
with the topological twists and S-matrix in the G-crossed the-
ory). In particular, while they are invariant under vertex basis
gauge transformations, they transform under symmetry action
gauge transformations as
Sˇ(g,h)agbh =
γb(g¯)
γa(h)
S(g,h)agbh (366)
Tˇ (g,h)agbg =
γb(gh)
γa(h)
T (g,h)agbg . (367)
This is not unexpected, since these two modular transfor-
mations map the (g,h)-sector to the (h, g¯)-sector and the
(g,gh)-sector, respectively, and there is no well-defined
gauge invariant notion of comparing distinct superselection
sectors, i.e. there is no canonical map between different sec-
tors. (This is related to the fact that the defects are extrinsic
objects which define different superselection sectors for dif-
ferent group elements and for which one should not expect
overall phases to be well-defined.) As such, it is important to
be careful with the details of how one sets up configurations
and analyzes their modular transformations when working on
a torus or higher genus system.
On the other hand, we may expect some modular trans-
formations to be gauge invariant [in addition to the (0,0)-
sectors]. From Eqs. (366) and (367), and the fact that S and
T generate the modular transformations on the torus, it fol-
lows that a general modular transformation Q that maps the
(g,h)-sector to the (g′,h′)-sector, i.e.
Q(g,h) : V(g,h) → V(g′,h′), (368)
transforms under symmetry action gauge transformations as
Qˇ(g,h)agbg′ =
γb(h
′)
γa(h)
Q(g,h)agbg′ . (369)
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From this expression, it is easy to see that (a) if a modular
transformationQmaps a (g,h)-sector to itself, thenQ(g,h)agag is
a gauge invariant quantity and (b) ifQmaps a (g,0)-sector to
itself, thenQ(g,0)agbg is a gauge invariant quantity.
For example, if gn = 0, then T n will map a (g,h)-sector
to itself, and the coefficients
[T n](g,h)agag = θnag
n−1∏
j=0
ηag(g,g
jh) (370)
provide gauge invariant quantities of theG-crossed theory (for
any h that commutes with g). If g2 = 0, we see that
S(g,g)agag =
Sagag
Ug(a, a¯; 0)
(371)
[ST S](g,0)agbg =
∑
x0
Sagx0θx0Sx0bg
Ug(x, x¯; 0)
(372)
[T ST ](g,0)agbg =
θagSagbgθbgηb(g,g)
Ug(a, a¯; 0)
(373)
are also gauge invariant quantities [the last two are, of course,
not independent, given Eq. (358)].
C. Higher Genus Surfaces
When the system is on a genus g surface, the topologi-
cal ground state degeneracy is more complicated. In gen-
eral, it can be obtained by summing over the possible states
associated with a fusion tree of topological charge lines that
pass through either the interior or exterior of the surface, and
which encircle independent non-contractible cycles, as shown
in Fig. 15. For a UMTC (without defects), this leads to the
ground state degeneracy
Ng =
∑
{b,z,c}∈C
N c12z1z2N
c123
c12z3 · · ·N0c1...g−1zg
g∏
j=1
N
zj
ajaj
= D2g−20
∑
x∈C
d−(2g−2)x , (374)
where the evaluation may be carried out using the Verlinde
formula.
For a topological phase with defects, described by a G-
crossed UMTC C×G , the system on a genus g surface may have
defect branch lines around any non-contractible loop, similar
to the case of the torus. In this case, we can label the distinct
twisted sectors of a genus g surface by 2g group elements,
{gj,hj}, j = 1, . . . , g, each of which corresponds to a de-
fect branch line wrapping around an independent generating
cycle. We write the corresponding ground state subspace as
V{gj ,hj}. The group elements {gj ,hj} must satisfy relations
to ensure that the corresponding defect branch lines can close
consistently upon themselves. In this case, we do not require
that gj andhj necessarily commute. When they do not, one of
the branch lines at a given handle may have its group element
label change as it crosses the other branch line. If we pick
h1 h2 h3 h4
g1 g2 g3 g4
a1 a2 ag−1 ag
z1 z2 zg−1 zg
h1 h2
hg−1 hg
c12
c1...g−1
· · ·
· · ·
FIG. 15: The twisted sectors on a genus g surface can be labeled by
2g group elements {gj ,hj} for j = 1, . . . , g, which are ascribed to
the defect branch lines around two independent non-contractible cy-
cles associated with the jth handle. In this case, one does not require
that gj and hj commute, so one of the branch lines at a given han-
dle may change as it crosses the complementary branch line at that
handle. We pick the hj-branch lines to close around their cycles un-
changed, while the gj branch lines transform into h−1j gjhj branch
lines when they cross the hj-branch. This requires a kj-branch line,
where kj = gjh−1j g
−1
j hj , to enter the handle to cancel the left-
over branch. Similarly, the aj ∈ Cgj charge lines used to define
basis state may also transform nontrivially as h¯jaj when it crosses
the hj -branch loop. This requires a line of charge zj ∈ Ckj with
N
zj
aj
h¯j aj
6= 0 to enter the handle to cancel the leftover topological
charge. The zj charge lines from different handles form a fusion
tree. These charge line configurations, together with the fusion ver-
tex state labels, provide a basis of states for the genus g surface in
the {gj ,hj}-sector.
the hj-branch lines to close around their cycles unchanged,
then the gj branch lines transform into h−1j gjhj branch lines
when they cross the hj-branch. When this branch line loops
back on itself, we are left with a nontrivial branch line, which
requires a kj-branch line, where
kj = gjh
−1
j g
−1
j hj , (375)
to enter the handle and cancel this off, as shown in Fig. 15.
Thus, while we do not require gj and hj to commute, we
do, however, require that the product of their commutators kj
equals the identity group element, that is
g∏
j=1
kj =
g∏
j=1
gjh
−1
j g
−1
j hj = 0, (376)
as this condition is necessary for a consistent configuration of
branch lines that do not contain any free endpoints, as can be
seen from Fig. 15.
A basis for the ground state subspace V{gj,hj} of the{gj,hj}-sector can be given in terms of fusion trees of topo-
logical charge lines passing through the interior of the sur-
face, as shown in Fig. 15. Using the choice where the hj-
branch lines loop around their cycles unchanged, we may have
a charge line aj ∈ Cgj that winds around the complemen-
tary cycle of the jth handle and transforms into h¯jaj when
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it crosses the hj -branch loop. In closing back on itself, this
topological charge loop must fuse with a possibly nontrivial
line of charge zj ∈ Ckj such that Nzjaj h¯jaj 6= 0. The charge
zj lines from the different handles then form a fusion tree that
must terminate in the trivial topological charge.
In particular, the basis states described in this way can be
written as
g⊗
j=1
|aj , h¯jaj ; zj, µj〉|c1...j−1, zj; c1...j , ν1...j〉, (377)
for all possible values (allowed by fusion) of topological
charges aj ∈ Cgj , zj ∈ Ckj , and c1...j ∈ Clj for lj =
j∏
i=1
ki,
and fusion vertex basis labels µj = 1, . . . , Nzj
aj
h¯jaj
, and
ν1...j = 1, . . . , N
c1...j
c1...j−1zj . We set c∅ = c1...g = 0 (which
gives c1 = z1) and lg = 0, in order to let j = 1, . . . , g for all
these quantities.
We note that the states in Eq. (377) may transform non-
trivially under the symmetry action of q ∈ G. In particular,
ρq : V{gj ,hj} → V{qgjq−1,qhjq−1} (378)
|ψ〉 7→ ρq(|ψ〉) (379)
This symmetry action will play a crucial role when G is pro-
moted to a local gauge invariance.
In order to obtain the number of ground states in the
{gj,hj}-sector
N{gj,hj} = dim V{gj,hj}, (380)
we can sum over the fusion channels
N{gj ,hj} =
∑
aj∈Cgj
zj∈Ckj
N0z1z2···zg
g∏
j=1
N
zj
aj
h¯jaj
, (381)
where
N0z1z2···zg =
∑
c1...j∈Clj
N c12z1z2N
c123
c12z3 · · ·N0c1...g−1zg (382)
is the number of ways the topological charges z1, . . . , zg can
fuse to 0. We can evaluate these expressions using the G-
crossed Verlinde formula Eq. (332), together with G-graded
modularity and other properties that we derived for the S-
matrix in Sec. VI D, which yields
N{gj ,hj} = D2g−20
∑
x∈C{gj,hj}0
d−(2g−2)x
×
g∏
j=1
ηx(h¯j , g¯j)ηx(gj , h¯jg¯jhj)
ηx(gj , g¯j)ηx(h¯j g¯jhj , h¯j)
ηx(lj−1,kj), (383)
where C{gj,hj}0 is the set of all topological charges in C0 that
are gj-invariant and hj-invariant for all j = 1, . . . , g. When
hj = 0 for all j, this expression simplifies to
N{gj ,hj=0} = D2g−20
∑
x∈C{gj}0
d−(2g−2)x , (384)
g1 g2 g3
h1
h2 h3 h
FIG. 16: When G = Zp for p prime, any twisted sector can be
mapped via Dehn twists to the sector with a single twist correspond-
ing to a element h ∈ Zp, which generates the group. Thus, all
{gj ,hj}-sectors that are not completely trivial must have the same
ground state degeneracy.
which clearly satisfies D2g−20 ≤ N{gj ,hj=0} ≤ D2g0 . From
Eq. (383), we see that, in general, the genus g degeneracy
N{gj ,hj} ≤ N{0j ,0j}, and generally scales as N{gj ,hj} ∼
D2g0 in the large g limit, regardless of the twisted sector. This
provides a physical interpretation of the total quantum dimen-
sion D0 = Dg of each Cg subsector.
We note that another physical interpretation of the total
quantum dimension D0 is given by the topological entangle-
ment entropy [134, 135]. One can use the properties of G-
crossed modularity to compute the topological entanglement
entropy of a region, following the arguments of Ref. [134].
Unsurprisingly, this yields the same result as for MTCs that
Stopo = −n logD0, where n is the number of connected com-
ponents of the boundary of the region in question, regard-
less of the number of branch lines passing through the region.
There are also anyonic contributions Sa = log da to the en-
tanglement entropy when there are quasiparticles or g-defects
within the region whose collective topological charge is a (see
also Ref. [18]).
1. Dehn twists on high genus surfaces
Another powerful method of computing N{gj,hj} on a
genus g surface is to make use of modular transformations.
Similar to the case of the torus, we can define operators using
the data of a G-crossed UMTC C×G , that provide a projective
representation of the modular transformations of the genus g
surface. We will not go into these details here, but, instead,
will simply utilize the property that the modular transforma-
tions can be used to interchange, combine, and twist the var-
ious non-contractible cycles of the surface, as we saw for the
torus. Unitarity of the modular transformations implies that
when two different twisted sectors {gj,hj} and {g′j,h′j} can
be related by such modular transformations, they must have
the same ground state degeneracy.
As a simple example, let us consider G = Zp and take g
to be a generator of this group. When p is prime, any element
h ∈ Zp generates the group. In this case, every nontrivial
{gj,hj}-sector can be related by Dehn twists to the sector
with only a single h-defect branch line wrapped around a sin-
gle cycle (see Fig. 16). The proof of this statement, and some
generalizations, is given below.
Specifically, in the following we show that for a genus g
surface, when G = ZN , the (N2g − 1) non-trivial twisted
sectors can all be obtained by Dehn twists from a small “gen-
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FIG. 17: Non-contractible cocycles on a g = 3 surface.
erating” set of generating sectors (the case N = 2 was
proven in [102]). We start by examining a torus (g = 1).
Since we are considering a cyclic group, group multiplica-
tion will be denoted additively. We label the twisted sector by
(g,h) = (m,n) where m,n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. There are
N2 − 1 nontrivial sectors in total.
An arbitrary modular transformation acts on a twisted sec-
tor (m,n) by a SL(2,Z) matrix[
a b
c d
](
m
n
)
=
(
am+ bn
cm+ dn
)
. (385)
Here ad − bc = 1, a, b, c, d ∈ Z. Letting r = gcd(m,n),
we now show that (m,n) can be obtained from (r, 0) by a
modular transformation. To see this, we set a = mr , c =
n
r
in the SL(2,Z) matrix. We then need to find b, d such that
m
r d − nr b = 1. Since gcd
(
m
r ,
n
r
)
= 1, this equation has
integral solutions.
Next, we show that for arbitrary m, (m, 0) can be obtained
from (s, 0) where s = gcd(m,N). From Eq. Eq. (385), we
see that we need to find an SL(2,Z) matrix with a = ms and
c = Ns . We need to find integers b, d such that ad−bc = ms d−
N
s b = 1, which is solvable since gcd(m,N) = s. Therefore
we have established that the twist sectors (r, 0), where r is
a divisor of N , is a generating set. That is, the number of
generating twist sectors is equal to the number of divisors of
N .
We now consider a genus g surface. A similar reduction of a
general twisted sector to a small number of generating twisted
sectors is also possible. The inequivalent cycles associated
with each handle are labeled by Ai, Bi where i = 1, . . . , g
(see Fig. 17). The twisted sectors are now labeled by 2g inte-
gers (mod N ) {(m1, n1), . . . , (mg, ng)}. We note that apply-
ing a Dehn twist along C1 has the following effect:
A1 → A1
B1 → B1 + C1 = B1 −A1 +A2
A2 → A2
B2 → B2 −A1 +A2.
(386)
The configuration then becomes {(m1, n1 − m1 +
m2), (m2, n2 −m1 +m2), . . . }.
The arguments from the genus g = 1 case above im-
ply that by applying Dehn twists along Ai or Bi, we
can always map any general twisted sector to the form
{(m1, 0), (m2, 0), . . . , (mg, 0)}. If at least one of the mi’s is
coprime withN , we can further perform Dehn twists to reduce
the configuration to a twist along a single cycle. To see this, let
us assume gcd(m1, N) = 1. We can do an S transformation to
map to the configuration {(m1, 0), (0,m2), . . . }. After apply-
ing k Dehn twists along −C1, we get {(m1, km1), (0,m2 +
km1), . . . }. Since gcd(m1, N) = 1, there exists a k
such that m2 + km1 ≡ 0 (mod N), resulting in the sec-
tor {(m1, km1), (0, 0), . . . }. This can be further reduced to
{(m1, 0), (0, 0), . . .} by Dehn twists. A similar argument can
be applied in the case when m1 = m2 = · · · = mg, without
the need to assume gcd(mi, N) = 1.
In particular, the above arguments imply that when N is
prime, then the general twisted sector can always be mapped
to a sector with a single elementary twist along only one cycle
of the genus g surface.
VIII. GAUGING THE SYMMETRY
We have, so far, studied the properties of the defects, which
correspond to extrinsically imposed (confined) fluxes of the
symmetry group G, as described by a G-crossed theory C×G .
In this section, we consider the nature of the resulting phase
when the global symmetry G is promoted to a local gauge
invariance – “gauging the symmetry.” This is also referred
to as “equivariantization” in the mathematical literature. A
physical consequence of our investigation is that the confined
g-defects become deconfined quasiparticle excitations of the
gauged phase. We would like to understand how to obtain the
properties and basic data of the gauged theory, which is de-
noted as C/G, from theG-crossed extension C×G of the UMTCC describing the original topological phase. We will see that,
given the complete data of the G-crossed UMTC C×G , we can
obtain the quasiparticle content, fusion rules, and modular
data of the corresponding UMTC C/G.
On the other hand, we can consider the inverse of this
construction. Starting from the gauged theory C/G, we can
tune the interactions so that the “charged” matter, which
transforms under irreducible representations of G, condenses,
and the gauge theory undergoes a continuous confinement-
deconfinement transition into the Higgs phase. The resulting
topological order can be analyzed using the theory of topolog-
ical Bose condensation [75], where the subcategory consisting
of gauge charges of G (referred to as Rep(G)) condenses. In
short, all gauge fluxes in C/G become confined, while the de-
confined remnants give rise to C. The algebraic theory of topo-
logical defects that we have developed in this paper provides a
complete description, in particular providing the braiding and
modular transformations, of the sectors that are confined in
the condensation of Rep(G), which is called the T -theory in
Ref. [75].
We summarize the relation between C, C×G , and C/G by the
following diagram:
C C×G C/G
Defectification
Confinement
Gauging
Condensation
In this section, we consider only finite symmetry groups
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G. We will first examine the problem of how to modify
a microscopic Hamiltonian that realizes a topological phase
C and has an on-site symmetry G in a manner that gauges
the symmetry and realizes the topological phase C/G. Then
we will study how to derive the mathematical properties of
the gauged phase’s UMTC C/G from the corresponding G-
crossed UMTC C×G .
A. Microscopic Models
Gauging a symmetry of a microscopic Hamiltonian is a
well-known notion in physics. However, a gauge theory does
not, in general, have a local Hilbert space. Suppose we are
given a G-symmetric microscopic Hamiltonian H that (1)
is defined on a Hilbert space that decomposes into a tensor
product of local Hilbert spaces on each site, (2) has local
interactions, and (3) realizes a topological phase C at long-
wavelengths. Here, we address the question of whether or not
we can produce a new Hamiltonian HG that also satisfies (1)
and (2) above, but realizes C/G at long-wavelengths.
We will briefly describe the case where G = Z2. Suppose
that the Hamiltonian consists of nearest neighbor interactions
on a two-dimensional lattice. We assume that there is a finite-
dimensional bosonic Hilbert space at each site of the lattice,
and there is a global on-siteZ2 symmetry withRg =
∏
j R
(j)
g .
Such a Z2 symmetric Hamiltonian can generically be written
as
H =
∑
〈ij〉
Jαβ+,ijO+,αi O+,βj + Jαβ−,ijO−,αi O−,βj
+
∑
i
mαi O+,αi + H.c., (387)
where {O±,αj } are a complete set of Z2 even/odd local
operators at site j. In particular, these operators satisfy
R
(j)
g O±j R(j)−1g = ±O±j .
Now, let us introduce a two-dimensional Hilbert space on
each bond 〈ij〉 of the lattice. The gauged Hamiltonian is de-
fined as
HZ2 =
∑
〈ij〉
Jαβ+,ijO+,αi O+,βj +
∑
i
mαi O+,αi
+
∑
〈ij〉
Jαβ−,ijO−,αi O−,βj σzij + H.c.
−K
∑

∏
〈ij〉∈
σzij − Γ
∑
〈ij〉
σxij − U
∑
+
R(i)g
∏
〈ij〉∈+
σxij .
(388)
We always assume that U is the largest energy scale, which
effectively imposes a Z2 analog of Gauss’s law in the low-
energy Hilbert space:
∏
〈ij〉∈+ σ
x
ij = R
(i)
g . It is straight-
forward to extend the construction to Hamiltonians involving
longer-range interactions.
We notice that the full gauged Hamiltonian (not just the
low-energy subspace) still preserves the Z2 symmetry Rg. In
the low-energy subspace U → ∞ where the dynamics can be
described by a Z2 gauge theory with matter, the global sym-
metry is enhanced to a local gauge symmetry generated by
precisely the local conserved quantity R(i)g
∏
〈ij〉∈+ σ
x
ij . The
gauged Hamiltonian has the feature that when Γ = 0 and
K,U are both much larger than any energy scale in H , the
low-energy spectrum without any Z2 fluxes is identical to that
of H . However, the states must be projected to the gauge-
invariant Hilbert space.
We now review the phase diagram of the gauge the-
ory [136], focusing on the three parameters J−,K and Γ.
Three limiting cases can be easily identified. When J−,Γ ≪
K , the gauge field is in the deconfined phase. When J− ≫
K,Γ, the gauge theory is in the Higgs phase and the Z2
fluxes (i.e. visons) are linearly confined. If Γ is dominant,
Z2 charges are linearly confined. It is however well-known
that the Higgs and the confinement phases are smoothly con-
nected. Hence there are only two phases which are separated
by a second-order phase transition belonging to the 3D Ising
universality class.
The above construction can straightforwardly be general-
ized to the case G = ZN . The generalization to a general
finite groupG is technically more involved and will be left for
future work.
B. Topological Charges and Fusion Rules of C/G
We now turn to the derivation of the topological proper-
ties of the gauged theory. The simplest information about the
gauged theory C/G that we can read off from C×G is the topo-
logical charge content. The mathematical description of this
was provided in Ref. [83].
For each topological charge (simple object) a ∈ C×G of the
G-crossed theory, we define its orbit under G to be the set of
charges
[a] = {ga, ∀g ∈ G}. (389)
Heuristically, the reason for considering G orbits is that, un-
der the G action, all topological charges within an orbit must
combine into a single object by “quantum superposition” once
the global symmetry is promoted to a local gauge invariance.
In this way, the original topological charges in C×G become
internal degrees of freedom. In particular, if we ignore the
topological charge labels within each Cg and only focus on the
group elements, the orbit would simply be a conjugacy class
of G, which is what labels gauge fluxes in a discrete gauge
theory. Keeping track of the topological charge labels, it is
clear that there can be multiple orbits associated with a given
conjugacy class of G.
Additionally, we need to take into account the different rep-
resentations of the symmetry, which thus allows us to include
the gauge charges and flux-charge composites. For this, we
do not consider the full symmetry groupG, but rather the sub-
groups that keep the relevant topological charge labels invari-
ant. More precisely, for a given [a], we choose a representative
element a ∈ [a], and define its stabilizer subgroup
Ga = { g ∈ G | ga = a }. (390)
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The topological charges of C/G are then defined to be the
pairs
([a], πa), (391)
where πa is an irreducible projective representation of Ga
with the factor set given by ηa, i.e.
πa(g)πa(h) = ηa(g,h)πa(gh), g,h ∈ Ga. (392)
We will refer to such an irreducible projective ηa-
representation as an ηa-irrep. The phases ηa(g,h) here are
precisely the projective symmetry fractionalization phases of
the G-crossed theory, defined in Sec. VI. Thus, we see that
the data ηa are essential in defining the quasiparticles of the
gauged theory.
In order for this definition of topological charge to be well-
defined, the specific choice of a within the conjugacy class [a]
should not lead to essential differences in the corresponding
projective representations. To make this notion more precise,
we first notice that conjugation by k ∈ G provides a canonical
isomorphism between Ga and Gka
k : Ga → Gka
g 7→ kg. (393)
Next, from Eq. (265), we see that, for group elements g,h ∈
Ga, we have the cocycle condition
ηa (h,k) ηa (g,hk)
ηa (g,h) ηa (gh,k)
= 1, (394)
so ηa ∈ Z2(Ga,U(1)). From Eq. (269), we see that, for
g,h ∈ Ga, we have the relation
ηka(
kg,kh) =
ηa(k¯,
kh)
ηa(h, k¯)
ηa(gh, k¯)
ηa(k¯, kgkh)
ηa(k¯,
kg)
ηa(g, k¯)
ηa(g,h)
= dεa,k(g,h)ηa(g,h), (395)
where we have defined the 1-cochain εa,k ∈ C1(Ga,U(1))
to be εa,k(g) = ηa(k¯,
kg)
ηa(g,k¯)
. Thus, when viewed in terms of
cohomology, we see that the k-action does not change the co-
homology class of ηa, i.e.
[ηka(
kg,kh)] = [ηa(g,h)] ∈ H2(Ga,U(1)). (396)
Moreover, it is clear that we then also have
[ηka(
kg,kh)] = [ηa(g,h)] ∈ H2(Gka,U(1)). (397)
As discussed in Appendix B, this implies that there is a canon-
ical one-to-one correspondence between the set of ηa-irreps of
Ga and the set of ηka-irreps of Gka. We will write
kπa(
kg) = εa,k(g)πa(g) (398)
to denote the ηka-irrep of Gka which is canonically isomor-
phic to the ηa-irrep πa of Ga under this mapping.
In this way, the topological charges of C/G are essentially
“flux-charge” composites, very much like the dyonic excita-
tions in discrete gauge theories, but which also take into ac-
count the possibility of having distinct types of g-flux defects,
corresponding to distinct topological charge values a ∈ Cg.
With this definition of the topological charges of C/G, it is
straightforward to determine the corresponding quantum di-
mensions. In particular, we just sum over the quantum di-
mensions of all the charges in the orbit and multiply by the
dimension of the attached ηa-irrep, so that ([a], πa) has quan-
tum dimension given by
d([a],πa) = da ·
∣∣[a]∣∣ · dim(πa), (399)
where da is the quantum dimension of a (which is the same
for all a ∈ [a]), ∣∣[a]∣∣ the number of elements in the orbit [a],
and dim(πa) the dimension of the ηa-irrep πa.
Having specified the topological charges of C/G and their
quantum dimensions, it is straightforward to prove that the
total quantum dimension is
DC/G = |G| 12DCG = |G|D0. (400)
For this, we first consider the different ηa-irreps of the stabi-
lizer subgroup Ga of a in a given orbit [a]. It is known that∑
πa
|dim(πa)|2 = |Ga| for such ηa-irreps, as shown in Ap-
pendix B. With this, and the fact that
∣∣[a]∣∣|Ga| = |G|, we
obtain the result
D2C/G =
∑
([a],πa)∈C/G
d2([a],πa)
=
∑
([a],πa)
d2a
∣∣[a]∣∣2|dim(πa)|2 =∑
[a]
d2a
∣∣[a]∣∣2|Ga|
= |G|
∑
[a]
d2a
∣∣[a]∣∣ = |G| ∑
a∈C×G
d2a
= |G|D2CG = |G|2D2C0 . (401)
The fusion rules for the topological charges of C/G have
also been recently described in the mathematical litera-
ture [83]. To obtain these, we need to understand both how
to fuse two G-orbits and how to fuse two ηa-irreps. For ped-
agogical reasons, we will give a heuristic discussion to justify
the fusion rules of C/G before presenting the actual expres-
sion.
We first consider a very coarse version of the problem. In
particular, we suppress the topological charge label associated
with an orbit and multiply two conjugacy classes C1 and C2
of G. For this, we first form the product set
{g1g2 |g1 ∈ C1,g2 ∈ C2},
which can be equivalently expressed using representative ele-
ments g1 ∈ C1 and g2 ∈ C2 as
{hg1h−1kg2k−1 |h ∈ G/Ng1 ,k ∈ G/Ng2},
where
Ng = {h ∈ G |gh = hg}, (402)
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denotes the centralizer of g in G. Now the problem is
to decompose the product set into conjugacy classes. To
this end, we observe that if h′ = lh and k′ = lk, then
h′g1h′
−1
k′g′2k
′−1 = l(hg1h−1kg2k−1)l−1, i.e. the two
elements are in the same coset. Hence, we are naturally led to
conclude that the conjugacy classes contained in the product
set are given by the coset of diagonal left multiplication on
G/Ng1 ×G/Ng2 , which is the double coset Ng1\G/Ng2 .
We now return to the problem of the fusion of two orbits
[a] and [b], neglecting for the moment the ηa-irreps attached
to them. Selecting representative elements a ∈ [a] and b ∈
[b], the fusion of the two orbits give a direct sum of all the
elements in the set
{ρg(a)× ρh(b) |g ∈ G/Ga,h ∈ G/Gb},
where we take the coset over Ga and Gb here, since these
subgroups do not modify the corresponding labels. We now
need to decompose this set further into G-orbits. For this, we
have the similar property that if g′ = kg and h′ = kg, then
ρg′(a)× ρh′(b) = ρk
(
ρg(a)
)× ρk(ρh(b))
= ρk
(
ρg(a)× ρh(b)
)
. (403)
This essentially says that the fusion channels of ρg′(a) ×
ρh′(b) are exactly the image of those of ρg(a) × ρh(b) un-
der the action of k. Therefore, fusion of orbits correspond to
the equivalence classes of G/Ga ×G/Gb under diagonal left
(or right) multiplication, which is known to be isomorphic to
the double coset Ga\G/Gb.
Next, we consider how the ηa-irreps attached to the defects
should be combined. Naı¨vely, one would expect that we just
take the tensor product of the representations and decompose
it as a direct sum of irreps. However, an important subtlety
in this case is that the fusion/splitting spaces of the defects
can transform nontrivially under the symmetry group action,
and this should also be taken into account in the fusion. More
explicitly, we consider the fusion/splitting vertex state spaces
V
cgh
agbh
and V agbhcgh , and we define the stablizer subgroup for
this space as H(a,b;c) = Ga ∩Gb ∩Gc. The symmetry action
(sliding moves) consistency Eq. (259) tells us that
∑
λ,δ
[Ul(a, b; c)]µλ[Uk(a, b; c)]λν
=
ηc(k, l)
ηa(k, l)ηb(k, l)
[Ukl(a, b; c)]µν (404)
for k, l ∈ H(a,b;c). We notice that the U transformations can
be thought of as being associated with the action on the split-
ting spaces V abc , while the transpose UT corresponds to the
action on the fusion spaces V cab, as seen in Eqs. (255) and
(256). The symmetry action consistency implies that UT form
a projective representation of H(a,b;c), with a factor set given
by
κk,l(a, b; c)
−1 =
ηc(k, l)
ηa(k, l)ηb(k, l)
(405)
restricted to k, l ∈ H(a,b;c). We will denote this projective
representation of H(a,b;c) by UT as π(a,b;c) and its character is
given by
χπ(a,b;c)(k) =
∑
µ
[
Uk(a, b; c)
]
µµ
. (406)
With the above discussion as justification, we present the
formula for the fusion coefficients of the C/G MTC [83]
N
([c],πc)
([a],πa)([b],πb)
=
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
m
(
πc
∣∣
H(ta, sb;c)
, tπa
∣∣
H(ta, sb;c)
⊗ sπb
∣∣
H(ta, sb;c)
⊗ π(ta, sb;c)
)
, (407)
where H(ta, sb;c) = Gta ∩ Gsb ∩ Gc and the notation
π
∣∣
H(ta, sb;c)
means the restriction of the irrep π to the sub-
group H(ta, sb;c). As we discussed above, the tensor product
tπa
∣∣
H(ta, sb;c)
⊗ sπb
∣∣
H(ta, sb;c)
⊗ π(ta, sb;c) has the factor set
given by
ηa(k, l)ηb(k, l)κk,l(a, b; c)
−1 = ηc(k, l) (408)
for k, l ∈ H(ta, sb;c), which is precisely the same factor set
as πc
∣∣
H(ta, sb;c)
. We note that the restriction of an irrep to a
subgroup is not necessarily an irrep of the subgroup. Finally,
m(·, ·) is a sort of integer-valued inner product that, in some
sense, measures the multiplicity of the entries with respect to
each other. If one of the entries is an irrep, then this multi-
plicity function simply counts the number of times this irrep
occurs in the other entry’s irrep decomposition. However, the
general description of the multiplicity function is more com-
plicated than the statement that it counts the number of times
one entry occurs in the other. The precise definition of this
multiplicity function m is given in Appendix B. For practi-
cal purposes, it may be computed in terms of the projective
characters of the projective representations, as in Eq. (B8).
The formula in Eq. (407) may appear obtuse without some
experience in using it for concrete computations. For this, we
refer the reader to Sec. X, where this formula is utilized to
derive the fusion rules of the gauged theory for several exam-
ples.
As the first application of this formula, we determine
the topological charge conjugate (antiparticle) of ([a], πa).
It should be clear that if ([b], πb) is the charge conjugate
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([a], πa), then [b] = [a¯], since, for each a ∈ [a], there must be
an element b ∈ [b] such that N0ab 6= 0. Regarding the ηa¯-irrep
of the conjugate charge, a natural guess would be the conju-
gate irrep π∗a, since πa ⊗ π∗a = 1 ⊕ · · · . However, the factor
set of π∗a is η∗a, which is in general only gauge-equivalent to
ηa¯. In fact, from the symmetry action consistency Eq. (259),
we have the relation
ηa(k, l)ηa(k, l) =
Ukl(a, a; 0)
Uk(a, a; 0)Ul(a, a; 0)
, (409)
for k, l ∈ Ga. It follows that we should define the charge
conjugate’s irrep to be
πa(k) = Uk(a, a¯; 0)
−1π∗a(k). (410)
This is, indeed, an ηa¯-irrep of Ga¯, i.e. it has the factor set ηa¯.
Thus, the topological charge conjugate of ([a], πa) ∈ C/G is
([a], πa) = ([a¯], πa) (411)
with a¯ the charge conjugate of a ∈ C×G and πa the ηa¯-irrep
of Ga¯ defined in Eq. (410). We can verify this by plugging
([a], πa) and ([a], πa) into Eq. (407), where we would find that
the tensor product in the second entry of m simply becomes
πa ⊗ π∗a which contains the trivial representation 1 precisely
once.
C. Modular Data of the Gauged Theory
The basic data of a MTC can be conveniently organized
into the modular S and T matrices or, equivalently, the fusion
multiplicities, quantum dimensions, and topological twists of
the topological charges. In fact, it is a widely believed conjec-
ture that this topological data uniquely characterizes the MTC
describing a topological phase, i.e. that it uniquely specifies
the F -symbols and R-symbols, up to gauge equivalence. As
such, we will simply focus on these quantities here.
First, we want to find the topological twists of the topolog-
ical charges in C/G. As we have discussed above, a topo-
logical charge in C/G has the form of a generalized “flux-
charge” composite, the “flux” being a G-orbit of defects and
the “charge” being a projective η-irrep. Thus, we expect that
the topological twist of such objects will receive a contribution
from the defect’s twist (carrying over from the C×G theory),
as well as an Aharonov-Bohm type phase from the (internal)
braiding of the object’s flux and charge around each other. The
latter contribution is roughly given by the character of the pro-
jective irreps, as it is in discrete gauge theories. Therefore, we
conjecture the following formula for the topological twists of
topological charges in C/G
θ([a],πa) = θag
χπa(g)
χπa(0)
. (412)
In this expression, θag is the topological twist of ag ∈ C×G and
χπa(g) = Tr
[
πa(g)
] (413)
is the projective character of the ηa-irrep πa (see Appendix B).
χπa(0) = dim(πa) is equal to the dimension of πa.
It is straightforward to see that this expression for θ([a],πa)
is indeed equal to a phase. Specifically, since ηag(g,h) =
ηag(h,g) for all h ∈ Ga, it follows that πa(g)πa(h) =
πa(h)πa(g). Using Schur’s lemma, we deduce that πa(g) ∝
1 . Since the representations are unitary, it follows that χpia (g)χpia (0)
is a U(1) phase.
We stress that the projective character depends on the par-
ticular factor set ηa, not just the equivalence class to which it
belongs. While neither θag nor χπa(g) is individually invari-
ant under the symmetry action gauge transformations, their
product actually is invariant under such gauge transforma-
tions. More explicitly, under a symmetry action gauge trans-
formation, as in Eq. (280), the projective character transforms
as
χˇπa(g) = γ
−1
a (g)χπa(g) (414)
and θˇag = γa(g)θag . Thus,
χˇπa(g)θˇag = χπa(g)θag . (415)
We also notice that vertex basis transformations leave both θag
and χπa , and hence θ([a],πa) invariant.
We must also check that θ([ag],πa) does not depend upon
the choice of ag ∈ [a]. Consider a different representative
element kag with k ∈ G/Ga. In Eq. (286), we saw that
θkag =
ηa(g, k¯)
ηa(k¯, kg)
θag . (416)
As shown in the previous subsection, there is a canonical cor-
respondence between the projective representations of Gka
and Ga. Thus, we choose the projective representation for
ka to be kπa. According to Eq. (398), we have
χkπa(
kg) =
ηa(k¯,
kg)
ηa(g, k¯)
χπa(g). (417)
This results in the relation
θkagχkπa(
kg) = θagχπa(g), (418)
which demonstrates that the expression for the topological
twist is indeed independent of the choice of a ∈ [a].
As a special case, we notice that if [a] ∈ C0, then θ[a] = θa,
which is expected from the theory of topological Bose con-
densation.
Given our formula in Eq. (412) for the topological twists of
C/G, we now prove that the chiral central charge c− (mod 8)
of the gauged theory is the same as that of C0. To see this, we
first evaluate the Gauss sum for a specific G-orbit [a], sum-
ming over ηa-irreps∑
πa
d2([a],πa)θ([a],πa) =
∑
πa
d2a
∣∣[a]∣∣2|χπa(0)|2θag χπa(g)χπa(0)
= d2a
∣∣[a]∣∣2θag ∑
πa
χπa(g)χπa(0)
= d2a
∣∣[a]∣∣2θag |Ga|δg,0
= d2a|G| ·
∣∣[a]∣∣θagδg,0.
(419)
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From this result, we obtain
ΘC/G =
1
DC/G
∑
([ag],πa)∈C/G
d2([a],πa)θ([a],πa)
=
1
DC/G
∑
[ag]
d2a|G| ·
∣∣[a]∣∣θagδg,0
=
1
D0
∑
[a0]
d2a
∣∣[a]∣∣θa = 1D0 ∑
a∈C0
d2aθa
= Θ0 = ΘC . (420)
Thus C/G has the same chiral central charge mod 8 as C and
C×G .
Given the topological twists and fusion rules, we essentially
have the complete modular data of the UMTC C/G, since the
quantum dimensions can be obtained from the fusion rules and
theS-matrix is defined in terms of these quantities by Eq. (37).
We now derive an expression for S
([a],πa)([b],πb)
in terms of
the G-crossed S-matrix of C×G [where we use the topological
charge conjugate of ([a], πa) to simplify the subsequent ex-
pressions]
S([a],πa)([b],πb) =
1
DC/G
∑
([c],πc)
N
([c],πc)
([a],πa)([b],πb)
d([c],πc)
θ([c],πc)
θ([a],πa)θ([b],πb)
=
1
|G|D0
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
[c]
∑
πc
dc
∣∣[c]∣∣ θc tg sh
θtagθsbh
χπc(
tg sh)
χtπa(
tg)χsπb(
sh)
× n tπan sπb|H( ta, sb;c)|
∑
k∈H( ta, sb;c)
χ∗πc(k)χtπa(k)χsπb(k)
∑
µ
[Uk(
tag,
sbh; c tg sh)]µµ. (421)
Here nπ ≡ χπ(0) = dim π, and we used Eqs. (399), (406), (407), (412), and (B8). We may chose to use any representatives of
the topological charge orbits in this expression, but we have specifically chosen to use c ∈ [c] such that c ∈ C tg sh (corresponding
to the choices ag ∈ [a] and bh ∈ [b]) in order to make the evaluation more direct. The sum breaks into three parts: (1) a sum
over (t, s) ∈ Ga\G/Gb, (2) a sum over G-orbits [c], and (3) a sum over irreducible ηc-representations πc. We first carry out the
sum over πc. In order to apply the orthogonality relation Eq. (B14), we notice that, in Gc, tg sh by itself forms an ηc-regular
conjugacy class and its centralizer is Gc. Thus, we can apply Eq. (B14) to evaluate the sum∑
πc
χπc(
tg sh)χ∗πc(k) = |Gc|δtg sh,k. (422)
Since k ∈ H( ta, sb;c), we conclude that in order to have k = tg sh (so that the sum is non-vanishing), we must have tg ∈ Gsb
and sh ∈ Gta. Using these properties to evaluate the sums over πc and k, we obtain
S([a],πa)([b],πb) =
1
D0
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
[c]
c∈Ctgsh
dc
n tπan sπb
|H( ta, sb;c)|
θc
θtaθsb
χtπa(
tg sh)χsπb(
tg sh)
χtπa(
tg)χsπb(
sh)
∑
µ
[Utg sh(
ta, sb; c)]µµ, (423)
where we indicate the choice c ∈ Ctgsh on the [c] sum in order to reduce clutter. We further notice that
χtπa(
tg sh) = Tr
[
πta(
tg sh)
]
= Tr
[
ηta(
tg, sh)−1πta(tg)πta(sh)
]
= ηta(
tg, sh)−1
χtπa(
tg)
ntπa
χtπa(
sh), (424)
where we have used the fact that πta(tg) ∝ 1 . There is a similar relation for χsπb(tg sh). From these relations, we obtain
S([a],πa)([b],πb) =
1
D0
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
[c]
c∈Ctgsh
dc
|H( ta, sb;c)|
θc
θtaθsb
∑
µ[Utgsh(
ta, sb; c)]µµ
ηta(tg, sh)ηsb(tg, sh)
χtπa(
sh)χsπb(
tg)
=
1
D0
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
[c]
dc
|H( ta, sb;c)|
∑
µ,ν
[R
ta sb
c ]µν [R
sb ta
c ]νµχtπa(
sh)χsπb(
tg), (425)
where we used the G-crossed ribbon identity Eq. (296) in the last step. (We can now drop the c ∈ Ctgsh, since this condition is
implicitly enforced by the R-symbols.)
Thus, we have found
S([a],πa),([b],πb) =
1
D0
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
[c]
dc
|H( ta, sb;c)| Tr
[
R
ta sb
c R
sb ta
c
]
χtπa(
sh)χsπb(
tg). (426)
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By sliding a line over a double braid and applying Eq. (266), we can show (when ha = a and gb = b) that
Tr
[
R
kag
kbh
kc
R
kbh
kag
kc
]
=
ηb(g, k¯)ηa(h, k¯)
ηb(k¯, kg)ηa(k¯, kh)
Tr
[
Ragbhc R
bhag
c
]
. (427)
Using Eq. (398), we also have
χkπa(
kh) =
ηa(k¯,
kh)
ηa(h, k¯)
χπa(h), χkπb(
kg) =
ηb(k¯,
kg)
ηb(g, k¯)
χπb(g). (428)
Putting these together, we find the relation
Tr
[
R
kag
kbh
kc
R
kbh
kag
kc
]
χkπa(
kh)χkπb(
kg) = Tr
[
Ragbhc R
bhag
c
]
χπa(h)χπb(g), (429)
which shows that this quantity is invariant under G action.
Finally, we carry out the sum over the orbits [c], replacing it with a sum over the actual topological charges c ∈ C×G to obtain
S([ag],πa)([bh],πb) =
1
D0
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
[c]
1
|G|
∑
k∈G
dkc
|H( ta, sb; c)| Tr
[
R
kta ksb
kc R
ksb kta
kc
]
χktπa(
ksh)χksπb(
ktg)
=
1
|G|D0
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
[c]
∑
k∈G/H( ta, sb; c)
dkcTr
[
R
kta ksb
kc R
ksb kta
kc
]
χktπa(
ksh)χksπb(
ktg). (430)
We write k ∈ G/H( ta, sb; c) as k = lk1 where k1 ∈ Gta ∩ Gsb ∩ G/H( ta, sb; c) ≡ M(ta,sb;c) and l ∈
[G/H( ta, sb; c)]/M(ta,sb;c) ≡ L(ta,sb). We purposefully drop the index c in the definition of L, since L contains cosets of
elements that at least change one of ta and sb, without referencing to c. In other words, k1 are all elements in G/H( ta, sb; c) that
keep both ta and sb invariant and by definition necessarily transforms c nontrivially within the same orbit. Once we sum over
those k1 and [c], we actually have a sum over all c in ta× sb:
S([ag],πa)([bh],πb) =
1
|G|D0
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
l∈L( ta, sb)
∑
[c]
∑
k1∈M(ta,sb;c)
dlk1cTr
[
R
lta lsb
lk1c R
lsb lta
lk1c
]
χltπa(
lsh)χlsπb(
ltg)
=
1
|G|
∑
(t,s)∈Ga\G/Gb
∑
l∈L( ta, sb)
Slta lsb χltπa(
lsh)χlsπb(
ltg)
(431)
Now recall that the double coset Ga\G/Gb is defined as the equivalence classes of elements in G/Ga × G/Gb, under the
diagonal left multiplication. Therefore carrying out the sum over l is equivalent to lift the double coset back to G/Ga ×G/Gb.
Finally we arrive at the following expression:
S([ag],πa)([bh],πb) =
1
|G|
∑
t∈G/Ga
s∈G/Gb
Sta sb χtπa(
sh)χsπb(
tg). (432)
We can now use Eqs. (308), (410), and (B5) to rewrite this final expression as
S([ag],πa)([bh],πb) =
1
|G|
∑
t∈G/Ga
s∈G/Gb
Stag sbh χtπa(
sh)χsπb
(
tg
)
. (433)
Thus, we have found that the S-matrix of the gauged UMTC
C/G can be obtained from the S-matrix of the corresponding
G-crossed UMTC C×G by taking a linear combination of S-
matrix elements that is weighted by the projective characters
of the corresponding projective irreps.
In general, gauge-inequivalent G-crossed extensions al-
ways lead to distinct C/G as topological gauge theories. How-
ever, when viewed as UMTCs (so that we neglect the origin of
the charge and flux labels of the quasiparticles in C/G), dif-
ferent G-crossed extensions can potentially result in the same
C/G. Examples of such phenomena have been noticed for
gauging bosonic SPT phases in Refs. [52, 74].
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D. Genus g Ground State Degeneracy
An alternative way of computing a number of properties
of C/G is by computing the ground state degeneracy Ng of
the theory on a genus g surface. It is well-known that this
is related to the quantum dimensions of C/G via the formula
(which can be derived using the Verlinde formula)
Ng = D2g−2
∑
A∈C/G
d
−(2g−2)
A . (434)
Therefore, knowledge of Ng for enough values of g can be
used to extract the quantum dimensions dj for every topolog-
ical charge A ∈ C/G.
The ground state degeneracy Ng of C/G can also be ob-
tained from the genus g ground state degeneracy of C×G ,
which was discussed in Sec. VII B, by projecting onto the G-
invariant subspace of states. In other words, we consider every
state |ψ〉 ∈ V{gj ,hj} for every {gj ,hj}-sector. As discussed
in Sec. VII C, these states transform under the G action. The
projection keeps only the subspace of states that are invariant
under this G-action. That is, one takes
|ψG〉 =
∑
g∈G
ρg(|ψ〉), (435)
for each state |ψ〉, belonging to any {gj ,hj}-sector of the G-
crossed theory. The ground state degeneracy Ng is then the
dimension of the space spanned by such G-invariant states
|ψG〉.
E. Universality Classes of Topological Phase Transitions
A wide class of quantum phase transitions between topo-
logically distinct phases of matter can be understood in terms
of the condensation of some set of “bosonic” quasiparti-
cles [75, 106], i.e. those whose topological charge a has triv-
ial topological twist θa = 1. In these cases, the topological
properties of the resulting phase can be derived from those
of the parent phase – some of the topological charge values
(quasiparticle types) become confined due to the new conden-
sate, some are equated with other topological charges, related
to each other by fusion with the condensed bosons, but other-
wise go through the transition essentially unmodified, and oth-
ers may split into multiple distinct types of topological charge
when going through the transition. We note that the mathe-
matics underlying these transitions was initially developed in
Refs. [104, 105].
Most of the current understanding of such topological phase
transitions focuses on the formal mathematical structure, such
as the nature of the topological order on the two sides of
the transition. However, another very important property of
a phase transition is its universality class. For the simplest
cases, where only one boson a with fusion a × a = 0 con-
denses, it has been shown that the resulting phase transitions
can be understood as Z2 gauge-symmetry breaking transi-
tions [76, 78]. Here, we will extend these results to a more
general understanding of the universality classes of topologi-
cal bose condensation transitions.
Let us consider a topological phase of matter described by
a UMTC M that contains a subtheory B, which is itself a
UBTC (i.e. it contains topological charges that are closed
under fusion) with the following properties: (a) all the topo-
logical twists are trivial, i.e. θa = 1, ∀a ∈ B, and (b)
DSab = dadb, ∀a, b ∈ B. In other words, the subcategory
B is symmetric, which means braiding is completely trivial,
i.e. Raa = RabRba = 1 for all a, b ∈ B.
When these conditions are satisfied, a theorem due to
Deligne [137] guarantees that B is gauge-equivalent to the cat-
egory Rep(G) for some finite groupG. This category Rep(G)
has its topological charges given by all irreducible linear rep-
resentations of G, with the fusion rules being precisely given
by the tensor product of the irreducible representations and
the F -symbols being given by the corresponding Wigner 6j-
symbols. The braiding of Rep(G) is symmetric, i.e. com-
pletely trivial. We notice, however, that one generally does
need the full knowledge of F -symbols and R-symbols of B to
unambiguously recover the group G from the representation
category [138].
In such a case, one can always condense the quasiparticles
belonging to B following the formal rules given in Refs. [75,
106, 107]. Let C denote the phase obtained by condensing
the B quasiparticles in M. It was proven in Ref. [139] that
M can always be obtained by starting from C, and gauging
a symmetry group G. This implies the following property of
the topological phase transition:
The universality class of topological quantum phase transi-
tions corresponding to the condensation of a Rep(G) subset
of a UMTC can be understood as discrete gauge symmetry
breaking transitions associated with the finite group G.
Since discrete gauge symmetry breaking transitions are
well-understood and can be simulated easily using numeri-
cal methods or, in simple cases, through analytical methods,
this means that we can immediately understand the critical
exponents for local correlations of this much wider class of
topological quantum phase transitions. [183]
IX. CLASSIFICATION OF SYMMETRY ENRICHED
TOPOLOGICAL PHASES
We have developed a general framework to understand the
interplay of symmetry and topological order in 2 + 1 dimen-
sions. Our work leads to a systematic classification and char-
acterization of SET phases in 2 + 1 dimensions, for unitary
symmetry groups G, which describe on-site and/or transla-
tion symmetries, based on inequivalent solutions of the de-
fect theory C×G . Our formalism for C×G encapsulates in detail
the properties of the extrinsic g-defects and the way in which
symmetries relate to the topological order. Below we will de-
scribe the classification of C×G and discuss the relation to the
PSG framework for classifying SET phases. The extension to
continuous, other spatial (non-on-site), or anti-unitary sym-
metries will also be be briefly discussed below.
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A. Classification of G-Crossed Extensions
One can, in principle, obtain all G-crossed BTCs by solv-
ing the consistency equations. In practice, this can quickly
become computationally intractable. Fortunately, addressing
this problem is aided by the theorems of Ref. [81], which clas-
sify the G-crossed extensions of a BTC C0 for finite groupsG
(and also extensions of fusion categories). In our paper, we
restrict our attention to the case where C0 is a UMTC.
We have already examined part of this classification in de-
tail in our paper. The most basic part of the classification,
discussed in Sec. III, is the choice of the symmetry action
[ρ] : G → Aut(C0), which is incorporated as a fundamen-
tal property of the defects of the extended theory.
The next part of the classification was discussed in Sec. IV,
where we showed that, given a specific symmetry action [ρ],
the symmetry fractionalization is classified by H2[ρ](G,A).
This required that the obstruction class [O] ∈ H3[ρ](G,A) be
trivial [O] = [0], since, otherwise, there would be no solutions.
More precisely, the symmetry fractionalization classes were
given by the equivalence classes of solutions [w], which are
elements of an H2[ρ](G,A) torsor. This means distinct classes
of solutions are obtained from each other by action of dis-
tinct elements of H2[ρ](G,A). In particular, the Ug(a, b; c) and
ηx(g,h) transformations of a G-crossed MTC C×G (or, rather,
their restriction to the C0 sector) are precisely the symme-
try action transformations of fusion vertex states and symme-
try fractionalization projective phases, respectively, that en-
coded symmetry fractionalization. Similarly, the G-crossed
consistency relations of the Ug(a, b; c) and ηx(g,h) trans-
formations are precisely the corresponding consistency rela-
tions that arose in the fractionalization analysis. Thus, the
H2[ρ](G,A) classification of symmetry fractionalization car-
ries over to the G-crossed extensions of C0, where the de-
fects in the extended theory incorporate the symmetry action
through the braiding operations.
In this sense, the set of gauge inequivalentG-crossed MTCs
that are extensions of a MTC C0 with specified [ρ] is an
H2[ρ](G,A) torsor. By this, we mean that, given a G-crossed
MTC C×G , each element [t] ∈ H2[ρ](G,A) specifies a potential
way of modifying C×G to obtain a distinct, gauge inequivalent
G-crossed MTC Cˆ×G , with a different fractionalization class
[wˆ] = [t × w]. From the above discussion, it is clear that an
important property of a G-crossed extension that is modified
by [t] in this way is the symmetry action and fractionalization
that is encoded in the defects, particularly their action with
respect to the C0 sector.
We can also see that, for a choice of t ∈ [t], the G-graded
fusion rules of the defects in C×G are modified to become
ag × bh = t(g,h)×
∑
cgh
N
cgh
agbh
cgh, (436)
so that the fusion coefficients of the modified theory Cˆ×G are
given by
Nˆ
cgh
agbh
= N
t(g,h)×cgh
agbh
. (437)
It follows from the 2-cocycle condition on t that these mod-
ified fusion coefficients automatically provide an associative
fusion algebra. We note that such a modification may or may
not actually give a distinct fusion algebra. Clearly, the rest of
the basic data of C×G will also be modified by [t], but we will
not go into these details here.
Importantly, while there is a different symmetry fraction-
alization class [w] for each element [t] ∈ H2[ρ](G,A), it is
not guaranteed that each [w] can be consistently extended to
define a full G-crossed defect theory Cˆ×G . In fact, the symme-
try fractionalization class defines a new obstruction class in
H4(G,U(1)) [81]. Only when this obstruction class is triv-
ial can a G-crossed BTC Cˆ×G be constructed, as there would
otherwise be no solutions to the G-crossed consistency condi-
tions. When this obstruction vanishes, the classification the-
orem established in Ref. [81] says that the remaining multi-
plicity of G-crossed extensions (after specifiying [ρ] and [w])
is classified by H3(G,U(1)). The set of G-crossed exten-
sions (with specified symmetry action and symmetry fraction-
alization class) is an H3(G,U(1)) torsor in a similar sense as
above. In particular, given a G-crossed MTC C×G , each ele-
ment [α] ∈ H3(G,U(1)) specifies a way of modifying C×G to
obtain a distinct, gauge inequivalentG-crossed MTC Cˆ×G with
the same symmetry action and fractionalization class.
We now describe how one may modify a particular G-
crossed theory C×G to obtain another G-crossed theory Cˆ×G , for
a given [α] ∈ H3(G,U(1)). We first note that the bosonic
SPT states for symmetry groupG are completely classified by
the elements [α] ∈ H3(G,U(1)), as discussed in Sec. X A.
We will denote these states as SPT[α]G . Then it is easy to see
that, for each [α], we can produce another G-crossed theory
by factoring in SPT states in such a way that the group element
labels match up with those of C×G , i.e. we take the restricted
product
Cˆ×G = SPT[α]G × C×G
∣∣∣
(g,ag)
, (438)
where topological charges in Cg from theG-crossed theory are
paired up with g-defects from the SPT. To be more explicit,
for a choice of α ∈ [α], that is, a 3-cocycle α ∈ Z3(G,U(1)),
and the choice of gauge, given in Sec. X A, that makes all the
braiding phases trivial for SPT[α]G , the basic data of C×G can be
modified as
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Nˆ
cgh
agbh
= N
cgh
agbh
(439)[
Fˆ
agbhck
dghk
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
= α(g,h,k)
[
F
agbhck
dghk
]
(e,α,β)(f,µ,ν)
(440)[
Rˆagbhcgh
]
µν
=
[
Ragbhcgh
]
µν
(441)[
Uˆk(ag, bh; cgh)
]
µν
=
α(g,k, kh)
α(g,h,k)α(k, k¯g, k¯h)
Uk(ag, bh; cgh) (442)
ηˆxk(g,h) =
α(g, g¯k,h)
α(g,h, h¯g¯k)α(k,g,h)
ηxk(g,h) (443)
to give the basic data of Cˆ×G , which automatically satis-
fies G-crossed consistency conditions. We note that, since
α(g,h,k) = 1 if g, h, or k = 0, the transformations
Uˆk(a0, b0; c0) = Uk(a0, b0; c0) and ηˆx0(g,h) = ηx0(g,h)
with respect to the C0 sector are unchanged by the above
modification. Thus, such modifications of a G-crossed theory
leaves the symmetry action [ρ] : G→ Aut(C0) and symmetry
fractionalization class [w] fixed.
We believe modifications of this type precisely give the
H3(G,U(1)) classification, or, in other words, they generate
all gauge inequivalent G-crossed MTCs for a specified sym-
metry action and symmetry fractionalization class.We refer to
such distinct G-crossed theories with the same symmetry ac-
tion and fractionalization class as having different defect as-
sociativity classes.
It is straightforward to check that when α ∈ B3(G,U(1))
is a 3-coboundary, i.e. when
α(g,h,k) = dε(g,h,k) = ε(h,k)ε(g,hk)
ε(gh,k)ε(g,h)
(444)
for some ε ∈ C2(G,U(1)), that the above modification of the
G-crossed theory by α produces a Cˆ×G that is gauge equivalent
to C×G through the vertex basis and symmetry action gauge
transformations [
Γagbhcgh
]
µν
= ε(g,h)δµν (445)
γag(k) =
ε(g,k)
ε(k, k¯gk)
. (446)
This establishes the fact that one should take a quotient by
B3(G,U(1)), since such modifications are just gauge trans-
formations. What remains to be shown is that every pair of
G-crossed extensions of C0 with the same symmetry action
[ρ] and fractionalization class [w] is related by such a modifi-
cation for some 3-cocycle α ∈ Z3(G,U(1)) and that distinct
cohomology classes [α] give gauge inequivalent solutions. We
do not establish this here, but note that it may be partially ver-
ified (or wholly verified for simple enough examples) using
invariants of the G-crossed or gauged theory, and it is true for
all the examples we study in Sec. X. The classification is es-
tablished in Ref. [81] by working at a higher category level,
with the subsectors Cg (which are C0 bimodules) playing the
role of objects.
In summary, the G-crossed extensions of a MTC C0 for fi-
nite group G are classified by the symmetry action [ρ], the
symmetry fractionalization class [w], which is an element of
a H2[ρ](G,A) torsor, and the defect associativity class, which
is an element of a H3(G,U(1)) torsor. This yields the clas-
sification of 2 + 1 dimensional SET phases for a system in a
topological phase described by a UMTC C0 and an (on-site)
global unitary symmetry described by a finite groupG. Based
on the classification theorem of Ref. [81], we believe that all
of the inequivalent G-crossed extensions can be parameter-
ized in this way.
1. On relabeling topological charges
Before we conclude this section, we emphasize one ad-
ditional point regarding the equivalence of distinct solutions
of the consistency equations for C×G . In some cases, differ-
ent fractionalization classes [w] can be related to each other
by a relabeling of the topological charges in C0, i.e. the
quasiparticle types. In these cases, one might naı¨vely think
that fractionalization classes that are related in this manner
should be identified as the same SET phase, but this is not
correct. The different fractionalization classes classified by
H2[ρ](G,A) should be considered to be associated with dis-
tinct SET phases, even if they are related by a relabeling of
the topological charges in C0.
As a simple example that illustrates the main idea involved
here, consider the case of the Z2 toric code model, for which
the topological charges are {I, e,m, ψ}, and let G = Z2 with
ρ acting trivially on the topological charges (i.e. no permuta-
tions). This example is examined in Sec.X G. In this case, the
fractionalization is classified by H2(Z2,Z2×Z2) = Z2×Z2,
which physically corresponds to whether the e and m quasi-
particles carry fractional Z2 charges. The fractionalization
class where e carries half-integer Z2 charge and m carries in-
teger Z2 charge is therefore related to the one where e carries
integer Z2 charge and m carries half-integer Z2 charge by the
relabeling e ↔ m. Nevertheless, these are distinct phases
of matter. To understand why this is the case, first break the
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global G = Z2 symmetry and pick a single point in phase
diagram (i.e. a single point in the space of Hamiltonians that
realize the Z2 toric code model). At this point in the param-
eter space, we can make a choice of labeling {I, e,m, ψ} for
each of the different types of topological excitations. Next,
we can adiabatically vary the parameters of the Hamiltonian
away from this point, while staying in the same topological
phase. Doing this allows us to extend the labeling {I, e,m, ψ}
of topological excitations to all other points in the phase di-
agram that can be reached adiabatically without closing the
gap. In other words, this provides a way of fixing the labeling
of quasiparticle types, i.e. topological charges, in a consis-
tent way throughout the (adiabatically connected) toric code
phase.
Once the labeling of topological charges has been fixed ev-
erywhere in the toric code phase space, we can then consider
the subset of the toric code phase space that is Z2-symmetric.
The Z2-symmetric phase diagram will break up into disjoint
regions, where different SETs cannot be continuously con-
nected without either breaking the Z2 symmetry or closing
the energy gap and thus passing through a phase transition.
The region where e and m respectively have half-integer and
integer Z2 charge cannot be adiabatically connected to the re-
gion where e and m respectively have integer and half-integer
Z2 charge.
From this simple example, we see that two SETs associ-
ated with different fractionalization classes cannot be adiabat-
ically connected, even if they can be related by relabeling the
topological charges in C0. It is also worth remarking that the
phases are only distinct relative to each other, since the data of
their associated defect theories C×G can be related to each other
by relabeling the topological charges in C0. This is at the heart
of the statement that the set of fractionalization classes is an
H2[ρ](G,A) torsor.
In light of this discussion, we do not allow the relabeling of
the topological charges in C0 when determining whether two
G-crossed theories should be considered equivalent. How-
ever, the argument given above does not apply to the possible
relabeling of G-defects. Specifically, when the G symmetry
is broken, the g-defects are no longer well-defined objects.
Consequently, we expect that distinct G-crossed theories that
can be related by relabeling elements within Cg, for g 6= 0,
should be considered physically equivalent. In Sec. X G 1, we
discuss an example where two solutions for C×G related by dis-
tinct SPT[α]G are equivalent under such a relabeling of the g-
defects. In other words, allowing the relabeling of defect types
within the same Cg sector (with g 6= 0) can relate solutions
associated with distinct classes in H3(G,U(1)). This partic-
ular example was discussed previously from a different per-
spective, using Chern-Simons field theory, in Refs. [52, 140].
Another example of this kind is discussed in Sec. X F.
B. Relation to PSG Framework
At this stage, it is worth understanding how the frame-
work that we have developed for classifying and character-
izing SETs relates to the projective symmetry group (PSG)
classification proposed in Ref. [38]. A complementary discus-
sion can also be found in Ref. [51]. In the PSG formulation,
a topological phase is considered with a low-energy descrip-
tion in terms of a gauge theory with gauge group H and a
global symmetryG. Different PSGs are classified by different
mean-field solutions within a slave-particle framework [1]. A
crucial role is played by group extensions, labelled PSG, of
H by G, which mathematically means PSG/H = G. It is
not clear whether the classification of different slave-particle
mean-field solutions, as originally formulated in Ref. [38], is
equivalent to classifying the group extensions PSG such that
PSG/H = G. Nevertheless, each such mean-field solution
must be described by such a group extension, even if the cor-
respondence is not one-to-one. Here, we will briefly discuss
the problem of classification of such group extensions, and
compare the results to our approach.
WhenG andH are both finite, the mathematical problem of
classifying group extensions has the following solution [141].
One first picks a map ρ˜ : G → Out(H), where Out(H) is
the group of outer automorphisms of H . Different group ex-
tensions are then classified by H2ρ˜(G,Z(H)), where Z(H) de-
notes the center of H . [184] When H is finite and the topo-
logical phase is fully described by a discrete H gauge the-
ory, i.e. C0 is the (untwisted) quantum double of H , then we
see that the classification of distinct group extensions PSG
forms only a subset of the classification that we have de-
veloped in this paper. This is because Z(H) is only a sub-
set of the Abelian anyons A. [185] Furthermore, even when
one specifies the symmetry fractionalization class according
to H2ρ˜(G,Z(H)), there are still additional possibilities for dis-
tinct SETs, as indicated by the H3(G,U(1)) part of the clas-
sification of G-crossed extensions C×G . Through the simple
example of a topological phase described by pure discrete H
gauge theory, we see that these are also not captured by clas-
sifying the different group extensions PSG.
Another important distinction between the PSG approach
and our approach is that the former requires knowledge of
H , which is, in general, not unique and difficult to determine
when given a generic topological phase in terms of an UMTC
C0.
Ref. [53] has proposed an alternative framework, besides
PSG, to classify the SET phases of quantum doubles of a dis-
crete group (i.e. discrete gauge field theories). This classifica-
tion is also incomplete for those classes of states, as it misses
the full set of symmetry fractionalization classes H2[ρ](G,A)
described in this paper.
C. Continuous, Spatial, and Anti-Unitary Symmetries
The theory that we have developed in this paper is most
complete when C is a UMTC, and the symmetry G is a finite,
on-site unitary symmetry. However, much of the framework
we have developed applies more generally as well.
Our general discussion of the symmetry of topological
phases in Sec. III and symmetry fractionalization in Sec. IV
is valid for any general symmetry G. However, when spa-
tial symmeries are considered, there may be additional con-
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straints on what types of symmetry fractionalization are al-
lowed [119–123]. We leave a systematic study of this for fu-
ture work.
When G is continuous, one also requires additional condi-
tions that the maps ρ : G → Aut(C) respect the continuity of
G by mapping all group elements in a single connected com-
ponent of G to the same element of Aut(C). The cochains
valued in A, such as the O and w described in Secs. III and
IV, should similarly respect the continuity of G.
Similarly, the definition of g-defects and the notion of topo-
logically distinct types of g-defects is valid (or can be straight-
forwardly generalized) for any unobstructed unitary symme-
try G, even if it is not discrete and on-site. It is unclear how
to generalize the constructions and formalism of defects to
include anti-unitary symmetries, as the complex conjugation
operation is inherently nonlocal (except when acting on prod-
uct states and operators).
When G is not a finite group, our formalism for G-crossed
UBTCs described in Sec. VI may still be applied as long as
fusion is finite, meaning there are only a finite number of fu-
sion outcomes when fusing two topological charges. The dis-
cussion of G-crossed modularity for general G requires the
further restriction that |Cg| be finite for all g, but again does
not require G to be finite.
When G is a continuous group, the consistency conditions
that we have described in Sec. VI are not complete. In partic-
ular, the basic data of C×G , such as the F , R, U , and η sym-
bols, must somehow reflect the topology and continuity of the
group G. For SPT states, which consist of the case where
the original category C is trivial, it was argued in Ref. [47]
that when G is continuous the classification is given in terms
of Borel cohomology H3B(G,U(1)). In our language, this
amounts to the condition that the F -symbols of C×G be Borel
measurable functions on the group manifold. Therefore a nat-
ural assumption is that SETs with continuous symmetryG are
classified by distinct C×G , with the additional condition that
F , R, U , and η be Borel measurable functions on the group
manifold. However, a detailed study of G-crossed extensions
for continuous G, in addition to the framework for gauging
continuous G, will be left for future work.
In the case where G contains spatial symmetries, such as
translations, rotations, and reflections, we expect that the ba-
sic data and consistency conditions for C×G will be valid, al-
though as mentioned above, additional constraints may need
to be included that would impose additional important rela-
tions on the data of C×G . A systematic study of these will also
be left for future work.
Finally, we note that the classification theorems of Ref. [81]
for C×G and, in particular, the statement that distinct C×G are
fully classified by ([ρ], [t], [α]) require that G is a finite, on-
site unitary symmetry.
X. EXAMPLES
In this section, we consider a number of examples, which
we label by the initial anyon model (UBTC) C0 and the sym-
metry group G. We obtain the data of the corresponding G-
crossed UBTCs C×G by solving the consistency equations, us-
ing various properties and classification theorems when use-
ful, and present as much of the basic data as is reasonable.
We also present explicit derivations of the fusion rules and the
modular data of the corresponding gauged theories C/G.
The purpose of these examples is twofold: (1) to provide
the basic data of C×G and C/G for some of the more inter-
esting and perhaps more physically relevant models, and (2)
to illustrate the different types of nontrivial issues and struc-
tures that may arise when concrete calculations are performed.
Most of the examples examined here have Abelian symme-
try group G, but we thoroughly consider an example with a
non-Abelian symmetry G = S3. We use the final example
to briefly present an example of a non-vanishing H3[ρ](G,A)
obstruction. Partial results from some of the examples that
we examine have also been obtained in previous works [6, 9–
12, 47, 77, 92, 100, 102, 103, 142–144], though mostly using
different methods.
In the following, we adopt the convention that the vacuum
topological charge is always referred to as either 0 or I and
the identity element of G is referred to as either 0 or 1 .
A. Trivial Bosonic State with G symmetry
Consider the case where the starting topological phase C0
is trivial in the sense that it only contains topologically trivial
bosonic excitations, i.e. C0 = {0}, but possesses a symmetry
group G. This would describe a bosonic symmetry-protected
topological (SPT) phase with symmetry group G. In this case
the construction of the extended category C×G is straightfor-
ward. Each Cg contains a single defect type, which will be
denoted by g. Fusion of defects is given by group multipli-
cation, i.e. g × h = gh. Since the fusion category CG will
appear elsewhere, we will refer to it as VecG. Mathemati-
cally, this is the category of G-graded vector spaces. It is a
well-known result that the equivalence classes of F -symbols
under vertex basis gauge transformations are determined by
the 3rd group cohomology H3(G,U(1)) [95, 143]. Given a
3-cocycle α ∈ Z3(G,U(1)), we define the F -symbols as
[F g,h,kghk ]gh,hk = α(g,h,k). (447)
As usual, we require F g,h,k = 1 whenever any of g,h,k is
0, so we always impose this condition on the 3-cocycle α. We
can also always apply the symmetry action gauge transforma-
tion to set Rg,hgh = 1 for all values of g and h. (If these were
nontrivial in this example, we would apply the symmetry ac-
tion gauge transformation γg(h) = [Rg,hgh ]−1 to remove any
nontrivial braiding phases.) The corresponding braiding op-
erators simply involve the G-action of group elements acting
by conjugation. In this case, the corresponding Uk and ηk are
uniquely determined by the G-crossed consistency equations
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to be
Uk(g,h;gh) =
α(g,k, kh)
α(g,h,k)α(k, k¯g, k¯h)
, (448)
ηk(g,h) =
α(g, g¯k,h)
α(g,h, h¯g¯k)α(k,g,h)
. (449)
The H3(G,U(1)) classification of the F -symbols of theG-
crossed extensions C×G for general C is therefore in one-to-
one correspondence with the classification of 2D bosonic SPT
states with symmetry group G developed in Ref. [47]. There-
fore, we see that classifying C×G reproduces the classification
of bosonic SPT states.
The G action on C×G (for C0 trivial) is obviously given sim-
ply by conjugation. Therefore, we immediately obtain the
quasiparticle labels in the gauged theory as a pair ([g], πg)
where [g] = {hgh−1, ∀h ∈ G} is a conjugacy class of G
(i.e. an orbit under G action) and πg is an irreducible projec-
tive representation of the stabilizer group, i.e. the centralizer
of a representative element g ∈ [g]. If we consider trivial F -
symbols on VecG, we see that all U and η can be set to 1. The
anyon content thus agrees exactly with the well-known quan-
tum double construction D(G) of G. In general, the gauged
theory is a twisted quantum double Dα(G) [144–146].
For illustration, let us consider the G-crossed braiding for
G = ZN . Since G is Abelian, in the following we denote
group multiplication in G by addition +. The G-extension is
simply VecαG equipped with a 3-cocycle
α(a, b, c) = e
2piip
N2
a(b+c−[b+c]N ), (450)
where we use the notation [a]N ≡ a mod N . When there is no
ambiguity we will also sometimes drop the subscript and write
[a] instead of [a]N . In this case we find it more illustrative
to choose a gauge in which η ≡ 1. We find the following
solutions to the G-crossed heptagon equations
Raba+b = e
− 2piip
N2
[a]N [b]N e
2piima
N
b. (451)
We can get the U symbols
Uc(a, b; a+ b) = e
− 4piip
N2
c(a+b−[a+b]N )e
2pii
N
c(ma+mb−ma+b),
(452)
where ma ∈ Z. Clearly all the ma’s are symmetry action
gauge redundancy. The topological twists and double braid
are given by
θa = e
− 2piip[a]
2
N
N2 e
2piiama
N , (453)
Raba+bR
ba
a+b = e
− 4piip
N2
[a]N [b]N e
2pii(mba+mab)
N . (454)
It is evident from these expressions thatma can be understood
as the number of ZN charges attached to the defect a, due to
non-universal local energetics. This explains why these solu-
tions should be considered as being gauge equivalent, since in
the extended theory ZN charges are still part of the vacuum
sector.
Let us consider the gauged theory. SinceG is Abelian, each
a ∈ C×G is an G-orbit. They can also carry gauge charges la-
beled again by n ∈ ZN . We therefore obtain |G|2 quasiparti-
cles labeled by (a, n). Their fusion rules are
(a, n)× (a′, n′) (455)
=
(
[a+ a′]N ,
[
n+ n′ − 2p
N
(a+ a′ − [a+ a′]N )
]
N
)
,
where the additional gauge charges come from the nontrivial
symmetry action on the fusion state of the defects. The topo-
logical twist of (a, n) is then
θ(a,n) = e
− 2piip[a]
2
N
N2 e
2piina
N . (456)
These results agree exactly with the twisted quantum double
Dα(ZN ) [144–147].
B. Trivial Fermionic State Z(1)2 with G symmetry
Our next example is to consider a trivial fermionic topo-
logical phase. Even though the fermion is a local excitation
in such a case, it turns out to be useful to view it as a non-
trivial element of the category and therefore to treat it as a
topological charge. To describe such a situation, we use the
UBTC with C0 = {I, ψ} where I is the vacuum charge, ψ is
the fermion, and ψ × ψ = I . C0 should be viewed therefore
as a topological abstraction of gapped fermionic systems with
only short-range entanglement.
The F -symbols and R-symbols are
[Fψψψψ ]ψψ = 1, R
ψψ
I = −1. (457)
Notice that the braiding is not modular, since the S matrix
S =
1√
2
[
1 1
1 1
]
(458)
is singular. We note that our results on classification of sym-
metry fractionalization do not directly apply, since modularity
was an essential part of the argument. Using the notation of
Appendix C, we will denote this category as C0 = Z(1)2 .
Let us consider the extension of C0 by G = Z2. The ex-
tended category is Z2-graded: CG = C0
⊕ Cg, where g is
the non-trivial element of Z2. As explained in Sec. VI A, we
must have Dg = D0 = 2. This leaves two physically distinct
ways of constructing C×G : (1) there is a single non-Abelian de-
fect in Cg with quantum dimension
√
2, denoted by σ, or (2)
there are two Abelian defects in Cg, denoted by σ± and thus
σ± × ψ = σ∓.
Below we will study these two cases in turn. We will
find that each case admits four distinct Z2 extensions C×Z2 ,
for a total of 8 possible Z2 extensions of C0. This repro-
duces the known result for the classification of fermionic SPT
states with unitary on-site Z2 symmetry, which is known to be
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Z8 [148–151]. In fact, this approach can be further general-
ized to fermionic SPT phases with an arbitrary finite symme-
try group G, and the classification is given by three cohomol-
ogy groups H1(G,Z2), H2(G,Z2) and H3(G,U(1)) which
classifies bosonic SPT phases [152].
1. Non-Abelian extensions
We first consider case (1), where there is a single defect
type Cg = {σ}. Since we must have σ¯ = σ and the quan-
tum dimensions must satisfy the formula dadb =
∑
cN
c
abdc,
there fusion rules for σ must be: σ × σ = I + ψ. We
conclude that the extension as a fusion category must be
identical to the Ising theory. The F -symbols of the Ising
category are completely classified, see Eq. (C4). There
are two gauge-inequivalent F -symbols, distinguished by the
Frobenius-Schur indicator κσ = ±1.
In this simple case (G = Z2 with an action that does not
permute any topological charges), we can use a symmetry ac-
tion gauge transformation to pick a gauge in which ηa = 1.
Solving the consistency equations for G-crossed braiding, we
obtain
Rψσσ = iα,R
σψ
σ = iβ
RσσI = ±
√
κσe
ipi8 α, Rσσψ = −iαRσσI
Ug(σ, σ; I) = Ug(σ, σ;ψ) = αβ
Ug(ψ, σ;σ) = Ug(σ, ψ;σ) = αβ
Ug(ψ, ψ; I) = 1.
(459)
Here, α2 = β2 = 1. Notice that β = +1 and −1 give equiv-
alent solutions under symmetry action gauge transformations,
as do the± in RσσI . Thus, we find that, for this case, there are
four distinct Z2 extensions, distinguished by α and κσ .
Let us now gauge the Z2 symmetry. The topological
charges in C/G are (a,±) where a = I , ψ, or σ and where ±
indicates the trivial and alternating irrep, respectively. Since
the mutual braiding phase between ψ and σ is −αβ, the topo-
logical charge (ψ,−αβ) has trivial braiding with (σ,±), since
the irrep± results in a phase±1 when it braids around the de-
fect σ.
Thus, the four distinct C×G yield four distinct C/G, which
we can identify with Ising(n) × Z(1)2 where n = 1, 3, 5, 7.
More explicitly, we have
α = 1,κσ = 1 −→ Ising(1) × Z(1)2
α = 1,κσ = −1 −→ Ising(5) × Z(1)2
α = −1,κσ = 1 −→ Ising(7) × Z(1)2
α = −1,κσ = −1 −→ Ising(3) × Z(1)2 .
(460)
Physically, all these fermionic phases can be realized in
non-interacting spin- 12 superconductors, where the spin up
or down fermions form a class D topological superconduc-
tor with Chern number ν or −ν, respectively, where ν =
1, 3, 5, 7. In other words, this is |ν| copies of px ± ipy
superconductors. The Z2 symmetry is the fermion parity
of spin up fermions. Gauging the Z2 symmetry results in
Ising(ν) × Z(1)2 , where the Z(1)2 corresponds to the spin down
fermions. We will refer to such a fermionic SPT phase as
(px + ipy)
ν × (px − ipy)ν .
2. Abelian extensions
We now consider case (2), where there are two Abelian de-
fect types Cg = {σ+, σ−}. In this case, there are two sets of
fusion rules possible: (a) Z2 × Z2 fusion, i.e. σ+ × σ+ = I
or (b) Z4 fusion, i.e. σ+ × σ+ = ψ.
In case 2(a), the extended theories can be written as prod-
ucts of Z(1)2 with the Z2 SPT theories, which have been
worked out in Sec. X A. This gives two distinct extensions for
this case, corresponding to the two G-crossed theories SPT[α]Z2
with α(g,g,g) = ±1.
In case 2(b), we have CG = VecZ4 , and we will again find
two distinct Z2 extensions. Explicitly, we relate the topologi-
cal charges by I ≡ [0]4, σ+ ≡ [1]4, ψ ≡ [2]4, and σ− ≡ [3]4.
The F -symbols and the G-crossed braiding of VecZ4 have
been completely solved in Sec. X A. We thus continue using
the same notation p to label different 3-cocycles α and ma
which enters the G-crossed R-symbols, see Eqs. (450) and
(451).
However, there are additional constraints now on p and ma
in order to match the C0 sector. Since Fψψψψ = 1, p must be
an even integer. In order to matchRψψI = −1, we should have
(−i)p(−1)m2 = −1. One more constraint can be obtained by
demanding Uc(a, b; [a + b]4) to only depend on [c]2, which
means that ma +mb −ma+b is always even. An immediate
consequence is that m2 is even, so p = 2. In addition, m1
and m3 must have the same parity. Hence in summary we can
parameterize m1,2,3 as
ma = 2na + [a]2m
′, a = 1, 2, 3. (461)
Here m′ = 0 or 1, while na ∈ Z. The R-symbols and U -
symbols become
Raba+b = e
−pii4 [a]4[b]4(−1)nabim′b[a]2
Uc(a, b; a+ b) = (−1)c(na+nb−na+b)im′([a]2+[b]2−[a+b]2).
(462)
One can easily see the factor (−1)nab in Raba+b can be re-
moved by a symmetry action gauge transformation. There-
fore, as previously mentioned, there are two distinct types of
G-crossed braiding given by m′ = 0, 1. From the R-symbols,
we can compute the topological twists and braiding statistics
to be
θσ+ = R
σ+σ+
ψ = e
−pii4 (−1)n1im′
θσ− = R
σ−σ−
ψ = e
−pii4 (−1)n3(−i)m′
Rσ+ψσ− R
ψσ+
σ− = −(−1)n2
Rσ−ψσ+ R
ψσ−
σ+ = −(−1)n2
R
σ−σ+
I R
σ+σ−
I = −i(−1)n1+n3+m
′
(463)
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Next, we can gauge the symmetry of these theories. We la-
bel the topological charges in C/G by (a, α) where a ∈ Z4
and α = ±1. We can set na = 0 and assume m′ = 0 for
simplicity, then all U symbols are 1. The fusion rules of the
gauged theory are then simply given by: (a, α) × (b, β) =
([a + b]4, αβ). We observe that (2,−) has trivial full braid-
ing with all other topological charge types and that we can
write the topological charges with − irreps as (a,−) = ([a+
2]4,+) × (2,−). In this manner, we can write the theory as
the productZ(1)2 ×Z(−1/2)4 , where the Z(1)2 corresponds to the
topological charges {(0,+), ([2],−)} and the Z(−1/2)4 corre-
sponds to the topological charges {(a,+)|a = 0, 1, 2, 3}. For
m′ = 1, we similarly obtain the gauged theory Z(1)2 × Z(1/2)4 .
Thus, we have two distinct gauged theories for case 2(b), one
for each distinct G-crossed extension.
The Z2-crossed extensions discussed here should not be
confused with a different concept, which is referred to as a
modular extension of fermions. Physically, a modular exten-
sion of fermions corresponds to gauging the Z2 symmetry of
fermion parity conservation, such that there are no indepen-
dent (bosonic) Z2 charges other than the ψ fermions them-
selves. The extended category in such a modular extension
will, by definition, be a modular one and will be braided in
the usual sense (as opposed to G-crossed braided). In con-
trast, Z2-crossed extensions considered in this section are dif-
ferent, as bosonic Z2 charges are allowed, and the braiding is
G-crossed.
In summary, we have found four Abelian Z2-crossed exten-
sions of Z(1)2 (one of which is trivial), all of which can be real-
ized again in non-interacting superconductors as (p + ip)ν ×
(p−ip)ν as described previously, but with even Chern number
ν = 0, 2, 4, 6. We notice that ν = 0 is the trivial extension,
ν = 4 corresponds to taking the product of the trivial fermion
theory with a (nontrivial) bosonicZ2 SPT [153], and the other
two are nontrivial fermionic SPT phases [74, 148].
C. Semions Z(±
1
2
)
2 with Z2 symmetry
In this section, we examine the semion theory for G = Z2.
The semion theory Z(±
1
2 )
2 consists of only two topological
charges C0 = {I, s}, where s is a semion with fusion s×s = I
and topological twist θs = ±i. Such a theory would describe
the topological properties of the bosonic ν = 1/2 Laugh-
lin FQH state. The nontrivial F -symbols and R-symbols are
F ssss = −1 and Rs,sI = ±i. We will focus on the Z
( 12 )
2 theory
in this section.
Since there is only one nontrivial topological charge type,
the symmetry action does not permute topological charge val-
ues. As discussed at the end of Sec. III C, this automati-
cally means the obstruction vanishes and we can set O = I .
The symmetry fractionalization is classified byH2(Z2,Z2) =
Z2, which gives two equivalence classes corresponding to
w(g,g) = I and s, respectively. Physically, these two co-
homology classes correspond to whether the semion carries a
Z2 charge of 0 or 12 . The two fractionalization classes corre-
spond to distinct fusion rules for the Z2 defects, which are,
respectively, given by: g×g = I or g×g = s. In the follow-
ing, we focus on the latter case and systematically work out
the gauging procedure (although there are other simpler ways
to get the gauged theory). We will use a choice of gauge in
which ηs(g,g) = 1.
First, we construct the CZ2 theory. For the nontrivial
H2(Z2,Z2) class w(g,g) = s, we have Cg = {σ+, σ−},
and σ+ × σ+ = s. The extended category has the same
fusion rules as VecZ4 , similar to one of the Z2 extension of
fermions discussed in Sec. X B. As such, we again identify
I ≡ [0], s ≡ [2], σ+ ≡ [1], σ− ≡ [3]. The F -symbols are
given in Eq. (450). In order to match the C0 sector, we must
have α([2], [2], [2]) = F ssss = −1, and, hence, p must be an
odd integer.
The G-crossed braiding of VecZ4 were found to be
Rab[a+b] = e
−piip8 [a]4[b]4e
2piima
4 b, (464)
Uc(a, b) = e
−piip4 c(a+b−[a+b]4)e
pii
2 c(ma+mb−ma+b).(465)
Here ma are arbitrary integers. The analysis is very similar to
the AbelianZ2 extension of Z(1)2 except that now the C0 sector
is different. We will not repeat the steps, but just give the final
result: p = −1, and
ma = 2na + [a]2m
′, a = 1, 2, 3, (466)
where m′ = 0 or 1, and na ∈ Z.
From the R-symbols, we can compute the topological
twists and braiding statistics
θ+ = R
σ+σ+
s = e
pii
8 (−1)n1 im′
θ− = Rσ−σ−s = −e
pii
8 (−1)n3(−i)m′
Rσ+sσ− R
sσ+
σ− = i(−1)m
′+n2
Rσ−sσ+ R
sσ−
σ+ = −i(−1)m
′+n2
R
σ−σ+
I R
σ+σ−
I = e
3pii
4 (−1)n1+n3
(467)
The integer m′ taking the values 0 or 1 corresponds to two
distinct solutions for C×G . This corresponds to the two dis-
tinct possible values of H3(Z2,U(1)) = Z2. Therefore, we
find that the distinct Z2-crossed extensions of the semion the-
ory are indeed in one-to-one correspondence with the different
choices of H2(G,A) = Z2 and H3(G,U(1)) = Z2.
We now describe the gauged theory. The topological
charges in the gauged theory are parameterized by ([a], α)
where a ∈ Z4 and α = ±1 labels the Z2 irreps (trivial and
alternating, respectively). The fusion rules are given by
(a, α) × (b, β) = ([a+ b]4, αβUg(a, b)). (468)
We can verify that the fusion algebra Eq. (468) is isomorphic
to those of a Z8 theory. For the solution with m′ = 0, the
gauged theory is Z(1/2)8 , which is equivalent to a U(1)8 Chern-
Simons theory. For m′ = 1, the gauged theory is Z(5/2)8 .
The original semion theory can then be obtained from these
gauged theories by condensing the bosonic quasiparticle [4]8
in the Z8 theories.
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Physically, the nontrivial Z2-crossed extension of the
semion model with m′ = 0 can be constructed by starting
from a Kalmeyer-Laughlin chiral spin liquid with U(1) Sz ro-
tational symmetry [154], where the semions carry half U(1)
charges, and then breaking the U(1) down to a Z2 subgroup
to obtain a Z2 symmetry-enriched semion theory.
D. Semions Z(±
1
2
)
2 with Z2 × Z2 symmetry
We consider the semion theory C0 = {I, s} with symmetry
group G = Z2 × Z2 ≡ {1 , X, Y, Z}. Again because there is
no permutation, the obstruction O is identically I . The sym-
metry fractionalization classes are given by H2(G,Z2) = Z32.
Among the 7 nontrivial 2nd cohomology classes, three are just
the nontrivial cocycle in H2(Z2,Z2) for the three Z2 sub-
groups, which has been considered in the previous section.
Thus, we will focus on other four cohomology classes, which
are distinguished by w(g,g),g = X,Y, Z subject to the con-
straint w(X,X)w(Y, Y )w(Z,Z) = s.
1. w(g,g) = s, ∀g 6= 1
First we consider the case where the 2-cocyclew(g,g) = s
for g = X,Y, Z . The extended theory has Cg = {σ+g , σ−g }
where g = X,Y, Z and σ±g = s×σ∓g . The fusion rules of the
extended theory can be easily obtained from the 2-cocycles:
σ+g × σ+g = σ−g × σ−g = s
σ+X × σ+Y = σ+Z , σ+Y × σ+X = σ−Z
(469)
The other fusion rules can be obtained by cyclic permutation
combined with the relation between σ+g and σ−g . We notice
that the fusion rules match exactly with the multiplication ta-
ble of the quaternion group Q8. In other words, CG ≃ VecQ8 .
The F -symbols are then classified by H3(Q8,U(1)) = Z8.
Four of them can match the F -symbols of C1 .
In order to make sense of G-crossed braiding, we need to
extend the symmetry action onto the Cg sector. For example,
we must have
X : σ±X → σ±X , σ±Y → σ∓Y , σ±Z → σ∓Z . (470)
The action of Y andZ can be obtained by cyclic permutations.
We have checked that the G-crossed hexagon equations have
solutions with the help of Mathematica. Interestingly, we can
set all the ηa(g,h) to 1 except a = s and ηs is a nontrivial
2-cocycle in H2(G,U(1)), which is the expected result.
Let us now consider the gauged theory. With the symme-
try action given in Eq. (470), for g 6= 1 each Cg forms an
orbit under G. For g = X,Y, Z , the stabilizer group of the
orbit {σ+g , σ−g } is the Z2 subgroup generated by g. So we get
3 × 2 = 6 anyons with quantum dimension d = 2. Their
topological twists can be computed from the G-crossed R-
symbols, and all of them have ±eipi8 twist factor. For the C1
sector, the stabilizer group is the whole Z2×Z2. The vacuum
simply splits according to the linear irreducible representa-
tions of G, which gives four d = 1 Abelian anyons. However,
the semion carries a projective representation ofZ2×Z2, since
the factor set ηs belongs to the nontrivial cohomology class in
H2(Z2 × Z2,U(1)) = Z2. It is well-known that there is a
unique two-dimensional irreducible representation with this
factor set ηs up to similarity, essentially given by Pauli ma-
trices. According to Sec. VIII B, this implies that the semion
becomes a d = 2 non-Abelian quasiparticle in the gauged the-
ory with the topological twist still being i. Therefore, we find
there are 7 non-Abelian anyons with d = 2 and four Abelian
ones, for a total of 11 anyons.
Another way to obtain the number of anyons is to compute
the ground state degeneracy of the gauged theory on the torus,
as described in Sec. VIII D. To do this, note that the sys-
tem can have twisted sectors with group elements in Z2 ×Z2.
This implies 1 untwisted sector and 15 twisted sectors. The
untwisted sector has two invariant states. The twisted sec-
tors can be understood as follows. There are 3 twisted sectors
where there is a twist only along the longitudinal cycle and no
twist along the meridian. In each such twisted sector in C×G ,
there are 2 states. However from the Z2 × Z2 action it is easy
to see that only one state is invariant under the symmetry and
survives the gauging. Therefore, the sectors with twists only
along the longitudinal and not the meridian yields 3 states,
and similarly for sectors with twists only along the meridian
and not the longitudinal cycles. For sectors with twists along
both cycles, it can be easily verified that the sectors (g,h)
with g 6= h contain no states, while sectors of the form (g,g)
contain one state. Therefore the twisted sectors in total yield
9 states. Combined with the untwisted sector, we find a torus
degeneracy of 11 for the gauged theory. This implies that there
are 11 distinct quasiparticles, as explained above.
One can obtain the fusion rules of the gauged theory using
the solutions of the G-crossed consistency equations, but we
choose to use a different method, namely gauging the symme-
try sequentially. Without loss of generality, we first gauge the
Z2 subgroup {1 , Z}. Since w(Z,Z) = s, from the previous
subsection we have learnt that gauging this subgroup results
in a U(1)8 theory. The otherZ2 group then has a nontrivial ac-
tion in the U(1)8 theory, namely it acts as a charge conjugation
symmetry. We will discuss the charge conjugation symmetry
in U(1)8 theory in more detail in Section X F. Here we note
that the gauged theory can be understood in terms of the Z2
orbifold of a U(1)8 CFT, which was analyzed in Ref. [100].
Interestingly, it can also be understood as the D2 ≡ Z2 × Z2
orbifold of the SU(2)1 CFT, which fits naturally within our
approach. The gauged theory can be identified with SO(8)2.
To have a physical realization of the semion theory with this
Z2 × Z2 symmetry, one can start from a chiral spin liquid in
spin- 12 systems, which has SO(3) spin rotational symmetry.
The semion carries spin-1/2, i.e. a projective representation
of the SO(3) symmetry. One can then break the SO(3) sym-
metry down to the Z2 × Z2 subgroup, i.e. π rotations around
three orthogonal axes. We can explicitly write down the local
unitary operators on a semion:
UX = iσx, UY = iσy, UZ = iσz. (471)
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Apparently U2g = −1 so eiφs(g,g) = −1. This is the familiar
fact that spin-1/2 acquires a π phase after a 2π rotation.
2. Other cocycles and obstruction to defining C×G
We now turn to the other three cocycles, which has two
s and one I among w(g,g),g = X,Y, Z . Without loss of
generality we consider w(X,X) = w(Y, Y ) = I,w(Z,Z) =
s. The fusion rules of the defects can be worked out as before:
σ±X × σ±X = σ±Y × σ±Y = I, σ±Z × σ±Z = s
σ+X × σ+Y = σ+Z , σ+Y × σ+X = σ−Z
σ+Y × σ+Z = σ−X , σ+Z × σ+Y = σ+Z
σ+Z × σ+X = σ−Y , σ+X × σ+Z = σ+Y
(472)
The other fusion rules can be obtained using the relation be-
tween σ+g and σ−g . With these fusion rules, we see that CG ≃
VecD8 . Here D8 = Z4 ⋊ Z2 is the dihedral group of order 8.
The F -symbols are classified by H3(D8,U(1)) = Z22 × Z4.
Among the 16 classes, 8 of them can match the C0 sector.
Therefore, the extended category as a usual fusion category
does exist. However, we find that the G-crossed consistency
equations admit no solutions. Therefore the extended cate-
gory has no G-crossed braiding. This implies that the symme-
try action can not be consistently extended to the whole CG
and therefore we cannot continue our gauging procedure. In
other words, there is an obstruction to gauging the symmetry.
This is in full agreement with the result obtained in Ref. [92]
using a different method. The physical meaning of this is
that the semion theory with such a symmetry fractionaliza-
tion class cannot exist in 2+1 dimensions, but could possibly
exist at the surface of a 3+1 dimensional system, as discussed
in Ref. [92].
E. Z(p)N Anyons with N odd and Z2 symmetry
In this subsection we consider Z2 symmetry in the Z(p)N
anyon model where N is odd and p is integer. Z(p)N has N
distinct topological charges, labeled by a = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
The fusion rules are just given by addition moduloN : a×b =
[a+ b]N . The F -symbols are all trivial and the R-symbols are
given by
Rab[a+b]N = e
2piipab
N . (473)
Physically, these models show up in the mathematical descrip-
tion of ν = 1m Laughlin FQH states with m odd, which
have the same topological order as Z(2)m × Z(1)2 . These the-
ories have a Aut(Z(p)N ) = Z2 topological symmetry associ-
ated with charge-conjugation, which is given by the action
[a] → [−a] [12, 155]. A twist defect associated with the per-
mutation of quasiparticles into quasiholes can be engineered
in the Laughlin state by creating a superconducting trench in
the bulk, or as a superconducting/magnetic domain wall on
the edge of a fractional topological insulator [9–12].
We have two choices for the map ρ : Z2 → Aut(Z(p)N ). It
can either map both elements of Z2 to the identity element of
Aut(Z(p)N ), or it can map the non-trivial element of Z2 to the
non-trivial element of Aut(Z(p)N ). Here we will consider the
latter case.
First we calculate the symmetry fractionalization classes
H2ρ(Z2,ZN ). The cocycle condition simplifies to
gw(g,g) = w(g,g). (474)
Therefore w(g,g) must be a g-invariant charge. In fact, this
holds for any g of order 2, i.e. g2 = 0. Since N is odd, there
is no fixed point under the G action, hence H2ρ (Z2,ZN ) = 0.
As discussed in Sec. VII B, since there are no g-invariant
topological charges in C0, we have |Cg| = 1. In other words,
there is exactly one type of defect, which will be denoted by σ.
We can also prove this statement directly from associativity of
the fusion rules without using modularity. If there is another
defect σ′, it must be related to σ by fusing with some a ∈
C0 ≡ Z(p)N . Assume σ′ = σ × a. When a is taken around
the defect it becomes [−a]N , which implies that σ × a =
σ× [−a]N = σ′. We then conclude σ′×a = σ′× [−a]N = σ
and thus σ × a2 = σ. Using this relation, we calculate σ′ =
σ × [−a]N again to be
σ× [−a]N = σ× a2 × a2 × · · · a2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
2
= (σ× a2)× · · ·a2 = σ,
(475)
which proves σ′ = σ.
The fusion rules of σ can be easily obtained to be
σ × a = a× σ = σ (476)
σ × σ =
∑
a∈C0
a. (477)
The fusion category CG = C0 ⊕ Cg is known as the Tambara-
Yamagami category [156]. The F -symbols of CG are com-
pletely classified in Ref. [156] and are given by the F -symbols
of the original category C0, together with:
[F aσbσ ]σσ = [F
σaσ
b ]σσ = χ(a, b),
[F σσσσ ]ab =
κσ√
N
χ−1(a, b), (478)
Here χ is a U(1)-valued function on ZN × ZN , satisfying
χ(a, b) = χ(b, a)
χ(ab, c) = χ(a, b)χ(b, c),
χ(a, bc) = χ(a, b)χ(a, c),
(479)
together with normalization condition χ(0, a) = χ(a, 0) =
1. Such a χ is called a symmetric bi-character. κσ = ±1
is the Frobenius-Schur indicator of the g defect. It is worth
mentioning that the two solutions of F -symbols distinguished
byκσ is directly related toH3(Z2,U(1)) = Z2. Interestingly,
this fusion category CG does not admit braiding in the usual
sense.
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We now consider G-crossed braiding. First we gauge fix η.
It is easy to see that using symmetry-action gauge transforma-
tions we can set ησ(g,g) all to 1. For ηa(g,g), they transform
under the symmetry-action gauge transformations as follows:
ηˇa(g,g) = γ[−a](g)γa(g)ηe(g,g) (480)
In addition, the associavitity constraint on η yields
η[−a](g,g) = ηa(g,g). (481)
Therefore we can also choose γa(g) and γ[−a](g) to set all
ηa(g,g) to 1. We notice that the remaining symmetry-based
gauge transformations are γσ(g) being ±1.
With this gauge fixing, we find the following solutions to
the G-crossed braiding consistency equations:
χ(a, b) = Raba+b = e
2piipab
N ,
Rσaσ = s(a)(−1)pae−
piipa2
N , Raσσ = (−1)pae−
piipa2
N
Rσσa = γ(−1)pae
piipa2
N
γ2 =
κσ√
N
N−1∑
n=0
(−1)pne−piipn
2
N .
(482)
We have chosen η ≡ 1, which is possible since G = Z2. Here
s(a) ≡ Ug(σ, σ, a) = ±1 is an arbitrary sign with a constraint
s(a) = s(−a). We notice that none of the Ug are intrinsic in
the sense that they are all essentially maps between different
splitting spaces, except Ug(σ, σ; 0) = 1.
Having obtained the R-symbols, we can formally calculate
the topological spin:
θσ =
∑
a
da
dσ
Rσσa = γ
∗. (483)
We can also calculate the G-crossed modular matrices:
S =

S0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 γ2e
pii
4 c−
 ,
T =

T0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 γ∗
0 0 γ∗ 0
 .
(484)
Here S0, T0 are the topological S and T matrices for the Z(p)N
theory. The basis states of the twisted sectors are chosen to be
|0(0,g)〉, |σ(g,0)〉, |σ(g,g)〉 (in this order). It is straightforward
to check that S, T form a representation of SL(2,Z).
We now proceed to derive the properties of the gauged the-
ory C/G. Under the group action the extended category is
divided into N+12 orbits: [0], {[a], [−a]}, σ. The stabilizer
subgroups are Z2 for [0] and σ, and trivial for the N−12 or-
bits {[a], [−a]}. Therefore the vacuum should split into a Z2
even charge ([0],+) ≡ I (i.e. the vacuum in C/G) and a Z2
odd charge ([0],−) ≡ e (i.e. the Z2 charge) which satisfies
e2 = I . The orbits {[a], [−a]}, 1 ≤ a ≤ N−12 become N−12
non-Abelian anyons with d = 2, which we label by φa. Their
fusion rules are given by:
φa × φb =
{
φmin(a+b,N−a−b) + φ|a−b| a 6= b
I + e+ φmin(2a,N−2a) a = b
(485)
We turn to the defect sectors. As we have argued, there is
one defect in the extended theory, which should split into two
(σ,±) in C/G. They have the same quantum dimensions√N .
Their fusion rules are
(σ,+)× (σ,+) = I +
∑
a
φa,
(σ,+)× (σ,−) = e +
∑
a
φa. (486)
Therefore, C/G has 2+ N−12 +2 = N+72 topological charges.
To further identify the gauged theory, we calculate the topo-
logical twists. The twist factors of φa are identical to a (or
[−a]N), so we have θφa = e
2piipa2
N
. We find that when
p = N−12 , i.e. C0 = SU(N)1, the gauged theory is equiv-
alent to the SO(N)2 category. We can confirm this by com-
puting the twist factor of the defects. The Gauss sum in
the expression of γ2 evaluates to e− 2pii8 (N−1) and we obtain
θ2σ = (γ
∗)2 = κi
N−1
2 , consistent with SO(N)2 when κ = 1.
The gauged theories for κ = −1 as well as the other Z(p)N are
Galois conjugates of SO(N)2.
We note that the relation between the Z3 theory and the
gauged theory SO(3)2 = SU(2)4 was previously observed in
Refs. [75, 102, 157].
F. Z(p+
1
2
)
N Anyons with N even and Z2 symmetry
Here we consider Z2 symmetry in the Z
(p+ 12 )
N anyon model
where N is even and p is integer. This model has N topo-
logical charges labeled by a = 0, . . . , N − 1 whose fusion
rule is again given by addition mod N . The F -symbols and
R-symbols are given by
F abca+b+c = e
i pi
N
a([b]+[c]−[b+c]),
Raba+b = e
2pii
N
(p+ 12 )[a][b]. (487)
p = 0 represents the topological order of the well-known
U(1)N Chern-Simons theory, which describes the bosonic
ν = 1/N Laughlin FQH states.
This theory has a topological symmetry Aut
(
Z
(p+ 12 )
N
)
=
Z2 associated with charge conjugation, which is given by the
action [a]→ [−a]. As in the previous section, we consider the
case where the ρ : Z2 → Aut
(
Z
(p+ 12 )
N
)
maps the non-trivial
element in the symmetry group Z2 to the non-trivial element
of Aut
(
Z
(p+ 12 )
N ). Because N is even, the anyon
N
2 is a fixed
point under g. This implies that the second cohomology group
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H2ρ(Z2,ZN ) = Z2 when N is even. To see this, note that
the cocycle condition has a solution w(g,g) = [N/2]. Since
a coboundary is always ga × a = [0], this solution indeed
represents a nontrivial cohomology class.
Due to the existence of one Z2 invariant anyon in C0 ≡
Z
(p+ 12 )
N , there are two species of twist defects, labeled by σ±.
Their fusion rules are
σ+ × σ+ =
∑
a even
[a]N
σ+ × σ− =
∑
a odd
[a]N
σ± × [a]N =
{
σ± a even
σ∓ a odd
(488)
The quantum dimensions of the defects are dσ± =
√
N
2 .
Let us first consider N = 2m where m is an odd integer.
We have a decompositionZ(p+
1
2 )
2m = Z
(2p+1)
m ×Z(mp+
m
2 )
2 . The
mapping is given by
[a]2m ↔
([
a+m[a]2
2
]
m
, [a]2
)
. (489)
We can easily see that the Z2 action induces the charge con-
jugation symmetry on the Zm theory. The anyon [m]2m is
actually a semion, and the symmetry fractionalization classes
H2(Z2,ZN ) = Z2 only affect the semion theory, which was
considered in Sec. X C.
Next we consider a simple but nontrivial example with
N = 4. The nontrivial cocyle w(g,g) = [2]. By solving
the pentagon equations for CG, we find there are four gauge-
inequivalent solutions [158], distinguished by the Frobenius-
Schur indicators of the defects: κσ+ = ±1,κσ− = ±1.
This should be contrasted with theZ2-extended toric code dis-
cussed in the next subsection, where similarly there are two
types of Z2 defects, but with identical Frobenius-Schur indi-
cators. In fact, the appearance of solutions where σ± have
different Frobenius-Schur indicator is closely related to the
existence of a nontrivial 2-cocycle in H2ρ(Z2,Z4).
Physically, the nontrivial 2-cocycle implies that both [1] and
[3] carry a “half” Z2 charge, while being permuted under the
Z2 action. To see this explicitly, we can calculate the symme-
try fractionalization phases ηa(g,g). The cocycle condition
implies η[1](g,g) = η[3](g,g). We also have
ωa(g,g) = βa(g,g)η
−1
a (g,g) (490)
being a character on Z4, so ωa(g,g) = e
ipi
2 an where n ∈ Z4.
See the discussions around Eq. (153) for more details. By
directly solving the F -symbol invariance condition Eq. (87),
we find β[1](g,g) = β[3](g,g) = 1, β[2](g,g) = −1. These
together implies n = 0 or n = 2. Apparently n = 2 is the
nontrivial solution, with η[1](g,g) = η[3](g,g) = −1. This
confirms that [1] and [3] indeed carry half Z2 charges.
Since σ+ × [1] = σ+ × [3] = σ−, one expects that either
σ+ or σ− has to carry a half Z2 charge, while the other has a
trivial Z2 charge. The half Z2 charge changes the Frobenius-
Schur indicator of one of the two defects. In addition to this,
we can change the F -symbols by a nontrivial 3-cocycle in
H3(Z2,U(1)), which actually amounts to gluing a Z2 SPT
state, changing their Frobenius-Schur indicators simultane-
ously. However, the solutions with κσ± = ±1 and the one
with κσ± = ∓1 are clearly related by relabeling the two de-
fects. Therefore, allowing relabeling defects reduces the num-
ber of distinct solutions solutions from four to three.
After gauging, we find that the solution (κσ+ , κσ−) =
(1, 1) becomes Ising×Ising, and the solution (κσ+ , κσ−) =
(−1,−1) becomes Ising(5) × Ising(3). The other two solu-
tions collapse to Ising(3) × Ising(1).
G. ZN -Toric Code D(ZN ) with Z2 symmetry
The anyon model D(ZN ) arises as the quantum double of
ZN [159]. Physically they can be realized by ZN general-
izations of Kitaev’s toric code model, or as ZN lattice gauge
theories. The anyons are gauge charges (the unit of which is
denoted by e), gauge fluxes (the unit of which is denoted by
m) and their bound states, the dyons. So there are N2 anyon
labels a = (a1, a2) ≡ ea1ma2 , a1, a2 = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, with
e ≡ (1, 0),m ≡ (0, 1). Their fusion rules are straithforward:
(a1, a2)× (b1, b2) = ([a1 + a2]N , [b1 + b2]N ), i.e. they form
a ZN × ZN fusion algebra. The F -symbols of the theory are
all trivial and the R-symbols are given by Ra,b = e 2piiN a2b1 .
Aut(D(ZN )) is generally a complicated group. Besides
the trivial action, we can easily identify two Z2 symmetries:
(1) ρg(e) = m, ρg(m) = e. This is known as the electric-
magnetic duality symmetry, and can be realized in a slightly
different formulation of the toric code model by Wen [160] as
lattice translations [4, 7]. Alternatively, one can also realize
this type of symmetry of a ZN toric code in an on-site fash-
ion [161]. (2) ρg(e) = eN−1, ρg(m) = mN−1, this is sort of
a charge conjugation symmetry. In this section we consider
the trivial action and the electric-magnetic duality symmetry.
We first calculate the symmetry fractionalization class.
Since the F symbols of D(ZN ) are all trivial, the obstruc-
tion can be set to I identically. The Abelian anyons form a
group ZN × ZN . (1) The action on the charge label set ρ is
trivial. We generally have w(g,g) = en1mn2 . It is easy to
see that when N is odd, this is a coboundary w = dz where
z(g) = e2
−1n1m2
−1n2
, with 2−1 being the inverse of 2 in
ZN . For even N , if either of n1, n2 is odd, it is a nontrivial
cocycle. (2) The action on the charge label set is the electric-
magnetic duality symmetry. As we have shown in Eq. (474),
w(g,g) must be a g-invariant anyon, so w(g,g) = enmn
where n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. However, this is a coboundary
since enmn = ρg(en) × en. Therefore we have shown that
H2ρ(Z2,ZN × ZN ) = 0.
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1. Trivial action
We now consider the Z2 toric code with trivial symme-
try action on the label set. We denote the four anyons by
I, e,m, ψ where ψ = e × m. Using our previous labeling,
e = (1, 0),m = (0, 1) and ψ = (1, 1). There are four frac-
tionalization classes, given by w(g,g) = I, e,m, ψ.
There are four defects which are labeled by σI , σe, σm, σψ
where σa = σI × a for a = e,m, ψ. They all satisfy σ2a =
w(g,g).
We will not show the complete set of G-crossed braided
data of the extended category, but just give the G-crossed in-
variants T 2 (with all η set to 1). For w(g,g) = m, we find
θ2σI = θ
2
σm = (−1)p, θ2σe = θ2σψ = −(−1)p. (491)
Here p = 0, 1. We notice that the two solutions are related by
gluing a Z2 SPT state. For w(g,g) = ψ, we have
θ2σI = θ
2
σm = i(−1)p, θ2σe = θ2σψ = −i(−1)p. (492)
However, we must keep in mind that the topological charge
labels of the defects are arbitrary. For example, which of the
defect is defined as σI is an arbitrary choice. We can redefine
σ′I = σe, σ
′
e = σI , σ
′
m = σψ , σ
′
ψ = σm and the two so-
lutions become identical. In other words, gluing a nontrivial
H3(Z2,U(1)) solution does not give distinct G-crossed ex-
tensions for the three nontrivial fractionalization classes. This
phenomena was observed in Refs. [52, 140] using a Chern-
Simons field theory approach.
2. Electric-magnetic duality symmetry
To understand the extended category and the gauged the-
ory, we notice that for N odd we have the following decom-
position of D(ZN ): D(ZN ) = Z(1)N × Z(−1)N . To make it
explicit, the Z(±1)N subcategory are formed by (k,±k), k =
0, 1, . . . , N − 1. In the decomposition, the symmetry only
acts on the Z(−1)N sector and the extension problem has been
thouroughly analyzed in the previous subection. Therefore the
gauged theory is Z(1)N ×(Z(−1)N /Z2). Similar results have been
obtained previously in Ref. [103].
For even N , such a decomposition no longer exists. Let
us consider N = 2 as an illustrating example [17, 52, 103].
Because ψ is a fixed point under the G action, there are two
species of twist defects labeled by σ+ and σ−. They differ by
fusion with an e or m anyon:
σ+ × σ+ = σ− × σ− = I + ψ
σ+ × σ− = e+m
σ+ × e = σ+ ×m = σ−.
(493)
The Z2 action can be straightforwardly extended to defects:
ρg(σ±) = σ±.
The F -symbols of the extended category can be found:
F aσbσ = F
σaσ
b = (−1)a1b1 , [F σσσσ ]ab =
κ√
2
(−1)a1b1 .
(494)
We then solve for the R-symbols from the G-crossed con-
sistency equations. Similar to the gauge fixing done in Sec.
X E, we can set all η to 1 and solve the G-crossed heptagon
equations to get
Rσ−,a = (−1)a1Rσ+,a, Rσ+,a = saia1
Ra,σ− = Ra,σ+ , Ra,σ+R
ga,σ+ = (−1)a1a2
R
σ+,σ+
I = s+
√
κeisψ
pi
8 , R
σ−,σ−
I = s−
√
κe−isψ
pi
8
R
σ+,σ+
ψ = s+
√
κe−isψ
3pi
8 , R
σ−,σ−
ψ = s−
√
κeisψ
3pi
8
Rσ+,σ−e = −iseRσ+,σ+I , Rσ+,σ−m = smRσ+,σ+I
Rσ−,σ+e = iseR
σ−,σ−
I , R
σ−,σ+
m = smR
σ−,σ−
I
(495)
Here sa is a Z2 character on the fusion group, i.e. sasb = sab,
and s± = ±1. Notice that (Rψσ+)2 = −1, so Rψσ+σ+ = s′ψi
where s′ψ = ±1. Notice that s± and s′ψ are all symmetry
action gauge degrees of freedoms.
We also find all the U symbols which are invariant under
vertex-based gauge transformations:
Ug(σ+, σ+; I) = 1, Ug(σ+, σ+, ψ) = sψs
′
ψ
Ug(σ−, σ−; I) = 1, Ug(σ−, σ−, ψ) = −sψs′ψ
Ug(σ+, ψ, σ+) = Ug(ψ, σ+, σ+) = sψs
′
ψ
Ug(σ−, ψ, σ−) = Ug(ψ, σ−, σ−) = −sψs′ψ
Ug(ψ, ψ; I) = 1
(496)
We can recognize that two subcategories {I, ψ, σ+} and
{I, ψ, σ−} closely resemble the Z2-crossed braided Ising cat-
egory discussed in Section X B. The topological twists of the
defects are given by
θσ± = s±
√
κe±isψ
pi
8 . (497)
So the two Ising subcategories are conjugate to each other and
thus flipping the value of sψ = ±1 is equivalent to relabeling
σ+ and σ−, and the same is true for the remaining sign ambi-
guity se. Therefore, we have found that there are two gauge-
inequivalent G-crossed extensions labeled by κ = ±1. In the
following we set s′ψ = s± = 1.
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The G-crossed modular S and T matrices are given by:
S =

S0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1√
2
1√
2
0 0
0 0 0 − sψ√
2
sψ√
2
0 0
0 1√
2
− sψ√
2
0 0 0 0
0 1√
2
sψ√
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 κ
0 0 0 0 0 κ 0

,
T =

T0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 κ
1
2 e
ipi
8 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 κ
1
2 e−
ipi
8
0 0 0 κ
1
2 e
ipi
8 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 κ
1
2 e−
ipi
8 0 0

.
(498)
Here the basis states for the twisted sectors are chosen to be
|I(0,g)〉, |ψ(0,g)〉, |σ(g,0)+ 〉, |σ(g,0)− 〉, |σ(g,g)+ 〉, |σ(g,g)− 〉.
Now let us consider the gauged theory. There are nine topo-
logical charges, labeled by (I, s), (ψ, s), (σ±, s), Y where
s = ±1 and Y corresponds to the orbit {e,m} so dY = 2.
A straightforward application of Eq. (407) yields the follow-
ing fusion rules:
(ψ, s)× (σ+, s′) = (σ+, ss′)
(ψ, s)× (σ−, s′) = (σ−,−ss′)
(σ+, s)× (σ+, s′) = (I, ss′) + (ψ, ss′)
(σ−, s)× (σ−, s′) = (I, ss′) + (ψ,−ss′)
(σ+, s)× (σ−, s′) = Y
(σ±, s)× Y = (σ∓,+) + (σ∓,−)
(499)
The fusion rules are identical to those of two copies of Ising
categories: {I, σ1, ψ1} × {I, σ2, ψ2} once we make the fol-
lowing identification:
I ↔ (I,+), ψ1ψ2 ↔ (I,−)
ψ1 ↔ (ψ,+), ψ2 ↔ (ψ,−)
σ1 ↔ (σ+,+), σ1ψ2 ↔ (σ+,−)
σ2 ↔ (σ−,+), σ2ψ1 ↔ (σ−,−)
σ1σ2 ↔ Y
(500)
The topological twists of (σ±,±) are ±√κe±ipi8 . Depending
on whether κ = 1 or −1, the gauged theory is identified with
Ising(1) × Ising(1) or Ising(3) × Ising(3).
As aforementioned the electric-magnetic duality in Z2 toric
codes can be realized as an on-site symmetry. We now briefly
describe a concrete model. We start from a spin-1/2 fermionic
superconductor with the pairing (p+ ip)ν↑ × (p− ip)ν↓ where
ν is an odd integer. This is a model of the Z2 fermionic SPT
phase discussed in Sec. X B. Now we gauge the Z2 fermion
parity of the whole system, i.e. coupling all fermions to a Z2
gauge field, and we obtain a Z2 toric code, where m is the π
flux in the original superconductor and e is the bound state of
the π flux and a fermion. The Z2 symmetry that protects the
SPT phase, namely the fermion parity of the spin ↑ fermions,
now becomes the e ↔ m symmetry of the toric code. To see
this, we first notice that before the Z2 total fermion parity is
gauged, a π flux localizes two Majorana zero modes γ↑ and γ↓
since it penetrates two p± ip superconductors. Under the Z2
symmetry γ↑ → −γ↑, γ↓ → γ↓, so the local fermion parity
iγ↑γ↓ on the π flux changes sign under the on-site Z2 symme-
try, which interchanges e and m after the total fermion parity
is fully gauged. This provides the desired on-site realization.
We can turn this model of a fermionic superconductor coupled
to a Z2 gauge field into a Kitaev-type spin model.
In this model, gauging the Z2 symmetry becomes particu-
larly easy: we simply gauge the fermion parities of the spin
↑ and ↓ fermions separately, and the result is nothing but
Ising(ν) × Ising(ν). However, ν and ν + 8, as well as ν and
−ν, lead to exactly the same topological gauge theories, so
we only obtain two distinct gauge theories corresponding to
ν = 1, 3, in agreement with our previous analysis.
H. Double-Layer Systems B × B with Z2 symmetry
Let us consider two identical, non-interacting layers of a
topological phase described by the UMTC B. The topological
order of the double-layer system is described by B×B. There
is a Z2 symmetry which exchanges the two layers. Let A de-
note the subcategory of Abelian anyons in B. We can gener-
ally prove that the symmetry fractionalizationH2ρ(Z2,A×A)
is trivial: as shown in previous examples, the 2-cocycle con-
dition leads to w(g,g) = (a, a) where a ∈ A. However, this
is again a coboundary, since (a, a) = g(a, 0) × (a, 0). So
H2ρ(Z2,A×A) = 0.
The number of defects is obviously equal to |B|. There is a
“bare” defect X0 which has the following fusion rule:
X0 ×X0 =
∑
a∈B
(a, a). (501)
The quantum dimension dX0 =
√∑
a d
2
a = D. The other
defects are Xa where a ∈ B:
X0 × (a, 0) = X0 × (0, a) = Xa. (502)
The fusion rules of Xa can be easily deduced. For example,
Xa × (b, c) = X0 × (a, 0)× (b, 0)× (c, 0) =
∑
e
NeabcXe
Xa ×Xb =
∑
c
(c, c)× (a, 0)× (b, 0) =
∑
c,e
Neabc(e, c)
(503)
Here we introduce Neabc = dimV eabc =
∑
f N
f
abN
e
fc.
Let us consider the gauged theory. For each a ∈ B, (a, a)
is an orbit which splits into two topological charges. For each
pair a, b ∈ B, a 6= b, {(a, b), (b, a)} is an orbit which be-
comes a topological charge with dimensions 2dadb. Each de-
fect splits into two topological charges. All together we have
|B|(|B|+7)
2 topological charges.
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Let us consider the ground state degeneracy on a genus g
surface. This consists of 22g different sectors, depending on
whether there is a Z2 twist along any of the 2g independent
non-contractible cycles. As discussed in Section VII B, when
G = Z2 all twisted sectors can be mapped onto each other
using Dehn twists, and therefore have the same number of
ground states. It follows that the ground state degeneracy on
a genus g surface, Ng , is given by
Ng =
NBg (NBg + 1)
2
+ (22g − 1)N
B
2g−1 + IB2g−1
2
, (504)
where NBg is the ground state degeneracy of B on a genus g
surface. The first term on the RHS is the number of Z2 invari-
ant states in the untwisted sector. The factor N
B
2g−1+IB2g−1
2 is
the number of Z2 invariant states in each twisted sector, and
there are 22g−1 twisted sectors total. Since all twisted sectors
can be mapped to each other with Dehn twists, it is sufficient
to consider the sector with a single Z2 twist along a single cy-
cle. The system is then equivalent to a single copy of B on a
genus 2g−1 surface, with a non-trivialZ2 action. IB2g−1 is the
number of Z2 invariant states, which is given by the formula:
IB2g−1 =
g−1∏
i=1
(N biaiai)
2N
bg
agag
Ib1,b2,...,bg , (505)
with
Ib1,b2,...,bg =
∑
ci∈C
(N c1b1b2N
c2
c1b3
...N
cg−2
cg−3bg−1)
2N
cg−2
cg−2bg (506)
To give an interesting example, let B be the Fibonnaci cate-
gory. The quantum dimensions of the gauged theory agree ex-
actly with the SU(2)8 theory. One can also check that by con-
densing the highest spin boson in SU(2)8 the resulting phase
is indeed Fib× Fib [75].
As another example, consider the case where B = D(G),
where B is the quantum double of a discrete group G. Then,
the gauged theory is (B × B)/Z2 = D((G × G) ⋊ Z2). For
example, when G = Z2, B is the Z2 toric code phase, and
gauging the Z2 symmetry of two layers of toric code gives
the quantum double of (Z2 ×Z2)⋊Z2, which is the dihedral
group of order 8, D8. This theory has, for example, 22 states
on a torus.
I. S3-Gauge Theory D(S3) with Z2 symmetry
First we briefly review the anyon model of D(S3). The
topological charges are labeled by a pair ([a], πa) where
a ∈ S3, [a] is the corresponding conjugacy class and πa is
an irreducible representation of the centralizer of a in S3.
There are three conjugacy classes in S3: C1 = e, C2 =
(12), (23), (13), C3 = (123), (132). For C1, the central-
izer of the identity element e is just S3 which has three ir-
reducible representations, the trivial one, the sign one and the
2-dimensional one. The corresponding anyon labels are de-
noted by I, B,C, where I is the vacuum. For C2, we pick
a = (12) and the centralizer is Z2, so we have two anyon
labels D and E whereD corresponds to the trivial representa-
tion of Z2. For C3, we pick (123) whose centralizer is Z3, so
we get three anyon labels F,G,H where F corresponds to the
trivial representation of Z3. Altogether we have 8 topological
charges. For a complete list of the fusion rules, F,R symbols
and the modular data we refer the readers to Ref. [162].
There is an interesting Z2 symmetry in this theory, namely
we can exchange C and F , a kind of “electromagnetic dual-
ity”, since we exchange a charge (representation) and a flux (a
nontrivial conjugacy class).
We start from the fusion rules of the twist defects. Naı¨vely,
one might write down the following fusion rules
σ × σ = I +G+H. (507)
This is however incorrect. To see the inconsistency let us con-
sider the fusion C × C × σ × σ. Consistency between asso-
ciativity and G-crossed action requires that
C × C × σ × σ = C × F × σ × σ. (508)
Since C × σ = σ ×gC = σ × F . The left-hand side gives
(I+B+C)×(I+G+H) = I+B+C+2F+3G+3H, (509)
while the right-hand side
(G+H)×(I+G+H) = 2(I+B+C+F+G+H). (510)
This proves that Eq. (507) does not yield a consistent fusion
theory.
In fact, we can check that σ×σ = I+G or σ×σ = I+H
both satisfy Eq. (508). We therefore postulate that both fusion
rules are realized in Cg. In fact, the resulting gauged theory is
SU(2)4×SU(2)4. Condensing the self-dual boson (the bound
state of the highest spin particle in SU(2)4 and the correspond-
ing one in the conjugate) indeed gives back D(S3) [78].
To further verify this, and to give an example of some non-
trivial features of the ground state degeneracy calculations, let
us consider the ground state degeneracy of the gauged the-
ory on a torus, N1. D(S3) has 8 states on a torus, but only
7 of them are invariant under the Z2 transformation. Further-
more, the three twisted sectors each contain the same degener-
acy, because they can be mapped into each other under Dehn
twists. In the presence of a single twist along one cycle, there
are 6 states, because there are 6 Z2 invariant anyons in D(S3).
Summing all these states we obtain
N1 = 7 + 3× 6 = 25, (511)
which agrees with the degeneracy of SU(2)4 × SU(2)4 on a
torus, as expected.
Now let us consider the genus 2 degeneracy, N2. This can
be written as
N2 = I02 + 15Itw2 . (512)
I02 is the number of Z2 invariant states in the untwisted sector,
which is the number of Z2 invariant states of the D(S3) theory
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on a genus 2 surface. Itw2 is the number of Z2 invariant states
in the presence of a single Z2 twist along one cycle of the
genus 2 surface; the factor 15 is the total number of twisted
sectors.
Let us begin by computing I02 . To do so, we first pick a
basis for the states in the ungauged theory, which we denote
|a1, a2, b〉, and a diagrammatic representation is given by
|a1, a2, b〉 ≡
a1
a2
b
And the number of such states is denoted by N 02 . Let us con-
sider the Z2 action ρg on these states. If any of the three la-
bels is changed under ρg, the state is clearly non-invariant. All
such states can be grouped into pairs which are permuted into
each other under the Z2 action.
The rest of the states all have Z2-invariant anyon labels, but
this alone does not mean that they are Z2 invariant. Let us
denote the number of Z2-odd states (but with invariant anyon
labels) by A02. The Z2 action on the fusion states is given by
eiθ(a1,a2,b) =
Ug(a1, a¯1; b)Ug(a2, a¯2; 0)
Ug(a2, a¯2; b)Ug(a1, a¯1; 0)
. (513)
For simplicity we assume here that all fusion vertices have no
multiplicities.
We consider a1 = G, a2 = H, b = 0 or B. The relevant
fusion rules are
G×G = I +B +G
G×H = I +B +H
G×H = C + F
(514)
In order to determine the U symbols, we need the following
F -symbols [162]
FGGHH =
1√
2
[
1 1
1 −1
]
. (515)
Here the rows of the matrix are indexed by I, B and the
columns are indexed byC,F . The invariance of the F -symbol
under the Z2 action gives
U(G,G; I) = U(G,H ;C)U(G,C;H)
U(G,G; I) = U(G,H ;F )U(G,F ;H)
U(G,G;B)U(B,H ;H) = −U(G,H ;C)U(G,C;H)
U(G,G;B)U(B,H ;H) = −U(G,H ;F )U(G,F ;H),
(516)
from which we conclude that
U(G,G; I) = −U(G,G;B)U(B,H ;H). (517)
Using bending moves one can derive that U(B,H ;H) =
U(H,H ; I)U−1(H,H ;B). Therefore
eiθ(G,H,B) =
U(G,G;B)U(H,H ; I)
U(H,H ;B)U(G,G; I)
=
U(G,G;B)U(B,H ;H)
U(G,G; I)
= −1
(518)
Similarly, we have eiθ(H,G,B) = −1. One can show that all
the other states are Z2-invariant. Therefore we conclude that
A02 = 2.
Now we can count the number of Z2-invariant states, de-
noted by D02. It is easy to see that
D02 =
′∑
a1,a2,b6=C,F
N ba1a¯1N
a2
ba2
(519)
where the prime on the sum indicates that the terms where
(a1, a2, b) = (G,H,B) or (H,G,B) should be left out. Per-
forming the sum, we find
D02 = 56. (520)
The remaining states in the ungauged theory are permuted
into each other under the Z2 action. It follows that
I02 =
N 02 −A02 +D02
2
(521)
Thus we find I02 = 85.
Now let us compute Itw2 . Here, we follow the same strat-
egy as before. In the ungauged theory, there are N 0;tw2 =∑
a1,a2,b
N ba1,a1N
ρ(a2)
b,a2
= 98 states with a single Z2 twist
along one cycle. Of these, 2 of them acquire a minus sign
under the Z2 action, D0;tw2 = D02 = 56 are already invariant
under the Z2 action, and the rest are permuted into each other
under the Z2 action. The number of Z2 invariant states in the
twisted sector is therefore I0;tw2 = (98 − 2 + 56)/2 = 76.
Therefore we find a total of
N2 = 85 + 15× 76 = 1225, (522)
which agrees exactly with the genus 2 degeneracy of SU(2)4×
SU(2)4, as expected.
J. 3-Fermion Model SO(8)1, a.k.a. D′(Z2), with S3 symmetry
In this section, we consider a theory with a non-Abelian
symmetry: the SO(8)1 theory, which has three mutually
semionic fermionic anyons. We denote the three fermions by
ψi, i = 1, 2, 3. They form a Z2 × Z2 fusion algebra, similar
to that of the Z2 toric code. The F -symbols are all trivial and
the R-symbols are
Rψiψi1 = −1, Rψiψj = −Rψjψi for i 6= j
Rψ1ψ2ψ3 = R
ψ2ψ3
ψ1
= Rψ3ψ1ψ2 = −1.
(523)
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The three fermions can be arbitrarily permuted and the modu-
lar data are completely invariant, so the theory has a S3 sym-
metry. Recently, this topological phase has been proposed
to exist at the surface of a bosonic 3D time-reversal-invariant
topological superconductor [86, 163]. We also notice that this
theory can arise in the following physical way: consider three
identical layers of semions {I, s1} × {I, s2} × {I, s3}, e.g.
three layers of ν = 12 bosonic Laughlin states. We identify
a subtheory {I, s1s2, s2s3, s1s3} as the SO(8)1 theory with
c− = 4 and the rest is the conjugate of semions {I, s1s2s3}
with c− = −1. So the S3 symmetry is just the permuta-
tion symmetry of the three layers, which only acts on the
three-fermion sector. In fact, this type of layer permutation
symmetry and the associated defects have been considered in
Ref. [12].
As before, first one can calculate the symmetry fractional-
ization class H2ρ(S3,Z2 × Z2) = 0 [164]. So there are no
nontrivial symmetry fractionalizations.
Let us set up some notations for the S3 group. We
represent S3 as the permutation group of three ob-
jects and the five non-identity elements are denoted by
(12), (23), (13), (123), (132). Since S3 = Z3 ⋊ Z2, we start
our preparatory analysis from the two subgroups.
1. Z2 symmetry
Without loss of generality, we consider the Z2 symmetry
exchanges ψ1 and ψ2, i.e. the sector C(12). The analysis is
almost the same as what we have done for the toric code, and
one can easily see that the two defects should have topological
twists ±e ipin8 and ±e ipi(8−n)8 . The distinct choices are n =
1, 3, due to H3(Z2,U(1)) = Z2. For completeness we list the
fusion rules:
z± × z± = I + ψ3
z+ × z− = ψ1 + ψ2
z± × ψ1 = z∓, z± × ψ2 = z∓
z± × ψ3 = z±
(524)
Here z± denotes the two Z2 defects. If the Z2 symmetry
is gauged, we end up with Ising(1) × Ising(7) or Ising(3) ×
Ising(5).
The other two sectors C(23) and C(13) are similar.
2. Z3 symmetry
Under G = Z3 action the three fermions are cyclically per-
muted: ρg(ψi) =g ψi = ψ[i+1]3 . A simple calculation shows
H2ρ(Z3,Z2 × Z2) = 0. There are two defect sectors, corre-
sponding to the two nonzero group elements inG, dual to each
other. Since there is no fixed point, each defect sector has only
one type of defect, which we denote by w and w respectively.
Their fusion rules are easily obtained:
w × ψi = w,w × ψi = w
w × w = I + ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3, (525)
which implies dw = dw = 2.
Since w is a Z3 defect, fusing w with itself should give w.
In order to match the quantum dimensions, we have to allow
multiplicity here:
w × w = 2w,w × w = 2w. (526)
Physically, the multiplicity can be understood from the two
anti-commuting Wilson loop operators around two w defects.
To obtain the F symbols we solve the pentagon equa-
tions [16, 158]. First we give F -symbols where no fusion
multiplicities are involved:
F abww = χ(b,
g¯a)
Fwabw = χ(a,
gb)
F awbw = χ(b,
ga)χ(a, g¯b)
Fww¯ab = χ(a,
g¯b)
F aww¯b = χ(a− b, g¯a)
Fwaw¯b = χ(b,
g¯a)χ(a, g(a+ b))
[Fww¯ww ]ab =
1
2
χ(b, g(a+ b))χ(a, g¯b)
(527)
Here χ is a symmetric bi-character on the fusion algebra. In
the above equations, we can exchange w and w¯, and at the
same time replace g with g¯ = g−1 on the right sides. The
bi-character χ is fixed by the G-crossed heptagon equations:
χ(a, b) = Rba. (528)
We list the rest of the nontrivial F -symbols, which involve
fusion multiplicities, in Table I. The Z3 phase α, being a 3rd
root of unity, is closely related to the 3rd Frobenius-Schur in-
dicator related to the trivalent vertex w × w → w, which is
determined by the choice in H3(Z3,U(1)) = Z3.
Solving G-crossed hexagon equations with a gauge fixing
η ≡ 1 yields the R-symbols
Rwa = Rwa = −1
Rwww = θwe
− pii
3
√
3
(1,1,1)·σ
, Rwww = θwe
pii
3
√
3
(1,1,1)·σ
RwwI = R
ww
a = θ
−1
w
RwwI = θ
−1
w , R
ww
a = −θ−1w
(529)
Here a = ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 and θ3w = θ3w = α−1. Obviously, θw and
θw are the topological twist factors of the w and w defects, re-
spectively. As expected, they are determined up to 3rd roots of
unity. Physically this uncertainty can be attributed to possible
Z3 charges attached to the defects.
Notice that the G-crossed hexagon equations can not com-
pletely fix Raww and Raww , but subject to the following condi-
tions: ∏
a
Raww = 1, R
aw
w R
ga,w
w = 1. (530)
We also extract the relevant U symbols:
Ug(w,w;w) = − θw
αθw
e
− ipi
3
√
3
(1,1,1)·σ
,
Ug(w,w; I) =
θw
θw
.
(531)
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a I ψ1 ψ2 ψ3
[F awww ](w,0,µ),(w,ν,0) σ0 −iσ1 −iσ3 −iσ2
[Fwaww ](w,0,µ),(w,0,ν) σ0 iσ2 iσ1 iσ3
[Fwwaw ](w,µ,0),(w,0,ν) σ0 iσ3 iσ2 iσ1
[F awww ](w,0,µ),(w,ν,0) σ0 −iσ2 −iσ1 −iσ3
[Fwaww ](w,0,µ),(w,0,ν) σ0 −iσ1 −iσ3 −iσ2
[Fwwaw ](w,µ,0),(w,0,ν) σ0 iσ3 iσ2 iσ1
[Fwwwa ](w,µ,0),(w,ν,0) −αe−
pii
3
√
3
(1,1,1)·σ
αe
pii
3
√
3
(1,−1,1)·σ
αe
pii
3
√
3
(−1,1,1)·σ
αe
pii
3
√
3
(1,1,−1)·σ
[Fwwwa ](w,µ,0),(w,ν,0) −αe
pii
3
√
3
(1,1,1)·σ −αe pii3√3 (1,−1,−1)·σ −αe pii3√3 (−1,−1,1)·σ −αe pii3√3 (−1,1,−1)·σ
[Fwwww ](w,µ,ν),(a,0,0)
1√
2
e
pii
3
√
3
(−1,−1,1)·σ − 1√
2
e
pii
3
√
3
(−1,1,−1)·σ − 1√
2
e
pii
3
√
3
(1,1,1)·σ 1√
2
e
pii
3
√
3
(1,−1,−1)·σ
[Fwwww ](w,µ,ν),(a,0,0)
1√
2
e
pii
3
√
3
(−1,1,1)·σ 1√
2
e
pii
3
√
3
(1,1,−1)·σ − 1√
2
e
− pii
3
√
3
(1,1,1)·σ − 1√
2
e
pii
3
√
3
(1,−1,1)·σ
[Fwwww ](a,0,0),(w,ν,µ) − i√2ασ2 − 1√2ασ0 i√2ασ3 − i√2ασ1
[Fwwww ](a,0,0),(w,ν,µ)
i√
2α
σ2 − i√2ασ3 i√2ασ1 1√2ασ0
TABLE I: F -symbols that involve fusion multiplicities. µ, ν index the fusion states. The µν matrix element of each entry gives the value of
the corresponding F -symbol.
In other words, the Z3 symmetry action on the V www space is
nontrivial.
We now consider the gauged theory. The G orbits of C×G
are I, {ψ1, ψ2, ψ3}, w, w. I, w, w each splits into 3, labeled as
e.g. (I, n) where n = 0, 1, 2 labels irreducible representations
of Z3. {ψ1, ψ2, ψ3} becomes a d = 3 anyon, which will be
denoted by Y . Altogether we have 3 + 6 + 1 = 10 anyons.
Assuming α = e 2piik3 , θw = θw, the fusion rules between non-
Abelian topological charges can be computed using Eq. (407):
(w, n)× (w,m) = (w, [n+m−k+1]3)+(w, [n+m−k−1]3)
(w, n)× (w,m) = (I, [n+m]3) + Y
(w, n) × Y =
∑
m
(w,m)
(w, n)× Y =
∑
m
(w,m)
Y × Y =
∑
n
(I, n) + 2Y.
(532)
Notice that in computing the fusion of (w, n) and (w,m),
there are two terms on the right hand side because V www carries
a nontrivial reducible 2-dimensional representation of Z3, see
Eq. (531).
This fusion category as given in Eq. (532) is identified with
that of SU(3)3 for k = ±1. For later convenience, we label
the three gauge charges by (I, 0) ≡ 1, (I, 1) ≡ a, (I, 2) ≡ a.
The six fluxes are labeled by wi ≡ (w, i), wi = (w, i), i =
0, 1, 2.
3. S3 Symmetry
Now we consider the S3 extension. Since H4(S3,U(1)) =
0, there is no obstruction to extension. There are six sectors
Cg where g ∈ S3. From our previous discussions we can
write down all fusion rules within each sector. The fusion
rules between the (12), (23), (13) sectors can also be written
down rather straightforwardly:
xα × zβ = w, zβ × xα = w
xα × yβ = w, yβ × xα = w
yα × zβ = w, zβ × yα = w.
(533)
Let us consider the fusion rules between x, y, z and w,w:
x+ × w = x− × w = y+ + y−
w × x+ = w × x− = z+ + z− (534)
The other fusion rules can be obtained by cyclically permuting
x, y, z. One may wonder whey we exclude the other possibil-
ity x+×w = 2y+(or y−). If this is the case, we can fuse both
sides with ψ2 and we get x− × w = 2y−. On the other hand,
we can consider fusing ψ3 × x+ × w. We first fuse ψ3 with
x+ and we get back x+ × w. We can also take ψ3 around w
first and it becomes ψ1, then fuse it with x+, which leaves us
with x− ×w. So we conclude that x+ ×w = x− ×w, which
excludes the x± × w = 2y± fusion rule.
In addition, we need to understand the symmetry actions
on the defect sectors. In general, g-action takes Ch to Cghg−1 .
Since C(123) and C(132) each contain one defect, the nontrivial
Z2 action is obviously given by:
(12), (23), (13) : w ↔ w. (535)
The Z3 symmetry has nontrivial actions on C(12),(23),(13).
Since each of these sectors contains two defects, we need to
determine the specific actions of (123). Let us consider the
action on C(12). The two defects z± are distinguished by the
eigenvalue of the local ψ3 Wilson loop around the defect. Un-
der (123), C(12) is mapped to C(23) and ψ3 is mapped to ψ1.
So it is natural to associate defects with the same eigenvalues
of the invariant Wilson loops:
(123) : z± → x±. (536)
The actions on the other two sectors can be obtained similarly.
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4. Sequentially gauging the S3 symmetry
We are now ready to gauge the whole S3 symmetry. Our
strategy is to break the S3 symmetry into the Z3 which is a
normal subgroup and the Z2 subgroup and gauge them se-
quentially [165]. We have learnt that gauging the Z3 sym-
metry gives a SU(3)3-type theory. So we just need to gauge
the remaining Z2 symmetry, which has a nontrivial action on
SU(3)3:
ga = a,gwi = wi,
gY = Y. (537)
Although not necessary in our following discussion, we
would like to remark that the symmetry action on the two-
dimensional Y × Y → Y fusion space is nontrivial. This
can be seen by imposing the invariance of F -symbols under
symmetry action. In this case, the relevant F -symbols are
FY Y Ya =
[
− 12 −
√
3
2√
3
2 − 12
]
, FY Y Ya =
[
− 12
√
3
2
−
√
3
2 − 12
]
. (538)
Assume that the symmetry action
˜|Y, Y ;Y, µ〉 =
∑
ν
uµν |Y, Y ;Y, ν〉, (539)
where u is a unitary matrix and the condition FY Y Ya =
uFY Y Ya u
−1 gives −σy = uσyu−1. In other words, the sym-
metry action on the |Y, Y, Y 〉 space is nontrivial.
Let us consider the Z2 defects. There are two of them due
to the existence of a fixed-point anyon Y and we denote them
by σ±. We first state the conjectured fusion rules:
σ± × σ± = I + a+ a+ Y +
∑
i
(wi + wi)
σ± × σ∓ = 2Y +
∑
i
(wi + wi)
w × σ± = σ+ + σ−
Y × σ+ = 2σ− + σ+
Y × σ− = 2σ+ + σ−
a× σ± = σ±
(540)
To justify these fusion rules, it is useful to revert to the S3
extended category. The Z2-extended SU(3)3 category should
be equivalent to the S3-extended category, but “gauging” the
Z3 subgroup. Armed with this perspective, we immediately
see that the Z2 defects in SU(3)3 are the “equivariantized”
orbit of the Z2 defects in C(12),(23),(13). Schematically, we
can write
σ± ≃ x± + y± + z±. (541)
To actually use the general formula Eq. (407), we will have
to solve the entire extended category to obtain the U symbols.
However we will just use this expression to make heuristic
derivation of the fusion rules. For example,
σ+ × σ+ = (x+ + y+ + z+)× (x+ + y+ + z+)
= (I + ψ1) + (I + ψ2) + (I + ψ3)+
(w + w) + (w + w) + (w + w)
(542)
The multiple occurrence of the vacuum I should be inter-
preted as I+a+a (a is the Z3 charge) and similar for w+w.
ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3 is identified with Y . We therefore have
σ+ × σ+ = I + a+ a+ Y +
∑
i
(wi + wi), (543)
which gives dσ± = 3
√
2. The other fusion rules can be “de-
rived” in a similar fashion. We have checked that the fusion
rules are associative and satisfy all the symmetry properties.
In addition, without solving the crossed hexagon equations
for the complicated SU(3)3 theory, we can directly read off
the topological twists of the σ± defects, since their twists are
the same as the Z2 defects in the SO(8)1 theory, as suggested
by Eq. (412).
We are now ready to attack our final goal, the gauged the-
ory. First we count the number of topological charges. The
vacuum 1 and the G-invariant topological charge Y each split
into two. The two Z2 defects σ± split into four Z2 fluxes.
a and a are symmetrized into a d = 2 boson. wi and
wi are symmetrized into three d = 4 topological charges,
and the twist factors are unchanged. So altogether, we have
4+1+3+2+2 = 12 topological charges. Their quantum di-
mensions are 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 3
√
2, 3
√
2, 3
√
2, 3
√
2. Their
topological twists factors are also known and are listed in Ta-
ble II. To get the fusion rule of the gauged theory in principle
one needs the full data of the G-crossed braiding, especially
the Ug symbols. Fortunately, in this case we find that merely
requiring associativity is enough to constrain the fusion rules
obtained by equivariantization. With the fusion rules and the
topological twist factors, we can compute the S-matrix. There
are 6 possibilities for the topological twists in accordance with
H3(S3,U(1)) = Z6. Choosing α = e
4pii
3 , ν = 1, the result-
ing S-matrix is [165]
DS = (544)
1 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 3
√
2 3
√
2 3
√
2 3
√
2
1 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 −3√2 −3√2 −3√2 −3√2
2 2 4 6 6 −4 −4 −4 0 0 0 0
3 3 6 −3 −3 0 0 0 −3√2 −3√2 3√2 3√2
3 3 6 −3 −3 0 0 0 3√2 3√2 −3√2 −3√2
4 4 −4 0 0 b c a 0 0 0 0
4 4 −4 0 0 c a b 0 0 0 0
4 4 −4 0 0 a b c 0 0 0 0
3
√
2 −3√2 0 −3√2 3√2 0 0 0 0 0 6 −6
3
√
2 −3√2 0 −3√2 3√2 0 0 0 0 0 −6 6
3
√
2 −3√2 0 3√2 −3√2 0 0 0 6 −6 0 0
3
√
2 −3√2 0 3√2 −3√2 0 0 0 −6 6 0 0

Here a = −8 cos 2π9 , b = −8 sin π9 , c = 8 cos π9 . The
columns(rows) are ordered as in Table II. We will not write
the fusion rules explicitly, since they can be obtained easily
from the S-matrix using the Verlinde formula. To the best
of our knowledge, this 12-particle MTC was not previously
known.
5. Ground state degeneracy of the gauged theory
Let us also illustrate the ground state degeneracy computa-
tions for genus 1 and 2, by using information obtained only
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Label d θ
(I,+) 1 1
(I,−) 1 1
{a, a} 2 1
(Y,+) 3 −1
(Y,−) 3 −1
{w,w} 4 α−1/3
{wa,wa} 4 ωα−1/3
{wa,wa} 4 ω2α−1/3
(σ+,+) 3
√
2 e
ipiν
8
(σ−,+) 3
√
2 −e− ipiν8
(σ+,−) 3
√
2 −e ipiν8
(σ−,−) 3
√
2 e−
ipiν
8
TABLE II: Topological charges in the gauged theory C/S3
from the SU(3)3 theory, before the final Z2 gauging. To be-
gin, the ground state degeneracy on a genus one surface is
N1 = I1 + 3Itw1 , (545)
where I1 consists of those states of the SU(3)3 theory on a
torus that are Z2 invariant, while Itw1 is the number of Z2
invariant states in the sector where there is a Z2 twist along
one cycle of the torus. The SU(3)3 theory has 10 states on
a torus; of these, 6 of them are Z2 invariant, so I1 = 6. The
number of states in the presence of a single Z2 twist along one
cycle of the torus is 2, and both are Z2 invariant, so Itw1 = 2.
Therefore, we find
N1 = 12, (546)
in agreement with the results found through other methods.
Now let us compute the genus 2 degeneracy, N2, which
takes the form:
N2 = I2 + 15Itw2 , (547)
where now I2 is the number of states in the SU(3)3 theory on
a genus 2 surface after projecting to the Z2 invariant subspace.
Itw2 is the number of Z2 invariant states in the SU(3)3 theory
on a genus 2 surface with a Z2 twist along one cycle. To
compute I2, we pick a basis |a1, a2, b〉µ for the states in the
SU(3)3 theory on a torus. Here the index µ labels states in
the fusion space. I2 can be obtained by computing the total
number of states N 02 =
∑
a1,a2,b
N ba1,a1N
a2
ba2
= 166 and the
number of diagonal states D02 which satisfy
ρ(|a1, a2, b〉µ) = |a1, a2, b〉µ. (548)
In order to determine the number of such states, it is impor-
tant to recall that the two-dimensional fusion/splitting space
|Y, Y ;Y 〉 transforms non-trivially under the Z2 action. There-
fore,
D02 =
′∑
a1,a2,b∈{1,Y }
N ba1,a1N
a2
ba2
= 4. (549)
The prime on the sum indicates that vertices where a1 = b =
Y , or a2 = b = Y , must be omitted as these transform non-
trivially under the Z2 action. Therefore,
I2 = 166 + 4
2
= 85. (550)
Now let us compute Itw2 . First, we compute the to-
tal number of states in the presence of a Z2 twist along
a single cycle in SU(3)3, which is given by N 0;tw2 =∑
a1,a2,b
N ba1,a1N
ρ(a2)
ba2
= 40. The number of diagonal states
are
D0;tw2 =
′∑
a1,a2,b∈{1,Y }
N ba1,a1N
ρ(a2)
ba2
= 4, (551)
where again the prime on the sum indicates that vertices where
a1 = b = Y , or a2 = b = Y , must be omitted as these
transform non-trivially under the Z2 action. Therefore, Itw2 =
(40 + 4)/2 = 22. Thus we find
N2 = 85 + 15× 22 = 415. (552)
The above calculation agrees exactly with the formula N2 =
D2(g−1)∑i d−2(g−1)i , for the quantum dimensions listed
above.
K. Rep(D10) with Z2 symmetry: An H3[ρ](G,A) Obstruction
We provide an example of the H3[ρ](G,A) obstruction (i.e.
obstruction to symmetry fractionalization) in a pre-modular
category [166]. Consider the dihedral group D10 = Z10 ⋊ Z2
generated from two elements r, s with r10 = s2 = 1, srs =
r−1. It has 8 irreducible representations, four of which are 1-
dimensional and the others 2-dimensional. We will consider
the BTC C = Rep(D10). The fusion rules of C can be easily
deduced from the character table of D10, which we spell out
explicitly here: There are four Abelian topological charges,
I, A,B,C = AB which form a Z2 × Z2 fusion subalgebra
and 4 non-Abelian ones X1,2,3,4 of dimension 2, such that
A×Xi = Xi
B ×Xi = C ×Xi = X5−i
Xi ×Xj =
{
Xi+j +X|i−j| i+ j ≤ 5
X10−i−j +X|i−j| i+ j > 5
(553)
where we define X0 = I +A,X5 = B + C. The F -symbols
(or Wigner 6j-symbols) of this category can be computed
from the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.
In addition, this category also admits braiding. In fact, the
representation category of any finite group can be endowed
with symmetric braiding, i.e. all topological charges have
twist factors 1 and Sab = dadbD for all topological charges
a, b, which is apparently non-modular. Therefore a represen-
tation category Rep(G) for any finite group G can not exist
alone physically, but one can always embed it into the quan-
tum double D(G) as the charge sector. It is further known that
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the quantum double D(G) is the minimal modular extension
of Rep(G) [167].
We now define an obstructed Z2 symmetry on Rep(D10).
We first define an automorphism ρ on the group D10 as fol-
lowing: ρ(r) = r7, ρ(s) = r5s. We can easily check
(ρ ◦ ρ)(r) = r−1 = srs, (ρ ◦ ρ)(s) = s = sss, so ρ ◦ ρ is
the conjugation by s. Therefore, although ρ is not an exact Z2
automorphism on the group (only a Z2 outer automorphism),
it still induces a Z2 action on the representations, since rep-
resentations are defined up to similarity transformations. The
explicit action on the label set can be easily found:
ρg(B) = C, ρg(X1) = X3, ρg(X2) = X4. (554)
One can check that the fusion rules and modular data are all
invariant under this symmetry.
However, by directly checking the definition of the
symmetry action, we find that this Z2 symmetry is not
fractionalizable. In other words, it is impossible to frac-
tionalize the symmetry in a manner as described in Sec. IV.
Therefore, the symmetry is obstructed. Notice that because
the Rep(D10) category is not modular, we can not directly
relate the obstruction to an obstruction class in H3ρ(G,A).
However, the group automorphism can actually be turned
into a topological Z2 symmetry in the quantum double
D(G), which restricts to the obstructed symmetry in the Rep
category and therefore is also obstructed.
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Appendix A: Review of Group Cohomology
In this appendix, we provide a brief review of group coho-
mology.
Given a finite groupG, letM be an Abelian group equipped
with a G action ρ : G→ M , which is compatible with group
multiplication. In particular, for any g ∈ G and a, b ∈M , we
have
ρg(ab) = ρg(a)ρg(b). (A1)
(We leave the group multiplication symbols implicit.) Such
an Abelian group M with G action ρ is called a G-module.
Let ω(g1, . . . ,gn) ∈ M be a function of n group elements
gj ∈ G for j = 1, . . . , n. Such a function is called a n-
cochain and the set of all n-cochains is denoted as Cn(G,M).
They naturally form a group under multiplication,
(ω · ω′)(g1, . . . ,gn) = ω(g1, . . . ,gn)ω′(g1, . . . ,gn), (A2)
and the identity element is the trivial cochain
ω(g1, . . . ,gn) = 1.
We now define the “coboundary” map d : Cn(G,M) →
Cn+1(G,M) acting on cochains to be
dω(g1, . . . ,gn+1) = ρg1 [ω(g2, . . . ,gn+1)]
×
n∏
j=1
ω(−1)
j
(g1, . . . ,gj−1,gjgj+1,gj+1, . . . ,gn+1)
× ω(−1)n+1(g1, . . . ,gn).
(A3)
One can directly verify that ddω = 1 for any ω ∈ Cn(G,M),
where 1 is the trivial cochain in Cn+2(G,M). This is why d
is considered a “boundary operator.”
With the coboundary map, we next define ω ∈ Cn(G,M)
to be an n-cocycle if it satisfies the condition dω = 1. We
denote the set of all n-cocycles by
Znρ (G,M) = ker[d : Cn(G,M)→ Cn+1(G,M)]
= {ω ∈ Cn(G,M) | dω = 1 }. (A4)
We also define ω ∈ Cn(G,M) to be an n-coboundary if it
satisfies the condition ω = dµ for some (n − 1)-cochain µ ∈
Cn−1(G,M). We denote the set of all n-coboundaries by
Also we have
Bnρ (G,M) = im[d : Cn−1(G,M)→ Cn(G,M)]
= {ω ∈ Cn(G,M) | ∃µ ∈ Cn−1(G,M) : ω = dµ }.
(A5)
Clearly, Bnρ (G,M) ⊂ Znρ (G,M) ⊂ Cn(G,M). In fact,
Cn, Zn, and Bn are all groups and the co-boundary maps are
homomorphisms. It is easy to see that Bnρ (G,M) is a normal
subgroup of Znρ (G,M). Since d is a boundary map, we think
of the n-coboundaries as being trivial n-cocycles, and it is
natural to consider the quotient group
Hnρ (G,M) =
Znρ (G,M)
Bnρ (G,M)
, (A6)
which is called the n-th cohomology group. In other words,
Hnρ (G,M) collects the equivalence classes of n-cocycles that
only differ by n-coboundaries.
It is instructive to look at the lowest several cohomology
groups. Let us first consider H1ρ(G,M):
Z1ρ(G,M) = {ω | ω(g1)ρg[ω(g2)] = ω(g1g2) }
B1ρ(G,M) = {ω | ω(g) = ρg(µ)µ−1 }.
(A7)
If the G-action on M is trivial, then B1ρ(G,M) = {1}
and Z1ρ(G,M) is the group homomorphisms from G to M .
In general, H1ρ(G,M) classifies “crossed group homomor-
phisms” from G to M .
For the second cohomology, we have
Z2ρ(G,M) = {ω | ρg1 [ω(g2,g3)]ω(g1,g2g3)
= ω(g1,g2)ω(g1g2,g3) }
B2ρ(G,M) = {ω | ω(g1,g2) = ε(g1)ρg1 [ε(g2)]ε−1(g1g2) }.
(A8)
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IfM = U(1), it is well-known thatZ2(G,U(1)) is exactly the
factor sets (also known as the Schur multipliers) of projective
representations of G, with the cocycle condition coming from
the requirement of associativity. H2(G,U(1)) classifies all
inequivalent projective representations of G.
For the third cohomology, we have
Z3ρ(G,M) = {ω | ω(g1g2,g3,g4)ω(g1,g2,g3g4)
= ρg1 [ω(g2,g3,g4)]ω(g1,g2g3,g4)ω(g1,g2,g3) }
(A9)
For M = U(1) and trivial G action, Z3(G,U(1)) is the set of
F -symbols for the fusion category VecG, with the 3-cocycle
condition being the Pentagon identity. B3(G,U(1)) is iden-
tified with all the F -symbols that are gauge-equivalent to the
trivial one. H3(G,U(1)) then classifies the gauge-equivalent
classes of F -symbols on VecG.
Appendix B: Projective Representations of Finite Groups
We briefly summarize some basic results of the theory of
projective representations of finite groups over the complex
numbersC and discuss the unitary case without loss of gener-
ality. For proofs, we refer the readers to Ref. [170].
Consider a finite group G and a normalized 2-cocycle ω ∈
Z2(G,U(1)). Suppose V is a non-zero vector space over C.
A ω-representation of G over the vector space V is a map
π : G→ GL(V ) such that
π(g)π(h) = ω(g,h)π(gh), ∀g,h ∈ G
π(0) = 1 .
(B1)
We denote the ω-projective representative by a triple
(ω, π, V ), or for brevity (π, V ) or simply π below. Also
nπ ≡ dimV .
Two ω-representations (π1, V1) and (π2, V2) are ω-
isomorphic, denoted as π1 ∼ω π2, if and only if there exits an
isomorphism S between V1 and V2 such that Sπ1(g)S−1 =
π2(g), ∀g ∈ G.
Given two ω-representations (π1, V1) and (π2, V2), we can
form their direct sum, which is a ω-representation of G over
V1 ⊕ V2. In matrix form, we have
(π1 ⊕ π2)(g) ≡
[
π1(g) 0
0 π2(g)
]
. (B2)
Clearly π1 ⊕ π2 also has the same factor set ω. How-
ever, there is no natural way of defining a direct sum of a
ω-representation and a ω′-representation when ω 6= ω′.
One can also define a tensor product of two projec-
tive representations. Given two projective representations
(ω1, π1, V1) and (ω2, π2, V2), their tensor product π1 ⊗ π2 is
defined as (π1 ⊗ π2)(g) = π1(g) ⊗ π2(g) over the vector
space V1 ⊗ V2. The factor set of the tensor product π1 ⊗ π2 is
ω1ω2.
Similar to linear representations, one can define reducible
and irreducible projective representations. A projective repre-
sentation (ω, π, V ) is called irreducible if the vector space V
has no invariant subspace under the map π other than 0 or V .
A projective representation is reducible if it is not irreducible.
A reducible projective representation always decomposes into
a direct sum of irreducible projective representations with the
same factor set.
Given a projective representation π of G, its character χπ :
G→ C is defined to be
χπ(g) = Tr
[
π(g)
]
. (B3)
It follows that
χπ(0) = nπ (B4)
χπ(g
−1) = ω(g,g−1)χ∗π(g) (B5)
where we use the identity ω(g,g−1) = ω(g−1,g).
Another more nontrivial relation is
χπ(hgh
−1) =
ω(h−1,hgh−1)
ω(g,h−1)
χπ(g), (B6)
which reveals an important difference between projective and
regular characters, because regular characters depend only on
the conjugacy classes.
Given two ω-representations π1 and π2, obviously, one has
χπ1⊕π2 = χπ1 + χπ2 and χπ1⊗χ2 = χπ1χπ2 .
As in the theory of linear representations, characters are im-
portant because they distinguish the isomorphism classes of
irreducible projective representations:
Two ω-representations are ω-isomorphic if and only if they
have the same character.
Analogous to the familiar character theory of linear repre-
sentations, one can show that the projective characters satisfy
some orthogonality relations. We give the first orthogonality
relation here and discuss the second one later. For two irre-
ducible ω-representations π1 and π2, we have
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
χπ1(g)χ
∗
π2(g) =
{
1 if π1 ∼ω π2
0 otherwise
(B7)
One can use the characters to decompose projective repre-
sentations. Namely, fix a factor set ω, let π be a projective
representation (not necessarily irreducible) of G and π′ an ir-
reducible projective representation. The multiplicity of π′ in
π can be computed by
m(π′, π) =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
χπ′(g)χ
∗
π(g). (B8)
In general, given two ω-representations π and π′ (neither
of which is necessarily irreducible), we define the multiplicity
m(π′, π) as
m(π′, π) = dim HomG(Vπ′ , Vπ). (B9)
Here HomG(Vπ′ , Vπ) is the space of intertwining operators,
i.e. linear maps between Vπ′ and Vπ which commute with the
G actions. Note that theG action on Vπ is given exactly by the
representation π. Schur’s lemma implies that if π is an irrep,
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then HomG(Vπ, Vπ) = C1 Vpi , i.e. all intertwiners are scalar
multiplications. If π and π′ are irreducible representations
that are not isomorphic, then HomG(Vπ , Vπ′) = 0. There-
fore, given two ω-representations π and π′, we can decom-
pose them into the direct sum of ω-irreps: π = ⊕iNiπi, π′ =
⊕iN ′iπi, where πi is the complete set of ω-irreps and Ni, N ′i
are multiplicities, respectively. Then a general intertwiner
Φ ∈ HomG(Vπ′ , Vπ) is of the form
Φ =
⊕
i
(Mi ⊗ 1 Vpii ). (B10)
HereMi is a linear map betweenCNi andCN
′
i , i.e. anNi×N ′i
complex matrix, which can be thought as a vector in an NiN ′i -
dimensional complex vector space. It follows that
dimHomG(Vπ′ , Vπ) =
∑
i
NiN
′
i . (B11)
For applications, we can show that Eq. (B8) applies to the
general case, too.
A special projective representation, the ω-regular represen-
tation, is defined as R(g)eh = ω(g,h)egh, where {eg|g ∈
G} is a basis for a |G|-dimensional vector space. Its character
χR(g) = |G|δg0. Using Eq. (B8), we see that the ω-regular
representation is reducible and each irreducible projective rep-
resentation π appears exactly nπ times in its decomposition.
Consequently, we have the following two relations∑
π
n2π = |G|,
∑
π
nπχπ(g) = |G|δg0. (B12)
The sum is over all irreducible ω-projective representations π.
An element g ∈ G is called an ω-regular element if and
only if ω(g,h) = ω(h,g) for all h ∈ Ng, where Ng is the
centralizer of g in G. Moreover, g is ω-regular if and only
if all elements in its conjugacy class [g] are ω-regular. This
property follows from the 2-cocycle condition.
Now consider h ∈ Ng, so
χπ(g) = χπ(h
−1gh) =
ω(h,g)
ω(g,h)
χπ(g) (B13)
Therefore, if g is not ω-regular, χπ(g) = 0. In fact, one can
show that an element g is ω-regular if and only if χπ(g) 6= 0
for some irreducible representation π.
We then have the following important result:
Fix a factor set ω. The number of non-isomorphic irre-
ducible projective ω-representations of G is equal to the num-
ber of ω-regular conjugacy classes of G.
We can now state the second orthogonality relation: Let
g1,g2, . . . be a complete set of representatives for ω-regular
classes of G. For any two ω-regular elements gi and gj,∑
π
χπ(gi)χ
∗
π(gj) = |Ngi |δij . (B14)
The sum is over all irreducible ω-projective representations π.
If two factor sets ω and ω′ belong to the same equivalence
class in H2(G,U(1)), then we have
ω′(g,h) =
µ(g)µ(h)
µ(gh)
ω(g,h) (B15)
for some µ(g) : G→ U(1) with µ(0) = 1 .
Given a µ as above and an irreducible ω-projective repre-
sentation π, we can then construct another ω′-projective rep-
resentation π′(g) = µ(g)π(g). Clearly, the two procedures
above define a one-to-one correspondence. Their characters
also differ by µ, that is χπ′(g) = µ(g)χπ(g).
Appendix C: Z(w)N and Ising(ν) Anyon Models
The Z(w)N anyon model for N a positive integer can have
w ∈ Z for all N and w ∈ Z + 12 for N even. It has N
topological charges labeled by a = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 which
obey the fusion rules a× b = [a+ b]N . The F -symbols are
[F abc[a+b+c]N ][a+b]N ,[b+c]N = e
2piiw
N
a(b+c−[b+c]N). (C1)
Notice that they are all 1 when w ∈ Z. For w ∈ Z+ 12 , some
of the F -symbols are equal to −1 which can not be gauged
away in general.
The R-symbols are
Rab[a+b]N = e
2piiw
N
ab. (C2)
The twist factors are θa = e
2piiw
N
a2
.
Notice that w is periodic in N . For odd N , Z(w)N are mod-
ular except w = 0. For even N , Z(w)N are modular only for
w ∈ Z+ 12 .
The anyon model Ising(ν) where ν is an odd integer has
three topological charges {I, σ, ψ}, where the vacuum charge
here is denoted I , and the nontrivial fusion rules are given by
ψ × ψ = I, σ × ψ = σ, σ × σ = I + ψ. (C3)
The nontrivial F -symbols are
Fψσψσ = F
σψσ
ψ = −1
[F σσσσ ]ab =
κσ√
2
[
1 1
1 −1
]
ab
.
(C4)
Here the column and row values of the matrix take value I
and ψ (in this order). κσ = (−1) ν
2−1
8 is the Frobenius-Schur
indicator of σ.
The R-symbols are
Rψσσ = R
σψ
σ = (−i)ν
RσσI = κσe
−ipiν8 , Rσσψ = κσe
i 3piν8 .
(C5)
The twist factor θσ = ei
piν
8 uniquely distinguishes the eight
distinct Ising(ν) anyon models, as does the chiral central
charge c−mod 8 = ν2 .
The Ising TQFT corresponds to ν = 1, SU(2)2 corresponds
to ν = 3, and ν ≥ 5 can be realized in SO(ν)1 Chern-Simons
field theory.
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Appendix D: Categorical Formulation of Symmetry, Defects,
and Gauging
In this appendix, G will always denote a finite group and C
a unitary modular tensor category (UMTC) unless otherwise
stated explicitly. Also Aut(C) below is Aut0,0(C) in the main
text. For a category C, x ∈ C means that x is an object of C,
and C is the complex conjugate category of C. The materials in
this appendix are distilled from Refs. [80–82, 101, 139, 165].
1. Categorical Topological and Global Symmetry
A categorical-group G is a monoidal category G whose ob-
jects and morphisms are all invertible. The complete invariant
of a categorical-group G is the triple (π1(G), π2(G), φ(G)),
where π1(G) is the group of the isomorphism classes of ob-
jects of G, π2(G) the abelian group of the automorphisms of
the tensor unit 1 of G, and φ(G) ∈ H3(π1(G);π2(G)) the
group 3-cocyle that represents the associativity of the tensor
product ⊗ of G (π1(G) acts on π2(G) and they form a cross
module as the notation suggests) [171].
A group G can be promoted to a categorical-group G as
follows: the objects of G are the group elements of G, and
the morphism set Hom(g,h) of two objects g,h is empty if
g 6= h and contains only the identity if g = h. We will
use Aut(C) to denote the categorical-group of braided ten-
sor autoequivalences of C. The tensor product of two braided
tensor autoequivalences is their composition. The morphism
between two braided tensor autoequivalences are the natural
isomorphisms between the two functors. We will call Aut(C)
the categorical topological symmetry group of C.
Given a UMTC C, π2(C), i.e. π2(G) for G = Aut(C), is
isomorphic to the group of the invertible object classes of C
as an abstract finite abelian group, which we denote by A in
the main text, but the finite group π1(C), i.e. π1(G) for G =
Aut(C), is difficult to determine in general except for abelian
modular categories.
We will also use Aut(C) to denote π1(C): the group of
equivalence classes of braided tensor autoequivalences of C.
This ordinary group is the demotion (or decategorification)
of the categorical-group Aut(C) and is called the topological
symmetry of C.
Definition 1. Given a group G, a monoidal functor ρ : G →
Aut(C) is called a categorical global symmetry of C.
We will denote the categorical global symmetry as (ρ,G)
or simply ρ and say that G acts categorically on C.
A categorical global symmetry can be demoted to a group
homomorphism ρ : G → Aut(C), which is called a global
symmetry of C.
To understand a categorical-group action G on a UMTC C,
we will start with a global symmetry ρ : G → Aut(C). It is
not true that we can always lift such a group homomorphism
to a categorical-group functor ρ. The obstruction for the exis-
tence of such a lifting is the pull-back group cohomology class
ρ∗(φ(C)) ∈ H3(G;π2(C)) of φ(C) ∈ H3(π1(C), π2(C)) by ρ.
If this obstruction class does not vanish, thenG cannot act cat-
egorically on C so that the decategorified homomorphism is ρ.
If this obstruction does vanish, then there are liftings of ρ to
categorical-group actions, but such liftings are not necessar-
ily unique. The equivalence classes of all liftings form a tor-
sor over H2ρ(G, π2(C)). We will denote the categorical global
symmetry ρ also by a pair (ρ, t), where ρ : G → Aut(C) and
t ∈ H2ρ(G, π2(C)).
2. Symmetry Defects
A module categoryM over a UMTC C is a categorical rep-
resentation of C. A left module categoryM over C is a semi-
simple category with a bi-functor αM : C × M → M that
satisfies the analogues of pentagons and the unit axiom. Sim-
ilarly for a right module category. A bi-module category is
a simultaneously left and right module category such that the
left and right actions are compatible. Bi-module categories
can be tensored together just like bi-modules over algebras.
When C is braided, a left module category naturally becomes
a bi-module category by using the braiding. A bi-module cat-
egoryM over C is invertible if there is another bi-module cat-
egoryN such thatM⊠N andN ⊠M are both equivalent to
C—the trivial bi-module category over C. The invertible (left)
module categories over a modular category C form the Picard
categorical-group Pic(C) of C. The Picard categorical-group
Pic(C) of a modular category C is monoidally equivalent to
the categorical-group Aut(C) [81]. This one-one correspon-
dence between braided auto-equivalences and invertible mod-
ule categories is an important relation between symmetry and
extrinsic topological defects.
Given a categorical global symmetry (ρ,G) of a UMTC
C and an isomorphism of categorical groups Pic(C) with
Aut(C), then each ρg ∈ Aut(C) corresponds to an invertible
bi-module category Cg ∈ Pic(C).
Definition 2. An extrinsic topological defect of flux g ∈ G is
a simple object in the invertible module category Cg ∈ Pic(C)
over C corresponding to the braided tensor autoequivalence
ρg ∈ Aut(C).
The analogue of the Picard categorical-group of a mod-
ular category for a fusion category C is the Brauer-Picard
categorical-group of invertible bi-module categories over C.
But invertible bi-module categories over a fusion category C
is in one-one correspondence with braided auto-equivalences
of the Drinfeld center D(C) of C (also known as the quan-
tum double of C in physics literature) [81], not tensor auto-
equivalences of C itself. When C is modular, then D(C) ∼= C⊗
C. Note that Pic(C) is naturally included in the Brauer-Picard
group of C and Aut(C) included naturally in the categorical-
group of braided tensor auto-equivalences of D(C). The im-
ages of the two inclusions intersect trivially.
The topological defects in the g-flux sector form an in-
vertible bi-module category Cg over the UMTC C. Defects
can be fused and their fusion corresponds to the tensor prod-
uct of bi-module categories. Since all defects arise from the
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same physics, fusions of defects for all flux sectors should
be consistent. Such a consistency is encoded as the collec-
tion {Cg},g ∈ G of flux sectors gives rise to an extension
of C to a unitary G-crossed modular category. Given a cat-
egorical global symmetry (ρ, t), it is not always possible to
define defect fusions so that we could obtain such an exten-
sion. Given fluxes g,h, we need to choose an identification
Mgh : Cg ⊠ Ch ∼= Cgh. For four fluxes g,h,k, l ∈ G,
the two paths of the pentagon using the {Mgh}’s to identify
((Cg⊠Ch)⊠Ck)⊠Cl with Cg⊠(Ch⊠(Ck⊠Cl)) could differ by
a phase. The collection of those phases forms a cohomology
class in H4(G; U(1)), which is the obstruction class to con-
sistent pentagons for the flux sectors. If this obstruction class
vanishes, then we need to choose a group cohomology class
α ∈ H3(G; U(1)) to specify the associativity of the flux sec-
tors. A subtle point here is that the consistency requirement
via pentagons for flux sectors Cg is strictly stronger than that
for all defects separately.
Given a triple (ρ, t, α) as above when the obstruction class
in H4(G,U(1)) vanishes, where (ρ, t) is a categorical global
symmetry and α ∈ H3(G,U(1)) specifies associtivity of the
flux sectors, we can construct a G-crossed modular extension
of C, which describes the extrinsic topological defects of C.
In the following, we will call such a triple (ρ, t, α) a gauging
data. The extension C×G = C(ρ,t,α) =
⊕
g∈G Cg of C = C0
is a unitaryG-crossed modular category—a unitaryG-crossed
fusion category with a compatible non-degenerateG-braiding.
A G-grading of a fusion category C is a decomposition of
C into ⊕g∈G Cg. We will consider only faithful G-gradings
so that none of the components Cg = 0. The tensor product
respects the grading in the sense Cg ⊠ Ch ⊂ Cgh. Since Cg−1
is the inverse of Cg, Cg is naturally an invertible bi-module
category over C0, where 0 ∈ G is the identity element. A
categorical action ρ of G on C is compatible with the grading
if ρ(g)Ch ⊂ Cghg−1 . A G-graded fusion category C with a
compatible G-action is called a G-crossed fusion category.
Suppose C×G =
⊕
g∈G Cg is an extension of a unitary fu-
sion category C0, i.e. C×G is a unitary G-crossed fusion cat-
egory. Let Ig,g ∈ G be the set of isomorphism classes of
simple objects in Cg and Irr(Cg) = {Xi}i∈Ig be a set of rep-
resentatives of simple objects of Cg. The cardinality of Ig is
called the rank of the component Cg, and Dg =
√∑
i∈Ig d
2
i
is the total quantum dimension of component Cg, where di is
the quantum dimension of Xi ∈ Irr(Cg).
Theorem D.1 ([80, 82]). Let C =⊕g∈G Cg be an extension
of a unitary fusion category C0. Then
1. The rank of Cg is the number of fixed points of the action
of g on I0.
2. D2g = D2h for all g,h ∈ G.
The extension C×G =
⊕
g∈G Cg of a UMTC C0 for the sym-
metry (ρ, t), while not braided in general, has a G-crossed
braiding. Given a G-crossed fusion category C with categor-
ical G-action ρ, we will denote ρg(Y ) for an object Y of C
by gY . A G-braiding is a collection of natural isomorphisms
cX,Y : X ⊗ Y → gY ⊗ X for all X ∈ Cg, Y ∈ C, which
satisfies a generalization of the Hexagon equations.
A UMTC is a unitary fusion category with a non-degenerate
braiding. A unitary G-crossed modular category is a unitary
G-crossed fusion category with a non-degenerateG-braiding.
An easy way to define non-degeneracy of braiding is through
the non-degeneracy of the modular S-matrix. To define the
non-degeneracy of the G-crossed braiding, we will introduce
the extended G-crossed S and T operators on an extended
Verlinde algebra. Likewise, the extended S and T operators
will give rise to a projective representation of SL(2,Z). We
believe that the S and T operators will determine the unitary
G-crossed modular category C×G .
Theorem D.2 ([81]). The unitary G-crossed fusion category
extension C×G of a UMTC C has a canonical G-braiding and
categorical G-action that make C×G into a unitary G-crossed
modular category.
Given a categorical global symmetry ρ : G → Aut(C) of
a UMTC C, an extension of C to a non-degenerate braided
fusion category corresponds to a lifting of ρ to a categorical
2-group functor ρ : G → Aut(C). The existence of such lift-
ings has an obstruction in H4(G; U(1)), which is the same as
the obstruction for solving pentagons of flux sectors. When
the obstruction class vanishes, the choices correspond to co-
homology classes in H3(G; U(1)). If we choose a cohomol-
ogy class α ∈ H3(G; U(1)), then we have a lifting to a cate-
gorical 2-group morphism. Since all other higher obstruction
classes vanish, the categorical global symmetry can be lifted
to a morphism of any higher categorical number. As extended
G-action and G-braiding are higher categorical-number mor-
phisms, so they can always be lifted. Furthermore, since all
higher obstruction classes vanish, the liftings are unique.
To see the G-action and G-crossed braiding concretely,
consider the functor category Fun(Cg, Cgh). On one hand, this
category can be identified as Ch by Cg ⊠ Ch ∼= Cgh, and on
the other hand, as Cghg−1 by Cghg−1 ⊠ Cg ∼= Cgh. There-
fore, we have an isomorphism Cg ∼= Cghg−1 . This defines an
extended action of G on C×G . By the same consideration, we
have Cg ⊠ Ch ∼= Cghg−1 ⊠ Cg. This defines the G-crossed
braiding of C×G .
To define the extended S, T -operators, we first define an
extended Verlinde algebra. For each pair g,h of commuting
elements of G, we define the following extended Verlinde al-
gebra component: Vg,h(C) =
⊕
i∈Ih Hom(Xi,
gXi).
Then the extended Verline algebra is
V(C) =
⊕
{(g,h)|gh=hg}
Vg,h(C).
Note that V0,0 is the Verlinde algebra of C, which
has a canonical basis given by the identity morphisms of
Hom(Xi, Xi), i ∈ I0. Unlike the usual Verlinde algebra of
C, the extended Verlinde algebra does not have such canon-
ical basis. One choice of basis is ρg : Xi → gXi, and they
will give rise to extendedG-crossed S and T transformations.
However, this depends on the choice of cocycle representa-
tive of α. Therefore, the extended S and T operators are not
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canonically matrices. We call a G-crossed braided spherical
fusion categoryG-crossed modular if the extended S operator
is invertible.
3. Gauging Categorical Global Symmetry
Let G be the promotion of a group G to a categorical 2-
group, and Aut(C) be the categorical 2-group of braided ten-
sor auto-equivalences.
Definition 3. A categorical global symmetry ρ : G→ Aut(C)
can be gauged if ρ can be lifted to a categorical 2-group func-
tor ρ : G→ Aut(C).
Given a categorical global symmetry (ρ,G) of a UMTC C,
gauging G is possible only when the obstruction as above in
H4(G; U(1)) vanishes. Then the gauging result in general
depends on a gauging data (ρ, t, α). Given a gauging data
(ρ, t, α), gauging is defined as the following two-step pro-
cess: first extend C to a unitary G-crossed modular category
C×G with a categorical G action; Then perform the equivari-
antization of the categorical G action on C×G , which results in
a UMTC (C×G)
G
, also simply denoted as C/G. The “bosonic”
symmetric category Rep(G) is always contained in C/G as a
Tannakian subcategory. Therefore, gauging actually leads to
a pair Rep(G) ⊂ C/G.
Suppose C is a fusion category with a G action. The equiv-
ariantization of C, denoted as CG, is also called orbifolding.
The result of equivariantization of a G-action on a fusion cat-
egory C is a fusion category whose objects are (X, {φg}g∈G),
where X is an object of C and φg : gX → X an isomorphism
such that φ0 = id and φg · ρg(φh) = φgh · κg,h, where κg,h
identifies ρh · ρg with ρgh. Morphisms between two objects
(X, {φg}g∈G) and (Y, {ψg}g∈G) are morphisms f : X → Y
such that f · φg = φh · ρg(f).
The simple objects of CG are parameterized by pairs
([X ], πX), where [X ] is an orbit of theG-action on simple ob-
jects of C, and πX is an irreducible projective representation
of GX—the stabilizer group of X . The quantum dimension
of ([X ], πX) is dim(πX) · N[X] · dX , where N[X] is the size
of the orbit [X ]. Fusion rules can be similarly described using
algebraic data [83].
In general, gauging is difficult to perform explicitly. The
first extension step is very difficult. The second equivarianti-
zation step is easier if the 6j-symbols of the gauged UMTC
C/G are not required explicitly. Different triples of gauging
data might lead to the same gauged UMTC.
Gauging has an inverse process, which is the condensation
of anyons in the Tannakian subcategory Rep(G). This con-
densation process is mathematically called taking the core of
the pair Rep(G) ⊂ C/G [139]. Taking a core is a powerful
method to verify a guess for gauging because anyon conden-
sation is sometimes easier to carry out than gauging.
When C is a G-crossed modular category with faithful
grading, then its equivariantization is also modular and vise
versa [80]. There is the forgetful functor F : CG →
C by F (X, {φg}g∈G) = X and its adjoint G(X) =⊕
g∈G(
gX, {(µX)g}), where (µX)g = κg,h. They inter-
twine the extended S, T operators.
Our equivariantization in gauging is applied to a G-crossed
extension C×G of a modular category C. When C×G has a faith-
ful grading, then the non-degeneracy of the braiding of C is
equivalent to the non-degeneracy of the braiding of C×G [139].
4. General Properties of Gauging
Gauging and its inverse – condensation of anyons – are in-
teresting constructions of new modular categories from old
ones. The resulted new modular categories have many inter-
esting relations with the old ones.
Theorem D.3 ([139]). Let C be a UMTC with a categorical
global symmetry (ρ,G). Then C ⊗ C/G ∼= D(C×G).
It follows that
1. Chiral topological central charge is invariant under
gauging (mod 8).
2. The total quantum dimension DC/G = |G|DC .
The following theorem says that gauging a quantum double
results in a quantum double.
Theorem D.4. Suppose G acts categorically on D(C). Then
D(C)/G = D(C×G).
When the symmetry group G has a normal subgroup N ,
then we can first gauge N , and then gauge their quotient H =
G/N . This sequentially gauging is useful for gauging non-
abelian groups G such as S3.
Theorem D.5. Let ρ : G −→ Pic(C), then there exist ρ1 :
N −→ Pic(C), ρ2 : H −→ Pic(C/N), such that (C/N)/H
is braided equivalent to C/G.
Proofs of Theorems D.4 and D.5 will appear in Ref. [165].
The construction from a modular category C with a G-
action to a modular category C/G with a Tannakian subcate-
goryRep(G) by gauging can be regarded as a new way to con-
struct interesting modular categories in the same Witt class.
When C is weakly integral, then the gauged category C/G is
also weakly integral. The inverse process of condensation im-
plies that pairs (C, ρ) and (C,Rep(G)) are in one-one corre-
spondence.
5. New Mathematical Results
In higher category theory, it is common practice to stric-
tify categories as much as possible by turning natural isomor-
phisms into identities. This is desirable because strictification
simplifies many computations and does not lose any generality
when we are interested in gauge invariant quantities in classi-
fication problems. The drawback is that we have to work with
many objects. In this paper, our preference is the opposite,
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in the sense that we would like to work with as few objects
as possible. Hence, our goal is to have a skeletal formulation
with full computational power, so that we can calculate nu-
merical quantities, such as amplitudes of quantum processes,
which are not necessarily gauge invariant. A category is skele-
tal if there is only one object in each isomorphism class, and in
general strictness and skeletalness cannot be obtained simulta-
neously, as may be demonstrated, for example, by the semion
theory Z(1/2)2 . Therefore, we need to skeletonize the exist-
ing mathematical theories. The situation is analogous to the
one of a connection or gauge field: mathematically it is good
to define a connection as a horizontal distribution, while, in
practice, it is better to work with Christoffel symbols, espe-
cially in physics.
Our first mathematical result is a skeletonization of G-
crossed braided fusion category in Sec. VI. We pro-
vide a definition of a G-crossed braided category using
a collection of quantities organized into a basic data set:
N cab, F
abc
d , R
ab
c , Uk (a, b; c), and ηx(g,h) that satisfy certain
consistency polynomial equations. The fusion coefficients
N cab and associativity F -symbolsF abcd are as usual, but theR-
symbols Rabc are extended to incorporate the G-crossed struc-
ture. The new data Uk (a, b; c) and ηx(g,h), respectively en-
code the categorical symmetry: monoidal functors and natural
identifications ρgh with ρgρh. A good example of new con-
sistency equations are ourG-crossed Heptagon Eqs. (272) and
(273), which generalize the usual Hexagon equations.
Our numericalization of a G-crossed braided fusion cate-
gory provides the full computational power for any theory us-
ing diagrammatical recouplings, though care has to be taken
when strands pass over/under local extremals. This com-
putational tool is especially useful for dealing with gauge-
dependent quantities, which, in the G-crossed theory, include
the important extended G-crossed modular S and T transfor-
mations. As an application, we generalize the Verlinde formu-
las to the G-crossed Verlinde formulas Eqs. (331) and (332).
The diagrammatical recouplings also allow us to prove the
theorems mentioned above in an elementary way. In partic-
ular, we prove that the extended G-crossed modular S and
T transformations indeed give rise to projective representa-
tions of SL(2,Z). We also conjecture the topological twists
for the gauged (equivariantized) theory and derive the modu-
lar S-matrix of the gauged theory.
In Sec. X, we catalog many examples. Those examples il-
lustrate our theory and also potentially lead to new modular
categories. An interesting example is the gauging of the S3-
symmetry of the three-fermion theory SO(8)1. The resulting
rank 12 weakly integral modular tensor category has not pre-
viously appeared in the literature. It would be interesting to
see if the triality of the Dynkin diagram D4 would provide in-
sight into the construction of this new modular category from
SO(8)× S3.
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